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A Special Issue on Preaching

In Honor of Conrad H. Massa

C onrad Harry Massa, the Charlotte W. Newcombe Professor of Practi-

cal Theology at Princeton Theological Seminary, entered the ranks of

Professors Emeriti/ae with his retirement on July i, 1996, thereby concluding

over thirty years of service to Princeton as teacher, trustee, and administrator.

In testimonial remarks uttered upon the retirement of his teacher and

colleague, Professor Charles L. Bartow noted the prominence of preaching

and social conscience in this distinguished career:

In January of 1967, Conrad Massa preached a sermon [at Third Presbyte-

rian Church, Rochester, New York] challenging widespread ignorance of

the feelings and aspirations of women and men at society’s margins. Then,

in the months that followed, he hosted a series of breakfast sessions with

Kodak president, Louis K. Eilers, and three other key business leaders. . . .

Our colleague Conrad helped those business leaders to understand African

American grievances and the politics of confrontation. . . . When Conrad

left Rochester in 1978 to come to Princeton, the Rochester Democrat and

Chronicle featured this front-page headline: “He Helped a City Grow Up.”

At Princeton, Conrad Massa also helped a post-Vietnam, post-Watergate

generation to grow up in the Reformation truth that the “verbal articulation

of the Gospel is the essence of the Church and not merely a useful accompani-

ment to doing the Gospel.”

Therefore, it is appropriate that the retirement of Conrad Harry Massa

should occasion this special issue of The Bulletin devoted to preaching.

Tributes, lectures, sermons, and reviews are offered with our appreciation and

congratulations.

James F. Kay

Editor





Conrad H. Massa: A
Personal Tribute

Donald Macleod

Donald Macleod is the Frances Landey

Patton Professor ofPreaching and Worship

Emeritus at Princeton Theological Semi-

nary.

Pi
T. Forsyth, in his Lyman Beecher lectures at Yale, Positive Preaching

• and the Modem Mind
,
viewed the Christian ministry from a number of

perspectives. He noted the role of the minister not only as a preacher but also

as a responsible churchman. Forsyth wrote: “The obligation of the preacher is

first to the gospel; second to his local church; third to the great Church; and

then to the public (i.e., the world).” To review the career of Conrad H. Massa

is to see a Christian minister fulfilling to a mature degree what Forsyth called

“an office of the church.”

A native of Brooklyn, New York, Conrad Harry Massa was born into a

German American family whose lineage could be traced back to historic

Wittenberg. Conrad enrolled in the Brooklyn Technical High School intent

on studying engineering, but in time he turned towards English literature and

was graduated first in his class. In 1946, he was drafted into military service

and spent fifteen months on Guam where, among other assignments, he was a

radio announcer. Following his discharge from the service, his ministerial

vocation began to awaken under the influence of his pastor and home church,

Bushwick Avenue Presbyterian, and during a youth conference at Blair

Academy led by John Oliver Nelson. Conrad was graduated cum laude from

Columbia University in 1951 and from Princeton Theological Seminary in

1954. At a meeting of the Seminary faculty, as Dean Roberts presented the

names of the graduates, Professor Otto Piper remarked to John Alexander

Mackay, “Mr. President, would that all of these ninety-seven graduates were a

Conrad Massa!”

In his first parish, Elmwood Presbyterian Church, East Orange, New
Jersey (1954-57), Massa led the congregation through a period of racial

integration as one of the earliest of such advances in (what is now) the

Presbytery of Newark. Today, Elmwood is one of that presbytery’s strongest

congregations.

From 1957 to i960, Massa served as an instructor in preaching at Princeton

Seminary, and on receiving the Ph.D. from the Seminary in i960, he was

promoted to assistant professor. 1

' Due to a shortage of personnel at that time in the area of preaching, President Mackay
asked me to recommend one of the more promising younger alumni as a possible candidate
for a junior appointment and to draw up a program of studies leading to the doctorate in
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Nevertheless, the tug of the pastorate drew Massa from Princeton Semi-

nary in 1961. He accepted a call to the Old First Church, Newark, New
Jersey, where he served with distinction until 1966 when he was called to the

Third Presbyterian Church, Rochester, New York. While in Rochester, he

served on the Board of Trustees of Princeton Seminary (1968-78) and was

tapped by Bishop Fulton J. Sheen to be visiting lecturer in preaching at St.

Bernard’s Institute, a Roman Catholic seminary.

Massa returned to Princeton Seminary in 1978 as Director of Field

Education and was subsequently elected to a full professorship in preaching.

In 1983, he was appointed Dean of the Seminary. Later, he was made

Charlotte W. Newcombe Professor of Practical Theology, before crowning

his seminary career as Dean ofAcademic Affairs (1989-94).

Throughout his parish and preaching ministry, Conrad Massa fulfilled his

calling with uncommon distinction as an administrator, presbyter, and

preacher. In his allied role as a trustee of Princeton Seminary, he gradually

returned to the world of theological education. Making a contribution to that

area challenged his considerable abilities and the investment of his talent—

level-headedness, sympathetic concern, and, especially, sensitivity to what the

church needed to receive from its seminaries and their graduates. Upon
returning to Princeton from the parish, Massa found many changes compared

to his own student days: ecumenicity (students ranging from Quakers to

Roman Catholics); a higher percentage of women; a broadened curriculum,

now including black history and the social and public ramifications of the

gospel; and specialized ministries to hospital patients, prison inmates, and the

aged. Massa also participated in rethinking the place of theological education

in the councils of his denomination, in reexamining the newly emerging

D.Min. program, and in strengthening continuing education.

Amid these concerns, he also served as a trustee of Lafayette College

(1983-94), which honored him with the Doctor ofHumanities degree (1987);

attended conferences on theological education in England, Italy, Korea, and

Australia; moderated the first Synod of the Northeast; and participated in the

American Academy of Religion, the Academy of Homiletics, and the Ameri-

can Association of Higher Education.

No resume of ministerial and professional roles would be fair and complete

without a word about Conrad Massa, the person. Conrad is devoted to his

homiletics. With advice from Horton Davies of Princeton University and Paul Scherer of

Union Theological Seminary, and with the full approval of the Seminary’s Committee on
Doctoral Studies, such was done. Thus, Conrad Massa was appointed instructor in

preaching and in i960 became the first to receive the Ph.D. in this field from a Presbyterian

seminary.
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wife, Ann; his son, Stephen, now an M.D. and Ph.D. in medicine; his

daughter, Barbara, in San Francisco; and his grandchildren, Nicholas and

Felicity. As a churchman, he has given his full measure of time and wisdom to

denominational boards and agencies. He has provided leadership in social and

secular projects in every city where he has served. His broad interests have left

an incalculable measure for good in the lives of many. Moreover, throughout

his social witness Conrad Massa has always retained his primary calling as a

minister of the gospel. He has proclaimed it with great effectiveness not only

to those in his congregations but to those whom Forsyth called “the great

Church” and “the public.”

I shall always cherish my relationship to Conrad as a superior student in the

classroom, as a trusted colleague in preaching, and as a friend who has never

failed to acknowledge in public his debt to my humble tutelage.

In recent years, Conrad has studied John Bunyan, the seventeenth-century

English preacher and writer. In Pilgrim's Progress, Conrad H. Massa found his

own prototype in Bunyan’s picture of the true Christian interpreter: “The

best of books was in his hand, the law of truth was written upon his lips, the

world was behind his back, and he stood as if he pleaded with men.”



Preaching as Local

Theology 1

by Leonora Tubbs Tisdale

Leonora Tubbs Tisdale is Associate Profes-

sor ofPreaching and Worship at Princeton

Theological Seminary. This essay is adapted

from herforthcoming Fortress Press book.

Preaching as Local Theology and Folk
Art. It is used here with permission of the

publisher.

I
N THE INTRODUCTION to his book Models of Contextual Theology, Roman
Catholic theologian Stephen B. Bevans tells of an experience he had as a

theology student in Rome in the late 1960s that awakened him to the

significance of culture in the shaping of theology for proclamation. It was the

season of Advent, and Bevans, a twenty-something member of the Beatles’

generation, prepared a homily that explored the image of Christ as “sun.” He
began the homily with the playing of the Beatles’ song “Here Comes the Sun”

and then elaborated upon the One who brings light and warmth to a cold and

godless world.

“I was very enthusiastic about what I said,” reports Bevans, “and thought I

had really done a good job of interpreting a traditional Christian symbol in

contemporary terms.”

2

Until, that is, an Indian participant in the liturgy

approached Bevans and told him that Christ as sun was not a helpful image in

his context. The worshiper explained that in India the sun is an enemy that

brings unbearable heat, terrible thirst, and the possibility of sunstroke. Rather

than seeking and awaiting the coming of the sun, Indian people seek the shade

as a respite from its dangerous rays. “This incident,” says Bevans,

was my first encounter with the fact that some of our predominantly

western and northern liturgical and theological images are meaningless in

other cultural contexts. I had read about this fact in books. I had heard other

people talk about it in conversations, but this was thefirst time that I had ever

met someone who simply had no usefor an idea that really meant something to me

and was deeply nourishing, both theologically and spirituallyA

One of the realities encountered by contemporary pastors who are preach-

1 When I was a Ph.D. student at Princeton Theological Seminary, I was fortunate to have

Conrad Massa as one of my professors and as a member of my dissertation committee. He
always insisted— in his teaching and his writing— that preaching is, at its heart, a contextual

theological act that should attend as seriously to the interpretation of contemporary church

life as it does to the interpretation of biblical texts. It seems, then, fitting to honor him on
the occasion of his retirement with an article that focuses upon preaching as local

theology— an event rooted and grounded in the life of the local congregation.
2 (Maryknoll: Orbis, 1992), xiii.

3

Ibid., xiii. Italics added.
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ing the gospel in congregations whose cultures or subcultures are significantly

different from their own is that they, too, can find themselves preaching

something that is, to them, deeply meaningful, but that fails to feed the hearts

and spirits of their hearers. The city-bred pastor who discovers that his

favorite New Yorker cartoon depicting contemporary life fails to elicit even a

chuckle in his rural congregation; the lover of poetry whose imaginative (and

highly poetic) Christmas Eve meditation causes some within her new congre-

gation to request that they have a “real sermon” next Christmas Eve; the

occasional prison preacher whose pithy theological insight (which went over

quite well in his local congregation on Sunday morning) echoes with the

sound of irrelevance when preached behind bars on Sunday evening— all

know the frustration of discovering that what feeds them (spiritually and

theologically) does not necessarily provide adequate or appropriate nutrition

for their hearers.

Furthermore, while the cultural barriers crossed in preaching may be the

more obvious ones (of race, nationality, ethnicity, or social class), they may

also be more subtle and difficult to discern. James F. Hopewell, for example,

argues that congregations themselves should be viewed as subcultures— each

with its own distinctive “idiom,” worldview, values, and ethos .
4 Even among

congregations located in the same town on the same block that appear, on the

surface, to be similar in make-up, Hopewell discovers significant subcultural

differences.

It follows, then, that preachers, too, may face cross-cultural challenges in

proclamation— even when preaching to congregations of hearers who appear

to be “like them.” Whenever significant differences exist between the idiom,

worldview, and values of the preacher, and the idiom, worldview, and values

of a congregation, difficulties in preaching the gospel meaningfully across

subcultures may arise.

Rather than recognizing that the challenge is one of transversing cultures in

their proclamation, however, preachers may be tempted to cast blame else-

where: either on their congregations (for a lack of appreciation for “good

preaching”) or on themselves (for their own inability to proclaim the gospel in

a meaningful way for their people). Indeed, I am convinced that many
pastors— especially pastors in new or significantly intercultural settings— are

4 Congregation: Stories and Structures
,
ed. Barbara G. Wheeler (Philadelphia: Fortress,

1987). “Idiom,” in Hopewell’s understanding, is the congregation’s local language— a web
of symbols (including word, gesture, and artifact) that distinguishes it from other congrega-
tions around or like it (p. 5). By interpreting the symbols of congregational life— especially,

in Hopewell’s understanding, congregational story— the pastor can gain a deeper under-
standing of its worldview, values, and ethos.
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overly hard on themselves regarding their preaching. They judge as “poor”

sermons that might well be judged differently if preached in an alternative

context. It may be that the difficulty lies not so much with “poor” preaching

(theologically, imagistically, structurally) as with a lack of contextual “fit”

between the sermon and the hearers.

Just as there is nothing intrinsically “poor” about the Advent image of

Christ as sun (indeed, it is an image that has been found to be meaningful in a

diversity of contexts throughout the history of the church), so the cartoon,

poetic sermon structure, and theological insight cited above may also prove to

be deeply meaningful when used in alternative contexts. Problems arise when

they are used in cultural contexts in which a readily shared constellation of

meanings regarding these signs and symbols cannot be assumed.

I. “Local Theology” and Preaching

In this article I want to propose that one helpful way to think about

preaching in the congregational context— particularly given the subcultural

diversity of those congregational contexts in which ministry takes place— is to

consider preaching as an act of constructing “local theology.” I borrow the

term “local theology” from the missiologist Robert Schreiter, who uses it to

refer to theologies on the international scene that are highly contextual in

nature— taking as their starting point the analysis of local cultures and

stressing the development of theological understandings that are appropriate

for a particular people. 5 Examples include Minjung (people’s) theology of

South Korea, various Latin American theologies of liberation, and indigenous

theologies of diverse cultural groups within the U.S. (such as African

American, feminist, or Native American theologies). While Schreiter’s

discussion centers around the construction of theologies on a “macro” scale, I

am suggesting that the term “local theology” can also be used appropriately in

reference to sermons shaped in and for very particular congregational

subcultures within the U.S. Each time the preacher sits in her study,

preparing a sermon for her congregation, she is crafting “local theology”—
theology that not only takes seriously larger church traditions but that attends

with equal seriousness to the worldview, life experiences, and prior beliefs of

her own very particular congregation.

We have long recognized that preaching is, at its heart, a theological act.

While exegesis of biblical texts and of congregational contexts are preaching’s

5 Constructing Local Theologies (Maryknoll: Orbis, 1985).
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necessary precursors, they are not its goal. The preacher as practical theologian

must also bring the worlds of text and context together in one creative and

imaginative act of theological construction, which we call the sermon. In

preaching, then, theology is created.

We have also long recognized the significance of doctrinal and ecclesial

theology for preaching. One of the primary functions of the pastor in the life

of a congregation is to be a resident ecclesial theologian— a person who has been

trained in church history and Christian doctrine, and who can assist the

congregation in thinking theologically about their lives and the world. In

preaching, as in other aspects of ministry, pastors are theologians of the larger

church— insuring that local understandings of the Christian faith remain in

continual dialogue with broader denominational and ecumenical understand-

ings of the faith.

An emphasis on contextuality in preaching, however, points pastors toward

another, equally important reality. The congregational preacher is also a local

theologian, called to craft theology that is shaped in and for a very particular

local community of faith. Preaching in this understanding shares traits in

common with theologies that emerge from base communities in Latin

America. It is culturally specific, responsive to local concerns, and highly

attentive to its own “base community” in its formulation.

II. Hallmarks of Preaching as Local Theology

To conceive of preaching as local theology is to reconfigure some of the

ways in which we think about the homiletical task. What occurs is not so

much an overthrow of old homiletical values (excellence in biblical exegesis,

theological coherence and depth, clarity and creativity in sermon design,

appropriate use of image, story, and metaphor) as it is a change in perspective.

Rather than looking at preaching “from above”—from the pulpit or the

scholar’s study—we begin to consider it “from below”— from its inception,

birthing, and hearing amid congregational life.

What are the hallmarks of preaching as local theology? Let us briefly

consider six of its underlying assumptions and aspirations.

(i) Preaching as local theology celebrates week-to-week congregational preaching

and the power of the particular in gospel proclamation. Lutheran pastor Edmund
Steimle once said, “The timeless sermon, the sermon which could be

preached a hundred years ago as well as today, is a poor sermon. ... If

sermons are to be biblical in the deepest sense, they will convey the truth in
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terms of the now. They will be secular, of this age, in every respect.”6

Preaching as local theology shares Steimle’s bias against generic sermons and

celebrates sermons that are written for a particular congregation of people in a

particular time and place.

As a preaching professor I am sometimes asked, “Who do you think are the

greatest preachers on the American scene today?” My difficulty in answering

that question is that I genuinely believe the greatest preachers today are ones

whose names are probably not well known outside a radius of a few miles:

local pastors who week-in and week-out faithfully bring the gospel and

contemporary life together in ways that capture the imaginations, deepen the

faith, and stretch the vision of local faith communities. Fred Craddock echoes

this sentiment when he writes:

Much hoopla to the contrary, the most effective preachers in this or any

generation are pastors, whose names we may or may not ever know. This is

not a comment on oratorical skills nor is it a broad benediction on every

pulpit effort by pastors. It is rather a recognition of the central importance of

knowing one's hearers, a fact which makes it possible for the sermon to have that

irreplaceable source ofpower: appropriateness.
7

Preaching as local theology values the local and particular in proclamation

and encourages the preparation of sermons that are not easily portable from

one parish to the next. Indeed, when preaching is viewed as local theology, the

proverbial sermon barrel is helpful only as far as the universals of human

experience will carry it. Otherwise, what tasted like good wine in one

congregation may well taste like decaying grapes in the next.

(2) Preaching as local theology is not only proclaimed “to ” but also “out of the

midst ” and “on behalf of a local faith community. Preaching is not only a

conversation between human beings. It is also an act ofworship: an offering of

praise and adoration that the pastor makes on behalf of the congregation with

God as audience. In preaching the pastor not only speaks to the congregation

on behalf of God. The pastor, as representative of the gathered faith commu-

nity, also speaks before God on behalf of the people, giving witness to the

faith they corporately share.

Craddock says that “sermons should speaker as well as to the congregation.

The Bible is the church’s book, not the minister’s alone, and therefore a

proclamation of its affirmations is the church’s word to itself and to the

6 Edmund A. Steimle, in Preaching the Story, by Steimle, Morris J. Niedenthal, and

Charles L. Rice (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1980), 168-69.
7 Preaching (Nashville: Abingdon, 1985), 91-92. Italics added.
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world .” 8 Thus, he urges preachers to proclaim the gospel in such a manner

that it elicits the “nod of recognition” from those in their congregation, so

that “the listeners say, ‘Yes, that is my message; that is what I have wanted to

say.’
”

When preaching is viewed as local theology, the pastor is reminded that she

or he is not the sole “resident theologian” in the local community of faith;

rather, the preacher is one ofmany resident theologians who contribute to the

questions, insights, struggles, and life situations that feed the formation of the

Sunday sermon. Instead of viewing preaching as an act in which theologically

educated pastors help uneducated laypeople attain their level of knowledge

and expertise, preaching as local theology calls us to view our task with greater

humility— respecting and affirming the wealth of theological knowledge and

wisdom already present within the congregation and the many ways in which

congregations shape and feed the theology that finds its voice in the pulpit.

Much preaching in our day suffers from an “over-againstness” in which the

preacher mounts the pulpit to cajole, correct, challenge, instruct, or in some

other manner “shape up” the congregation. Preaching as local theology calls

upon pastors to reclaim a renewed sense of “withness”— moving to the pulpit

out of the midst of the congregation to give witness to the congregation’s own

deepest beliefs, doubts, questions, longings and fears, while also standing with

the congregation before a God who confronts and challenges us all.

(f Preaching as local theology seeks to be “seriously imaginable ” within a local

community of faith. In his book The Uses of Scripture in Recent Theology
,

theologian David H. Kelsey recommends three yardsticks by which to judge

the adequacy of any theological construction. First, the theology must be a

reasoned form of discourse, capable of consistent formulation and argued

defense. Second, the theology must be faithful to the structure of Christian

tradition— collapsing neither the “over againstness” of God in relation to the

community nor stressing the present, particular situation at the expense of its

grounding in Jesus Christ. Finally, the theology must be seriously imaginable to

a particular people in a particular time and place. The term “seriously

imaginable” involves possibilities that are both “real”— as opposed to mere

fantasy— and “for us"— that is, imaginable within the particular social world a

people inhabit .
9

While preaching is not systematic theology (the primary concern in

Kelsey’s work), it is a theological act in which the preacher is also accountable

to the larger community of faith. Thus preaching, too, should meet Kelsey’s

8 Ibid., 26-27.
9 (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1975), 170-74.
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criteria for theological adequacy. The theology expressed in our sermons

should be intelligible and capable of reasoned defense, grounded in scripture

and church tradition, and seriously imaginable for culturally conditioned

people. Like a three-legged stool, preaching teeters precariously if any one of

these foundations is neglected.

While all three standards are critical for faithful proclamation, however, it

is the third criterion— that of being seriously imaginable— that is of particular

import for the contextual preacher. Kelsey admits that there is a liability in

placing cultural constraints on theology. Theologians may find themselves

simply reformulating that which is already imagined in a culture, and theology

will lose its distinctive Christian witness. Yet he also contends that theology

has no choice but to take such risks. The theologian must engage his or her

imagination toward the construction of seriously imaginable theology for a

particular people in a particular time and place.

Only by an imaginative act can theological proposals capable of capturing

the imaginations of real [people] living in a particular culture be concrete

enough to be really “practical” for particular [people] and significantly

“critical” of particular Christian communities. Only because it is grounded

in a decisive imaginative act is a set of theological proposals really incarnate

in [people’s] real lives .

10

Preaching, like any theological form, must run the risk of being constrained

by culture in order that it can speak an incarnate practical and critical biblical

word to and for culture. Yet it is precisely at the juncture of becoming

seriously imaginable that the diverse subcultural worlds of preaching make its

task more complicated. A sermon that is seriously imaginable in one congre-

gation may not be as readily imaginable in another, subculturally different

congregation. Similarly, proclamation that the preacher deems seriously

imaginable will not always be as readily imaginable for his or her congrega-

tion.

(4) Preaching as local theology is a “hearer-oriented.” event. Some missiologists

have suggested that we approach communication across cultures as being

either “hearer-oriented” or “speaker-oriented .” 11 Although the terms posit a

polarity that does not often exist in a pristine form in human communication

(since most communication employs both forms or resides somewhere on a

10 Ibid., 173.
11 See Schreiter, Constructing Local Theologies

, 59-60; and Charles H. Kraft, Christianity in

Culture: A Study in Dynamic Biblical Theologizing in Cross-Cultural Perspective (Maryknoll:

Orbis, 1984), 147-66.
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continuum between the two), they still provide a useful framework for

thinking about communication within the preaching event.

In speaker-oriented communication, primary emphasis is placed upon the

speaker’s ability to communicate the message accurately and correcdy. The

goal is that the information reach the hearer without any adulteration or

change. The speaker encodes the message in language and symbols familiar to

the speaker and may choose to do so in a very esoteric way. What is most

important is that none of the essential content be lost in transmission of the

message. If there are any adjustments to be made in understanding in this

communication mode, they are to be made by the hearer. It is the hearer’s

responsibility to adapt to the speaker’s communicational framework in order

to comprehend the meanings communicated through the message.

An example of speaker-oriented pedagogy was my own memorization of

the Westminster Shorter Catechism as a child. The goal in this process was

not that the theological concepts contained in the questions and answers of

the catechism be translated into my childish vernacular or even that I be able

to paraphrase their essence in my own words. Rather, the goal was that I be

able to repeat the (often unintelligible to me) words of the catechism—
verbatim— just as I had committed them to memory. Although I did not fully

understand the meaning of the words as I learned them, the hope was that I

would grow into fuller understanding of them as I matured (in the same way

that children commit poetry, scripture, or liturgical texts to memory and grow

into fuller understanding of their meaning throughout their lives).

In hearer-oriented communication, on the other hand, primary value is

placed upon the ability of the hearer to understand the message in his or her

own symbolic framework and to relate it to his or her own world. The speaker

varies the language and symbols used in communication in order to achieve

maximum understanding and appropriation by the hearer, even if some

peripheral aspects of the content are lost or altered in transmission. The
speaker’s concern for control of the message and detailed accuracy is less

important than the hearer’s ability to understand and appropriate the essential

meaning of the message within his or her own vernacular. Thus, the speaker

seeks, as much as possible, to enter into the hearer’s own world of symbolic

understanding in the communication of the message.

Preaching as local theology stresses the preacher’s responsibility to prepare

sermons that are hearer-oriented— sermons in which preacher meets congre-

gants on their ground, rather than requiring congregants to meet the preacher

on his or her ground. Reflecting the image of the God who (as John Calvin

reminds us) accommodated Godself to us in order to enter our frame of
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reference and to aid our understanding, the preacher lets go some of his or her

own communicational prerogatives in order to proclaim, from within the

congregation’s own symbolic framework, the transformative message of the

gospel .

12

(5) Preaching as local theology has as a goal the transformation of the imagina-

tions of the hearers in accordance with the message of the gospel. Long ago,

Augustine, author of the first major homiletical textbook for Christian

preachers, said that preaching should strive “to teach, to delight and to

persuade” in order that the gospel be heard “intelligibly, willingly and

obediently.” 1
^ His goals for proclamation— incorporating educational, com-

municational, and persuasional elements— are worthy goals for holistic preach-

ing today.

More recently, theologian Garrett Green has suggested that the formal

capacity in human beings through which thinking, delighting, and persuading

are integrated is in the human imagination. Imagination, in Green’s under-

standing, is not the opposite of reality but rather “the means by which

manifold forms of both reality and illusion are mediated to us.”'4 Its biblical

correlate is the “heart,” which, like the imagination, functions as the seat of

intellect, emotion, and will. Rather than being a particular human faculty per

se, the imagination serves an integrative function, bringing together in human

experience various human abilities and potentials.

Green revisits the Barth-Brunner debate over natural theology (the debate

in which Brunner claimed there was some remnant of the divine left in human

beings that enabled them to apprehend God, to which Barth responded with a

hearty Neinl ) and contends that the imagination is the formal locus through

which God’s revelation to human beings is mediated. To be created in the

image of God is to have the capacity to imagine God rightly— a capacity that

has been completely distorted in human beings by sin. While human beings

still have the formal ability to imagine, they have lost the ability to imagine

God rightly and thus cannot enter into a right relationship with God. It is

only through faith in Jesus Christ— the full image of the invisible God— that

the idolatrous imaginations of human beings can be transformed and right

relationships with God and neighbor restored.

12 For a discussion of Calvin’s “principle of accommodation,” see Ford Lewis Battles,

“God Was Accommodating Himself to Human Capacity,” in Readings in Calvin's Theology,

ed. Donald J. McKim (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1984), 21-42.
‘3 On Christian Doctrine, trans. D. W. Robertson, Jr. (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1958),

1 4 2

'4 Imagining God: Theology and the Religious Imagination (San Francisco: Harper & Row,
i989)>4°-
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Because Green views the imagination as the integrative capacity through

which God’s revelation to human beings is mediated, the significance of

imagination for preaching becomes critical. He defines preaching as “an

appeal to the imagination of the hearers through the images of scripture,” and

says the preacher’s primary task is to employ his or her own imagination in the

task of mediating and facilitating the link between scripture and congregation.

In a startling and provocative statement Green declares, “To save sinners,

God seizes them by the imagination. ”‘S

Preaching as local theology trusts in God’s ability to seize the imaginations

of sinners through proclamation, and encourages the local pastor to place his

or her own theological imagination in the service of God’s salvific work.

However, if the preacher is going to reimage the world of the congregation

according to the paradigms of scripture, she or he must first have some grasp

of the imaginative patterns concerning God, humanity, nature, and their

interrelationships that are already operative in congregational life. At what

junctures is the imagination of the congregation true and in accordance with

the patterns revealed in scripture, and at what junctures is it false and in need

of correction? Where is congregational imagination balanced (holding to-

gether tensions that coexist in scripture itself), and where is it unbalanced? It

is to that sixth and final hallmark of preaching as local theology— the necessity

for congregational “exegesis”— that we now turn our attention.

(6) In preaching as local theology
,
exegesis ofthe congregation and its subcultures is

not peripheral to proclamation but central to its concerns. If the preacher is to strive

toward proclamation that (1) celebrates the local and particular, (2) arises out

of the midst of and is spoken on behalf of a local faith community, (3) is

seriously imaginable, (4) is hearer-oriented, and (5) is capable of transforming

congregational imagination, then it is imperative that the preacher first listen

attentively to the congregation itself. It is impossible to address particular

local issues and concerns unless one has first discerned what the cutting-edge

issues are in congregational life. It is impossible to speak “on behalf of people”

unless one has first discerned what they actually believe. It is impossible to

preach in a more “seriously imaginable” way unless one first has some idea of

the imaginative worlds congregants already inhabit. It is impossible to shape

proclamation in a more hearer-oriented direction unless one first becomes

acquainted with the vocabulary, symbols, and thought forms that are common
to a congregation’s corporate life. And it is impossible to preach in a way that

transforms the imaginations of the hearers in accordance with the gospel

‘5 Ibid., 149.
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unless one first becomes acquainted with the imaginative paradigms that are

deemed to be normative in congregational life, and the junctures at which the

gospel would affirm, challenge, stretch, or invert them.

When preaching is conceived as local theology, exegesis of the congrega-

tion and its subcultures is critical for every aspect of the sermon preparation

task: from the selection of appropriate biblical texts for proclamation, to the

questions the pastor takes to texts on behalf of the congregation, to the

hermeneutical linkages forged between congregation and text, to the lan-

guage, illustrations, and communicational design of the sermon. Nothing in

the theology or art of the sermon falls outside the rubric “local.”

III. Conclusion

To consider preaching as an act of constructing local theology is to lift up

and highlight its inherently contextual nature. Local pastors are not called, on

a Sunday-by-Sunday basis, to proclaim generic sermons to generic gatherings

of people. Rather, they are called to preach amid very particular faith

communities, proclaiming the gospel in seriously imaginable and transforma-

tive ways for their hearers.

As we have seen, however, contextual proclamation can be complicated by

the subcultural differences that exist between the preacher and the congrega-

tion. The symbols, stories, sermon structures, and theological insights that

are deeply meaningful to the preacher may not prove to be nearly as

meaningful for his or her hearers. The contextual preacher, therefore, needs

to be trained to become skilled not only in exegeting biblical texts but also in

exegeting congregational subcultures. And seminaries and homiletics courses—
long adept in training seminarians in diverse methods for biblical exegesis—
need to become equally adept in teaching methods for congregational

exegesis. When viewed from a local perspective, such interpretation is not

peripheral to the homiletical task; it lies at its very heart.
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The PURPOSE of this study is to bring performance as public criticism

(practical theology) into conversation with textual analysis of sacred

scripture (biblical theology). I argue that performance is a way of coming to

know and understand a biblical text and its persona in such a way that fresh

insight is gained into what a text is, what it says (denotation), and what it

signifies (connotation). Such an argument cannot be made without reference

to any particular text, however. Methodologies of reading (and public text

performance is a methodology of reading) need to be put to use if they are to

be understood and judged. Thus the title of this study: “Who Says the Song?

Practical Hermeneutics as Humble Performance.”

The “song” to be studied is Psalm 27.' The question of who says it is the

search for a persona

2

from whose perspective the psalm can be spoken

faithfully.’ In other words, we are seeking an authorialpresence
,
not a historical

human being standing behind the text as its creator but a speaker in the

text— the creation of an author or author plus redactors, who legitimately can

be inferred on the basis of textual analysis,4 and whose human position may

Who Says the Song?

Practical Hermeneutics

as Humble
Performance

1 While the text of Psalm 27 in the NRSV is taken as the English version to be dealt with

in this paper, it has been compared with the RSV and KJV and with translations of the text

in a number of commentaries. The writer also had the expert assistance of his pastor, Scott

R. A. Starbuck, in consulting the Hebrew text.

2 Judy E. Yordon defines persona helpfully as: “An undefined speaker in a text who seems
to be the writer’s disguised self’ (Roles in Interpretation

,
3d ed. [Madison: W. B. Brown &

Benchmark, 19931,456).
’ To speak a text faithfully does not mean that there is one correct reading. It does mean

that there are good readings, readings that take seriously the text and its subject, which, in

the case of scripture, is our common life before God. In other words, there are readings that

the performer of the text can “stand by” to use Wendell Berry’s phrase. For “the subject of
poetry is not words, it is the worlds, which poets have in common with other people. ... A
writer such as Shakespeare is of course distinguished by his language, which is certainly his

gift and his love. But his language is, after all, the common tongue, to which his gift is

uncommon grace and power; without his commonness we could neither recognize nor
value his distinction” (Wendell Berry, Standing by Words [New York: Farrar, Straus &
Giroux, 1983], 8-9). See also Monroe C. Beardsley, “Right Readings and Good Readings,”
Literature in Performance 1 (November 1980): 10-22.

4 The term “inferred” is used precisely because the human situation of the psalms
generally is very hard to determine. To say that there is an “implied persona,” therefore,
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give our performance of the text coherence. This artistic presence or persona,

with our voice and body, and with the body and sensibility of a listening

public ,

5

may provide for the divine-human drama called Psalm 27 “a local

habitation and a name”

6

distinct from our own.

Ours is a collaborative effort undertaken in company with an author (and,

perhaps, redactors) and translators, for, as S. S. Curry pointed out over a

century ago, a text has power, a power granted it by authorial design, to

constrain the human spirit and voice and body so that expression is not “bom
of impulse or random caprice . ”7 In performing Psalm 27, we wear the mask of

the persona of the text.
8 We clothe ourselves in the plea and praise offered by

it. We do not, however, become the persona. We remain who we are, certain

selves set to the service of artistic and ethical possibilities. We speak as if we

were another. Richard F. Ward has pointed out that the term performance

means “form coming through.”9 That will do for us: the form of Psalm 27

coming through our persons. Our performance is humble performance. It is

an act of willful, glad self-marginalization. Through performance we serve a

word that is not our own.

The recent history of scholarly interpretation of Psalm 27 has offered three

primary options concerning its persona. One option is that the persona of the

psalm is actually three speaking voices and not one. Verses 1-6 have a voice of

confidence at the center of them. Verses 7-13 feature a voice of lament. Verse

14 offers the voice of one reciting a liturgical formula “added later to the

might suggest greater objectivity and exactitude than in fact is possible. The persona is a

construct made this side of the text on the basis of textual analysis. On the difficulty of

reconstructing a given psalm’s human location, see Patrick D. Miller, Jr., Interpreting the

Psalms (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1986), 8.

5 There are those who have argued convincingly that the personae and, indeed, poems
themselves are embodied in the interpreter. See Alla Bozarth-Campbell, The Word's Body:

An Incarnational Aesthetic of Interpretation (University: University of Alabama Press, 1979),

51. Yet it would seem even more likely that personae and poems are embodied in

interpreters and their publics, though that embodiment typically is manifest in the

interpreter and covert in her or his public.
6 William Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream, act 5, sc. 1

.

7 The Province ofExpression (Boston: School of Expression, 1891), 151.
8 In the theatre of antiquity, of course, performers wore the masks of the characters or

personae they portrayed; see Frank M. Whiting, An Introduction to the Theatre (New York:

Harper & Bros., 1954), 160-61. Further: “It is probably no mere historical accident that the

word person, in its first meaning, is a mask. It is rather a recognition of the fact that

everyone is always and everywhere more or less consciously, playing a role. ... It is in these

roles that we know each other; it is in these roles that we know ourselves” (Robert Ezra

Park, Race and Culture; quoted in Beverly Whitaker Long and Mary Frances Hopkins,

Performing Literature [Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1982], 50).

9 Speakingfrom the Heart: Preaching with Passion (Nashville: Abingdon, 1992), 77. See also

Victor Turner, From Ritual to Theatre: The Human Seriousness of Play (New York: PAJ
Publications, 1982), 13.
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psalm in order to point the lesson to be drawn from it.”
10 On the basis of

form-critical criteria, some scholars conclude that Psalm 27 actually is two

psalms best understood as utterly distinct from each other, though complemen-

tary to each other, in that, together, they demonstrate the dialectic of plea and

praise that is at the heart of the Psalter." Further, a liturgical coda has been

added to the song of lament (w. 7-13), and the voice of the coda (v. 14) is not

praise or plea but exhortation.

It is beyond the purpose of this essay to specify all of the arguments used to

justify the reading of Psalm 27 as two psalms plus a liturgical tag line.

Nevertheless, it is appropriate to indicate what appears to be the working

assumption that underlies such a reading and that leads critics holding this

view to select those textual features that give credence to their interpretation.

The assumption underlying the two-voice, two-personae, plus coda (featuring

a third persona) view of Psalm 27 is that generic criteria, based on thematic

content and poetic grammar, are to be privileged in reading any work. It is

assumed that genre studies do not simply provide insight into the discrete

subject matters and compositional styles that typify certain psalmodic construc-

tions, which may appear apart or together in a variety of texts. Instead, they

give readers of texts a way to categorize psalmodic works according to generic

specifications. So, with regard to verses 1-6 of Psalm 27, a critic applying

generic criteria can assert:

Because of his experience of the divine guidance and protection in the

course of his days, the psalmist can bid defiance to all who would menace

his life. His prayer is that he may ever be permitted to enjoy access to God’s

presence in the temple. For under God’s protection, in the shelter of the

sacred dwelling place, no foe can touch him. The thought of what he owes

for present and past deliverances leads him to vow hymns of praise and

offerings of thanksgiving to God. It is to be noted that in psalms of this type

the Lord is spoken of in the third person. 12

The last sentence of the quoted paragraph makes it clear that Psalm 27:1-6

is being read as an instance of a certain type of psalm that, expressing

confidence in God, concludes with vows of praise and thank offerings. A
typical feature of this type of psalm, we are told, is that in it God is addressed

in the third person. On the other hand, in Psalm 27:7-13, a lament, God is

IO William R. Taylor, commentary on Psalm 27, in The Interpreter's Bible, vol. 4, ed.

George Arthur Buttrick (Nashville: Abingdon, 1955), 150.
“ Claus Westermann, Praise and Lament in the Psalms, trans. Keith R. Crim and Richard

N. Soulen (Atlanta: John Knox, 1981), 154-55.
12 Taylor, Commentary, 145. Italics added.
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addressed in the second person. This approach to identifying the persona of

Psalm 27, in addition to privileging generic considerations, assumes that a

psalmodic text will be univocal. It assumes, in other words, that the speaker in

the text will pray or sing or speak in basically one mood from start to finish. ‘3

Further, it assumes that an inferred original, unredacted version of the text,

established according to generic criteria, constrains performance. Perfor-

mances of the work, therefore, if one is to regard them as hermeneutically

sound, are largely recreative. Nuances in connotation are possible, but, on the

basis of textual details selected according to generic specifications, the three

personae of Psalm 27 are delimited by arguments meant to establish original

authorial intents or to clarify adumbrated authorial motives. 14 Performance as

practical hermeneutics in this view does not seek to open up a future for the

text. Instead, performance makes room in the present for people to see and

hear the past, happening over and over again. Such performance is not merely

the rehearsal of what used to be, however, for, as they speak the psalm,

contemporary people appropriate the past. They enter it for a moment and

live it as if it were their own present. In worship, such a speaking of the psalm

occasions liturgical anamnesis or living memorialization of a past event of

praise and plea. To sum up, the personae of Psalm 27, in this view, are three in

number, and they are discrete, univocal, and permanent.

A second approach to Psalm 27 sees it not as two totally independent psalms

but as one psalm in two phases, with verse 14 being understood as an oracle

from God uttered by a priest or temple servant in response to the petition

spoken in verses 7-13. Most typically, the one doing the speaking both in

verses 1-6 and 7-1 3 is taken to be the king .'5 The occasion, it is conjectured, is

the yearly celebration of the king’s coronation. Verse 3 especially, with its

allusion to a circumstance ofwar— “Though an army encamp against me, my
heart shall not fear; though war rise up against me, yet will I be confident”— is

taken to refer to the role of the king as “commander-in-chief of Israel’s

armies.”' 6 Also, the expression in verse 2, “When evildoers assail me to

devour my flesh,” is regarded as a sign of extreme military danger . ‘7 F. L.

‘3 The strengths and weaknesses of the “one mood” approach to analysis of Psalm 27 are

explored in detail by Erhard S. Gerstenberger, Psalms Part I with ail Introduction to Cultic

Poetry (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1988), 125-27.
'4 For a vigorous argument in defense of authorial intent as determinative for meaning in

the reading and interpretation of texts, see E. D. Hirsch, Jr., Validity in Interpretation (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1967), esp. pp. 10-23. The seminal studies in motives as a key

to interpretation are: Kenneth Burke, A Grammar ofMotives (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-

Hall, 1945); and idem, A Rhetoric ofMotives (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1969).
'5 Peter C. Craigie, Psalms 1-50 (Waco: Word, 1983), 228-35.
16 Ibid., 232.

0 F. L. Hossfeld and E. Zenger, Die Psalmen / (Wurzburg: Echter, 1993), 274.
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Hossfeld asserts, “The entire section (w. 1-3) thus is saturated with military

metaphors.” 18

The second section of the psalm, verses 7-13, is not saturated with military

metaphors. It consists, instead, of two petitions: A general petition in which

the king humbly expresses his “determination to seek God’s face,” 19 followed

by a more specific petition in which “the King prays to be delivered from

opponents.” 20 The false witnesses breathing out violence (v. 12) are under-

stood to be agents of foreign powers who could conceivably bring about the

king’s ruin and, with that, Israel’s destruction. Peter C. Craigie explains it this

way:

As a King in the context of international affairs, the King may have had

imposed upon him treaties demanding his subservience to foreign powers;

as a King in the convenant tradition of David, he could have allegiance only

to God. The commitment to God in covenant could be perceived as a

treacherous act by foreign nations, who sought to control the King as a

vassal; thus, in poetic language, they are described as witnesses, giving

evidence in court concerning the King’s breach of treaty obligations. 21

The reference to parental abandonment in verse 10, “If my father and

mother forsake me, the Lord will take me up,” also is given a monarchical

twist: “The expression should not be interpreted literally, but should be

understood in terms of the King’s role as God’s son (see Psalm i :’]).” 11 Craigie

and others also refer to the common formulaic language of the psalm as an

indication of its cubic rootedness and probable grounding in some sort of

royal ritual. As understood by Craigie, then, Psalm 27 is a royal psalm; the

principle persona is the persona of the king. A second persona is the persona

of a temple official who pronounces a divine oracle in response to the king’s

petition in verses 7-13: “Wait for the Lord; be strong, and let your heart take

courage; wait for the Lord.”

In the approach to Psalm 27 just described, generic criteria based on

analyses of thematic content and poetic grammar again are given large place.

However, the concern is not to slot parts of the psalm into already established

18 “Der ganze Abschmitt 1-
-2 ist gesattigt mit Kriegsmetaphern” (ibid.).

19 Craigie, Psalms 1-50, 233.
20 Ibid., 234.
21 Ibid.
22 Ibid., 233. Hossfeld offers rebuttal to this point of view. “Die Eltern haben den Beter

verlassen, was hier bedeuten kann, dass sie verschieden sind und als natiirliche Verbiindete
im Rechtsstreit ausfallen.” (The parents have forsaken the one praying, which can mean
here that they are deceased and cease to be his natural allies in his lawsuit or controversy.)

Hossfeld, 175.
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generic categories, for example, psalms of confidence and psalms of lament.

Instead, there is a recognition of features distinct to each section of the psalm:

for example, the war metaphors of the first half of the psalm and the humble

pleadings of the second half. Yet there also is a recognition of thematic

congruity throughout the work as a whole, namely, the desire on the part of

the principle speaker in the text to seek God’s face. But this tension of

similarity in difference and of difference in similarity is ameliorated by

imagining a possible liturgical setting for the psalm’s original use. This

setting, most likely a yearly coronation ceremony, is asserted cautiously

though, for, as Craigie himself points out, “the evidence for the royal

interpretation ... is indirect,” and, “it is difficult to be precise in determining

the setting for this liturgical psalm .

”

2 3

In this view, the principle persona of the text is not limited primarily by

reference to authorial intent or motive, though it is assumed that the psalm

was composed for the king. Here the principle persona of the text is imagined

within the context of a liturgical setting where the king speaks both as a

military leader of his people and as their pious exemplar. The words of the

second persona, the liturgical figure who responds to the king’s petition with

the divine oracle “Wait for the Lord . . .
,” are exhortation applicable not only

to the king but also to all who identify with him in his acts of humility and

piety. A window to the future of the psalm as a unified liturgical text for all the

people of God is thereby thrown open. 2 * Contemporary speakers of the text,

whether individuals or a company of the devout, can speak the first two

movements of the text as their own hymn of confidence (w. 1-6) and prayer of

petition (w. 7-13). The last movement of the text, however, the divine oracle

“Wait for the Lord . . .
,” must be spoken as to another, as public proclama-

tion. What was a personal word of direct admonition to the king now becomes

a word of exhortation to any and all who, in confidence and trust, humility and

awe, seek God’s presence and God’s help.

In this approach to the psalm, the personae are only two in number. The

first persona speaks both the hymn of confidence and the prayer of petition.

The second persona announces the divine oracle. But the hymn of praise and

0 Craigie, Psalms i-$o, 231.

Ibid. Craigie indicates the psalm’s contemporary liturgical use in Jewish worship: “In

the later history ofJudaism, and continuing into the present century, Ps. 27 has played a

central role in the “Days of Awe” (Yamin Noraim), being recited in the synagogue during

each of the ten holy days. The psalm’s substance, concerning God’s compassion and love for

his people, is most appropriate for the season in which judgment and deliverance are the

central themes in thejewish liturgy.”
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the prayer of petition remain distinct and univocal, the mood of the one

substantially different from the mood of the other. This is so because the

liturgical movements to which they are related remain discrete and sequential,

even though thematic content (specifically, seeking God’s presence) is carried

over from the first half of the psalm into the second half. Performance of the

psalm in worship occasions anamnesis, as was the case with the earlier reading;

but added to that anamnesis is spiritual and ethical mimesis, as the people of

God follow the lead of the king and appropriate royal piety as their own.

A third view of the text sees it as a unity consisting of three movements .

2 5

The first movement is a soliloquy of trust, praise, and aspiration amid danger.

The persona, the speaker in the text, is facing up to imminent dangers: “The

stings of private enemies, the devices of political oppressors, . . . the horrors of

War.” 26 Samuel Terrien points out that verses 1-6 need not be construed as

featuring the voice of someone at ease and in possession of an undaunted

confidence in God. To the contrary, he insists: “Its undertones are vibrant

with lurking perils, and only its dominant melody is that of triumphant

trust.”27 Further, the persona need not be the king. Rather, the persona may

be thought of as a solitary, anonymous figure yearning to behold not God (for

that would be to die) but “the beauty of the Lord” (v. 4). As Terrien puts it,

the speaker in the text aspires to “gazing upon the delightfulness” or “the

pleasantness of Yahweh” and to “contemplating.” 28 Terrien defines the

approach to contemplation in Psalm 27 this way:

Contemplation is the sublime exercise of the devout spirit, the active

concentration of all human energies toward a more penetrating knowledge

of the purposeful goodness and graciousness of the divine toward the

human. ... It begins with the social participation of the individual in the

aesthetic rehearsal of the Word which God has revealed of himself in the

history of the nations and of the chosen people. It is rooted in corporate

sharing in the drama of the liturgy, but it thrusts the individual forward and

leads [that person] dynamically beyond the forms and limitations of the cult

toward the most secret holy of holies, until the “thou and I” encounter is

consummated and [the human being] is met by God alone. 29

25 This third approach to the psalm frankly is my own, though, in making my case, I draw
heavily on the following: Samuel Terrien, The Psalms and Their Meaning for Today (New
York: Bobbs-Merrill, 1952); and James L. Mays, Psalms (Louisville: John Knox, 1994).

26 Terrien, Psalms, 216.
2 7 Ibid.
28 Ibid., 217.
2» Ibid.
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But such yearned-for moments of awful serenity are fleeting and rare. What
enables the speaker in the text to survive long absence of signs of the divine

presence and the lurking dangers that haunt life, making it as much a terror as

a solemn joy, is obstinate trust. God does not always hide the devout soul in

the precincts of the temple but also in the divine “hut,” “booth,” “pavilion,”

the “secret of his tent,” and the security of a “high rock.” The plurality and

inconsistency of the images make it clear that the persona of Psalm 27 has no

expectation of dwelling forever secure in a literal sanctuary. 3° True sanctuary,

the firm ground of obstinate trust, is afforded those from whom the divine

face has not been turned away in forgetfulness or wrath.

So the speaker in the text prays, “Hear, O Lord, when I cry aloud” (v. 7),

and “Do not hide your face from me” (v. 9). Here begins the second

movement. The speaker turns from soliloquy to prayer. Yet elements of

soliloquy remain:
“ ‘Come,’ my heart says, ‘seek his face!’ ” (v. 8) and “If my

father and mother forsake me, the Lord will take me up” (v. 10). In fact, the

lament or plea of the persona of Psalm 27 alternates regularly between prayer

and soliloquy. The two modes of speech are so bound together that no sharp

distinction between them finally can be made. They belong together in the

same moment of utterance: Prayer (v. 7), soliloquy and prayer (v. 8), prayer (v.

9), soliloquy (v. 10), and prayer (w. 1 1-12). Also, contrary to the expectation

that the prayer of lament must feature speech to God in the second person,

there is an instance when the persona of Psalm 27:7-12 speaks of God in the

third person: “Ifmy father and mother forsake me, the Lord will take me up”

(v. 10). Further, verses 7-14 pick up motifs established in verses 1-6:

“salvation” (w. 1, 9), “adversary” (w. 2, 12), “heart” (w. 3, 8, 14), “rise” (w.

3, 12), and “seek” (w. 4, 8)T

The anonymous speaker in Psalm 27 pleads with God, “Do not cast me

off” (v. 9), “Do not give me up to the will of my adversaries” (v. 12), and

beseeches God for ethical guidance so that life may be safe from both error

and enemies, “Teach me thy way, O Lord, and lead me on a level path because

of my enemies” (v. 1 1). The “level path” is the path of moral duty, upright-

ness, and godliness. It is the way God “knows” (see Psalm 1). It is not merely

the smooth, easy, comfortable way of the untroubled spirit. Said Calvin:

“[Those] who thus desire to commit [themselves] to the safeguard and

protection of God, must first renounce crafty and wicked devices.

”

3 2 Finally,

since it is to the eyes of faith alone that God can be seen as succor in the midst

of trial and danger, the persona of Psalm 27 leaves off praying (or finishes

3° Ibid., 218.

3 1 Mays, Psalms

,

130.

3 2 Quoted in Terrien, Psalms
, 219.
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praying, if one chooses to link v. 13, contra the NRSV, to w. 7-12) with a

desperate credo: “I believe that I shall see the goodness of the Lord in the land

of the living” (v. 13). The NRSV and RSV translations are emotionally weak

compared to the KJV: “I had fainted, unless I had believed to see the goodness

of the Lord in the land of the living.” And the KJV itself is weaker than the

translation proposed by Terrien: “If I did not believe to see the goodness of

the Lord in the land of the living . . . !
”33 The sentence is left incomplete

because the “prospect is too horrible for verbal formulation. ”34

With lament and credo thus completed, the persona (continuing in solilo-

quy) speaks the third, final, brief movement of the psalm: “Wait for the Lord;

be strong and let your heart take courage; wait for the Lord” (v. 14). Is this

statement directed to the self, as Terrien would have it?35 Or is the exhorta-

tion, as James L. Mays prefers, “a concluding commendation of the stance of

trust expressed in the psalm addressed to whoever uses it and to a personified

congregation”? 36 Both are possibilities. Already it has been noted that the

psalm moves from soliloquy to prayer (with moments of soliloquy inter-

spersed throughout the prayer itself) and back again to soliloquy. With

Terrien’s option, the soliloquy, all along, hints at an unspoken invitation to

others to join with the persona of Psalm 27 in this act of praise and plea. With

Mays’ option, the invitation becomes overtly public and direct (a consider-

able, though not implausible, shift in attitude and perspective on the part of

the speaker in the text). The function of soliloquy, in any case, is precisely to

invite others into what one is working through oneself. In it there is yearning

for human companionship and solidarity. Soliloquy is speech overheard and

meant to be overheard. At the same time, whether one chooses to address the

words “Wait for the Lord . .
.” to oneself or to others, the words can be

understood as a divine oracle. But now the oracle comes to the speaker in the

text as insight, direct from God. It is not mediated to the supplicant by a

temple official. The stance of the persona of Psalm 27, which from start to

finish has been a stance of faithful waiting, is confirmed by God. The face of

Yahweh has turned to the supplicant, the eternal “Thou” to the temporal “I.”

Here faith sees “the goodness of the Lord in the land of the living,” not as

deliverance from all danger and ambiguity but as encouragement to see one

through.

This reading of the text emerges from the previous readings. In that case,

33 Ibid., 220. See also Hans-Joachim Kraus: “Alas, if I did not have the assurance to

behold the goodness of Yahweh in the land of the living—!” (Psalms 1-59: A Commentary ,

trans. Hilton C. Oswald [Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1988], 331).
m Terrien, Psalms, 2 19.

33 Ibid.

36 Mays, Psalms, 132.
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those readings are not simply superseded but enriched and transformed. The
previous readings of the text take us behind the canonical psalm to its possible

antecedents in psalmodic history, its arguably authentic authorial shape, and

its liturgical use at some point, perhaps, as royal ritual. The third reading

receives the psalm in its present, canonical shape and seeks its future not

through imaginative appropriation of the psalmist’s experience only, or

through identification with the ethos of the king, but through anonymous and

varied contextualized performances .

^

Performance here is not a recreative art

but a creative art. Furthermore, performance is not just an act of technical

virtuosity following upon scholarly analyses of the work and thereby totally

dependent upon them. Instead, it is a type of public criticism that brings fresh

understanding to the work and so contributes to the body of knowledge

concerning it. Even the work called Psalm 27 can be seen as that to which the

text points instead of that which the text isT 8 In fact, the text can be seen as an

“arrested performance,”^ a stilled word waiting to be spoken, in much the

same way that a musical score can be understood as stilled music waiting to be

played and sung. Performance of a work is a way of coming to know it in

oneself and with and for others. In the case of Psalm 27, performance is a way

of bringing to expression the persona of the text while not fixing that persona

as a particular historical figure, author or king. The persona is protean. The

persona is other than the performer, clearly. Yet, because that persona can

speak only through a succession of performances in which people take upon

themselves that persona’s ubiquitous anonymity, the persona of Psalm 27

receives only the name of the nameless. It is, so to speak, a persona with

nowhere to lay its head (cf. Matt. 8:20; Luke 9:58).

A final thought: As has been noted previously, in the third reading of the

text of Psalm 27, categories of performance analysis are brought into play not

only upon completion of one’s preparation of the text for public reading but as

part of that preparation. Performance analyses are undertaken along with, and

not just after, historical-critical, form-critical, generic, stylistic, and thematic

37 So Christians use psalms as hymns of praise, petition, and lament, as texts for sermons,

as words of comfort for mourners, as words of encouragement for the sick and persecuted,

as vehicles of public, corporate prayer, and as a resource for private and familial devotional

life. The use of psalms in Judaism also is richly varied: “The regular reading of Psalms was

not confined to services. The recital of the whole Book of Psalms is widespread, whether as

an act of piety by saintly individuals, or by groups of unlearned people. For this purpose

‘societies of reciters of psalms’ (hevrot tehillim) were formed in Jerusalem whereby two

separate groups recite the whole Book of Psalms daily at the Western Wall” (Encyclopedia

Judaica,vo\. 13 [New York: Macmillan, 1971], 1325).
3 8 Louise M. Rosenblatt, “Act 1, Scene 1: Enter the Reader,” Literature in Performance 1,

no. 2 (April 1981): 13.

3’ Long and Hopkins, Performing Literature, 2.
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analyses. Already the function of soliloquy has been discussed. Two other

matters should be mentioned as well. First, working with the text in its

canonical form allows the performer-critic to observe three elements of lyric

progression defined by Charlotte I. Lee: fulcrum, climax, and denouement. 40

The fulcrum of the text is that point where the emotional weight of the

passage is balanced: one half of the emotional weight of the lyric precedes the

fulcrum; the other half of the lyric’s emotional weight comes after the

fulcrum. The fulcrum of Psalm 27 is reached where the persona says, “Hear,

O Lord, when I cry aloud . . .” (v. 7). This point of balance also marks the

transition in the text from soliloquy to prayer. The climax of the lyric, the

point where the tensional forces of praise and plea, confidence and lament

reach their peak, occurs in verse 13, perhaps best translated as, “If I did not

believe to see the goodness of the Lord in the land of the living ...” The

denouement, then, consists of one verse, “Wait for the Lord; be strong, and

let your heart take courage; wait for the Lord” (v. 14). Here the persona of

Psalm 27 receives as spiritual insight the word from Yahweh needed to “keep

on keepin’ on” in the midst of a precarious (literally, /h// ofprayers) situation.

Second, performance of the text in its canonical form allows the performer-

critic to experience and express what Wallace Bacon has called the tensiveness

of the work.41 Tensiveness, briefly defined, is that creative tension of opposi-

tional forces that lets a poem sing. The oppositional forces of Psalm 27 are

drawn taut, like cello strings, in the performer’s heart, soul, mind, will, voice,

and body. Knowing those tensive elements, deeply feeling them, and not

seeking their amelioration, is to know the psalm and the psalm’s singer, its

persona. For the persona of Psalm 27 is not engaged first in a song of

confidence, then in a song of lament. Instead, the persona is engaged in both

from start to finish.42 The subtext of the soliloquy of confidence is the prayer

of lament, and the subtext of the lament is trust in God. To wait for the Lord,

then, is to wait with chastened expectancy. It is to wait in prayerfulness and in

dreadful awareness that life at last comes to God, or it comes to nothing.

40 Oi'al Interpretation (New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1971), 27-28. See also idem, Oral
Reading ofthe Scriptures (New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1974), 146; and Charles L. Bartow,
The Preaching Moment (Nashville: Abingdon, 1980), 21-31.

41 The Art ofInterpretation (New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1972).
42 Walter Brueggemann states: “This psalm is difficult to categorize under any rubric, for

it seems to contain two different and unrelated elements. Verses 1-6 are indeed an
expression of confidence, but verses 7-14 sound more like a complaint. Thus to treat the

whole as ‘confidence’ is uncertain. I do so, however, under the impression that this motif is

overriding, even in lament. Confidence wins out over trouble” (The Message ofthe Psalms: A
Theological Commentary [Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1984], 152). But with Terrien and Mays,
this writer is inclined to view the psalm as an unresolved tension between plea and praise, a

steady, if disturbed, waiting that requires both.
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I. Preaching and Historical Criticism

MOST of US who read this journal will have begun our exegetical and

homiletical careers learning that variety of interpretive strategies

called “the historical-critical method.” Yet a quick survey of books and

articles on hermeneutics in recent decades indicates that the method that

nurtured and frustrated us has come under considerable fire.

The complaints about the historical-critical method are too well known to

require long recital. Literary critics complain that historical critics put

asunder what God or at least the author of a biblical book has put together-

undervaluing the unity and the movement of the text, as is. Searching for

sources and shards, the historical critic tends to lose the forest for the trees.

Looking behind the text for community context or authorial intent, the

historical critic misses the most obvious center for interpretation— the text

itself.

1

Canonical critics somewhat similarly remind us that the text the church

affirms and preachers preach is the text we have-not some hypothetical

source behind it, and that a reading of that text is what counts for faith and

practice. Brevard Childs, who in this generation has written most expansively

on scripture as canon in his studies of both Old and New Testaments, takes

considerable space to survey historical-critical studies of the biblical books—

1 Contrast Rudolf Bultmann’s commentary The Gospel of John (trans. G.R. Beasley-

Murray et al. [Philadelphia: Westminster, 1971]), with R. Alan Culpepper’s The Anatomy of

the Fourth Gospel: A Study in Literary Design (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1983). Bultmann seeks

to explain disjunctions in the text by attention to a putative history of the sources behind the

text. Culpepper reads the text as text, apparent disjunctions and all. Nonetheless, Bultmann
time and again provides a reading of the text itself that seems perspicacious as a reading of

John and fruitful as a resource for preaching.
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most often to show how they have gone wrong by attending to the text in

some precanonical form and without sufficient attention to canonical over-

tones and relationships.

2

Hans Frei, influencing the canonical critics and influenced by them, says

that the historical-critical method goes astray when we think the referent of

scripture is something behind scripture. It is the Gospel story, for instance,

that brings forth truth and light, not the historical Jesus, or proto-Mark, or Q
hidden behind the Gospels to be discovered only by those with eyes to see and

a Ph.D. I take this to be the implicit program behind Frei’s thorough analysis

of biblical criticism in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, called The

Eclipse ofBiblical Narrative.^ Biblical narrative was eclipsed when critics began

to make a distinction between the world of the text and the world behind it. In

pre-Enlightenment days, interpretation was a matter of asking what the story

said on the assumption that the story accurately reflected the world it

portrayed. With the Enlightenment, a disjunction was made between the

biblical (especially Gospel) narratives and the “historical” world behind those

narratives. More conservative interpreters spent considerable energy, time,

and ink trying to show how the biblical narratives were absolutely congruent

with the “real” historical world. More modernist interpreters noted the

difference between biblical (mythological) narratives and the historically

verifiable world and tried to find ways to validate the texts by a quest for

something unquestionable behind the text— like the historical Jesus. For Frei,

the clue to the meaning of the text is still or again to be found in its narrative

shape— a ground more for theological and literary interpretation than for

historical-critical reconstructions.

4

Reader-response critics tend to think that literary critics (and by associa-

tion, one presumes, canonical critics) give the text itself too much autonomy.

Interpretation takes place at the intersection between reader and text. The
text does not signify except in the conversation with particular readers, and

interpretation is neither the attempt to dig behind the text nor even to dig in

the text but to talk with the text and see what emerges from the conversation.

5

2 See, for instance, Introduction to the Old Testament as Scripture (Philadelphia: Fortress,

1979); and The New Testament as Canon: An Introduction (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1985).
3 (New Flaven: Yale University Press, 1974).
“3 The programmatic implications of Frei’s study seem more evident in another work, The

Identity ofJesus Christ (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1975).
s See, for instance, Robert M. Fowler’s Let the Reader Understand (Minneapolis: Fortress,

1991) for a reading ofMark that not only posits a kind of implied reader for Mark’s Gospel
but also looks at Matthew and Luke as early readers who might guide our own readings.
Implicitly or explicitly much reader-response criticism owes its hermeneutical presupposi-
tions to Plans-Georg Gadamer and his model of hermeneutics as conversation— a conversa-
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Biblical interpreters who speak from a particular social perspective (femi-

nist critics, Latin American or African American liberationist critics) argue

that the presumed ideological neutrality of the historical-critical method is

itself an illusion. The historical-critical method flourishes in privileged

European and American universities among highly educated white males.

Little wonder that this so-called objective method rationalizes oppressive and

patriarchal strains within biblical texts or fails to see the more revolutionary

countermovements within scripture itself, or behind it. The historical-critical

method is skewed in favor of the status quo, and the quest for truth is made

hostage to the quest for tenure.

Sometimes (but by no means always) ideologically related to the perspec-

tival critics are scholars who draw heavily on social-scientific models to

interpret biblical texts. The problem with traditional historical-critical method

has been in part too narrow a reading of history, one that does not ask about

the deeper social structures underlying the biblical stories. Norman Gottwald

sees behind the conquest stories in the Pentateuch the evidence of an uprising

in Palestine on the part of those who sought a more egalitarian society .

6

William Herzog draws on the theories of Paolo Freire to suggest that the

biblical narratives spiritualize and ecclesiasticize Jesus’ original parabolic

preaching, whose purpose was to enliven and empower the oppressed .
7

Postmodernist critics hold that all objectivity is illusory and that every

interpretation is as much a “text” as the text it is interpreting. The job of

interpretation is to play with the text to see what enticing possibilities emerge.

Then, if the interpreter is lucky, his or her interpretation will be published

and other interpreters can “play” with it .

8

Walter Wink, at least in an earlier

part of his career, threw up his hands in dismay at the sterility of the whole

historical-critical enterprise. Monographs abounded; did faith, hope, or char-

ity??

Nonetheless, there is both a descriptive and a prescriptive word to be said

for historical-critical study of scripture, and then there are a couple of models

to be drawn for preaching the text.

tion where the interpreter brings his or her own presuppositions to the interpretive task.

See Truth and Method (New York: Seabury, 1975).
6 See The Tribes ofYahweh: A Sociology of the Religion of Liberated Israel

, 1250-1050 B.C.

(Maryknoll: Orbis, 1979).
t Parables as Subversive Speech: Jesus as Pedagogue ofthe Oppressed (Louisville: Westminster/

John Knox, 1994).
8 Perhaps most interesting and most playful among biblical critics is Stephen Moore. See

his “Deconstructive Criticism: The Gospel of the Mark,” in Mark and Method, ed. Janice

Capel Anderson and Stephen D. Moore (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1992), 84-102.
9 See “The Bankruptcy of the Biblical Critical Paradigm,” in The Bible in Human

Transformation: Toward a New Paradigm ofBible Study (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1973), 1—
1
5.
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Descriptively, the historical-critical method is the presupposition of every

other method of biblical study we have described. To begin with, every

interpretation requires that we know what the words in the text mean, and the

hard philological, comparative study that helps us understand the words is

historical criticism.

Literary criticism wants to recapture the shock and power of the story. That

is all to the good. But we don’t know that it is shocking for Jewish listeners to

learn that the helpful neighbor is a Samaritan unless we know who the

Samaritans were and how they related to the Jews. That is an issue of

historical criticism. As Brevard Childs practices canonical criticism, the

interpretive strategy seems to depend on historical criticism as a discussion

partner. The usual argument is of a “not that . . . but this” variety, and it is

hard to know how the canonical claims could be described except in contrast

to historical critics.

Of all the forms of literary criticism, only the poststructuralists or the

deconstructionists sometimes look as if they can do without historical criti-

cism altogether. One essay puns on the name Mark and the mark of the cross,

ignoring the fact that the word “Markus” in Greek does not mean “a mark”

or “a sign” at all .
10 But most of the time what is deconstructed has been

constructed first; the fun is in undoing what your more traditional colleagues

are doing. Without the foil the foible fails.

Social criticism, especially in its thick-descriptive mode, is clearly a legiti-

mate offspring of the historical-critical method. Those who use models drawn

from sociology or anthropology still have to check their hypotheses against

the same norm more traditional historical critics do: against the text. If the

evidence supports the argument about grid and group, so be it. If not, the

model has to be sacrificed to the quiddity of the text. Those who write out of

the ideology of protest rely heavily on historical reconstructions. If it turns

out that Jesus was aspiring to economic upward mobility and by “kingdom of

heaven” referred exclusively to future individual bliss, William Herzog’s

thesis about the parables is in trouble. If the confederation of the twelve tribes

lacks all hints of egalitarian structure, Norman Gottwald’s vision fails.

Perspectival criticism that admits its interest and reads the texts interestedly

nonetheless reads the texts historically, if not as final authority at least as clue

and invitation. Using the hermeneutics of retrieval, Phyllis Trible finds in the

text themes that have been undervalued— in a study richly informed by

traditional historical-critical methods .

11 Lloyd Lewis studies Philemon with a

IO See Moore, “Deconstructive Criticism.”
" God and the Rhetoric ofSexuality (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1978).
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set of questions dictated in part by an African American perspective. But he

depends for his conclusions on a study of epistolary rhetoric and of first-

century social circumstances: the old tools used to a new purpose. 12 The

hermeneutics of suspicion depends on a testable historical thesis, namely, that

much of the canon was shaped by white males around white-male-centered

themes and interests . '3 This is a case that can be evaluated in historical-critical

ways. We can broaden the method, enrich its nuances and variety, but we

cannot really escape it without escaping history.

Not only do we all depend on the historical-critical method, we all should

do so. We should do so because of the great commandment, to love God and

to love the neighbor. The God we love is still not only the one whose Word
became words but the one whose Word became flesh. To affirm incarnation is

to acknowledge history, and to acknowledge history is to admit the validity of

many of the old historical questions. The neighbors we love are not only those

from other places; they are those from other times. The Yahwist and St. Mark

are our neighbors in the communion of saints, and simply to use them as

mirrors for ourselves or as excuses for our own creative ingenuity is to violate

our Christian commitment. Cross-culturalism isn’t just synchronic; it is

diachronic. We are called to love the community that shaped the Psalms and

the community that read the Pastorals, even if they are very different from

ourselves. We are commanded to love them enough to seek to understand

them.

Furthermore, I affirm the value of the historical-critical method for preach-

ing. My hypotheses about those old writers and their communities join in

conversation with my assumptions about my world and the community to

which I preach.

Even the older form of literary criticism, source criticism, can help. In Year

A we preach one version of the beatitudes, in Year C another. There is a

difference between “Blessed are the poor” followed by a woe on the rich and

“Blessed are the poor in Spirit,” woe omitted (contrast Luke 6:20, 24 with

Matt. 5:3). We will not want to preach on the theology of Q, or at least I won’t

want to, but some attention to sources helps us see how Matthew understands

the eschatological blessing and how Luke does. Such study may help us to ask,

12 “An African American Appraisal of the Philemon-Paul-Onesimus Triangle,” in Stony

the Road We Trod, ed. Cain Hope Felder (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1991), 232-46.
‘3 The phrase “hermeneutics of suspicion” is Paul Ricoeur’s, in Ereud and Philosophy (New

Haven: Yale University Press, 1970), 17. The phrase is cited and discussed by Anthony
Thistleton, New Horizons in Hermeneutics (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1992), 347. In the

larger hook to which this essay will contribute, my debt to Ricoeur will be more clear.
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in this present crisis, what word speaks blessing most powerfully for my
people? What word warns us faithfully of woe?

Form criticism relies on a lot of guesswork. What method doesn’t? But

much of what we guess about is the community behind the text. What were

their needs? What were their interests? This is useful because we also preach

to a community in front of the text— our people. Take Mark 2:1-12. Form

criticism tells us that here mo genres merge and clash: a miracle story about a

healing and a controversy story about forgiveness. The pericope names the

tension: “Which is easier, to say to the paralytic, ‘Your sins are forgiven?’ or

to say, ‘Stand up and take up your mat and walk?’ ” (Mark 2:9). What church

doesn’t know that clash? Heroic prayers for healing are sometimes granted,

sometimes not. Forgiveness is sometimes easier to believe than health, but

sometimes so much harder. Form criticism invites us to preach the clash, first

century and almost twenty-first century, too.

Redaction criticism asks: what does the author do with the sources at hand?

Assuming that Luke used Mark’s Gospel, notice how the passion narrative

differs. In Mark’s Gospel Jesus’ last words are: “My God, my God, why have

you forsaken me?” The centurion standing by says, “Truly this man was

God’s Son” (Mark 15:34,39). Luke looks at much the same text, and the

dialogue changes. Jesus’ last words become: “Father, into your hands I

commend my spirit.” The centurion’s words are these: “Certainly this man
was innocent” (Luke 23:46-47). What theme does Mark’s Gospel here

portray? Remember that the centurion is now telling us what Mark himself

told us in verse one. This is Jesus, Messiah, Son of God. The fulfilment of that

promise comes only through suffering. What themes does Luke’s Gospel

portray? We discover that in the second volume of his work, Acts, Luke tells

us that Stephen’s last words were much like Jesus’ last words: “Lord Jesus,

receive my spirit” (Acts 7:59). We do not want to preach the footnotes from

the redaction critics or even necessarily tell everybody that Luke read Mark.

As preachers, we just watch how the redactional details shape the story that

re-presents the gospel and shapes our sermon.

Rhetorical criticism anchors itself more strictly in the texts. How do letters

work, for instance, to convict or to persuade? Long years ago, Paul Schubert

showed us that in the thanksgiving sections that St. Paul, like many other

ancient letter writers, used toward the beginning of his letters, the apostle

signaled the themes of the letters to comeA In 1 Corinthians, the stress of the

thanksgiving is on spiritual gifts and knowledge and their proper use. In

Philippians, Paul gives thanks for genuine love and the prayer for wiser love.

'4 Form and Function ofthe Pauline Thanksgivings (Berlin: Topelmann, 1939).
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In Galatians, there is no thanksgiving at all! Instead of “I thank God for you,”

Paul writes, “I am astonished at you” (Gal. 1:6). Of course they noticed, just

the way you noticed when your about-to-be-former beloved stopped signing

the letters “love” and moved to “warmly.”

Let me illustrate by one more test case. The interpretation of the dialogue

between Jesus and Nicodemus depends in part on how we decide to translate

what Jesus says to Nicodemus: “You must be born again,” or “You must be

born from above” (John 3:7). Suppose we read the text in the light ofwhat the

historical critic J. Louis Martyn says is going on in John’s Gospel. At the

center of the Gospel is John 9, where a blind man is cast out of the synagogue

for his confession ofJesus. Martyn says that the story gives us a context for the

entire Gospel. Jewish Christians are being forced to choose between their

faith and their comfortable and comforting relationship to synagogue and

family. Those who confess Jesus are being excommunicated, set loose . ‘5

In the light of that historical hypothesis, we read the Nicodemus story.

Nicodemus is a Pharisee, a leader of the Jews. He comes by night because one

would think he wants to be invisible. Jesus is told that he must be born

andthen. In part that means he must be born from above, and that theme is

picked up in Jesus’ conversation about how the Spirit blows, giving gifts from

above. In part, or likewise, it means that he must be born again. But in the

context provided by Martyn, this doesn’t just mean a conversion experience

for Nicodemus, it means a conversion experience. Nicodemus must become

like a baby, naked, all over again. He must give up his power, prestige, and

status in the community.

Notice how historical criticism helps us with this. It helps us understand

that the pun is a pun (in the Greek now, not in the English). It provides a

situation to help us understand the text in context. The situation may have

links for our context, too. How much preaching about being born again really

means giving up everything? We preach being born again as a theology of

glory; it is also part of a theology of the cross.

Literary criticism can also help our sermon preparation. Do we notice how

the symbols of light and darkness work in John’s Gospel? Nicodemus comes

in by night, and by night Judas goes out. Jesus is the light of the world. John

the Baptist is not the light but bears witness to the light.

Social analysis may also help. Jerome Neyrey, drawing on anthropological

models, tells us that the Christology of John 3 is related to where the

community was in its group-and-grid identity at that stage in the tradition’s

‘5 History and Theology in the Fourth Gospel, 2d ed. (Nashville: Abingdon, 1979). This
reading of the Nicodemus story is my extrapolation from Martyn’s theory.
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development, and that too may help us read the text. But again, we will need

to check the model against the text itself.

16 The historical-critical method still

preaches because we are still historical people. As scripture moves typologi-

cally from exodus to exile and from Abraham to the Roman Christians, we too

move from exodus and exile and from Abraham and Rome to the present-

still caught on a journey toward Canaan or toward home, still setting out by

faith or else we would never set out at all. All the new methods enrich the

treasure house, but sometimes it’s not so bad to bring forth from the

kingdom’s treasury what is old as well as what is new. Those old and

old-fashioned critics can teach us still— as preachers.

II. Preachers’ Questions for Biblical Scholars

We have been looking at the ways in which biblical criticism may help us as

preachers. We have been considering questions that the professional critics

may help us ask of the text. There is, however, an equally important question

that I think is raised too seldom in conversations between preachers and

biblical scholars. What do we as preachers have to ask of the critics? I raise this

question not as an exercise but in the confidence that many biblical scholars

want to know what might be helpful to us in our ministry of proclamation. I

want them to hear from us preachers. As we make our lists, I want us to

discover what we might value and what we might hope. I would hope that

critics and preachers alike might acknowledge that preparing a sermon is

often the richest Bible study of all.

We preachers can ask our questions, and we can vote with our purchases.

Maybe we can buy fewer quick-fix books for this or that parish problem and

save more book money for the substantial work that moves us to reconsider

how we preach this book or that, this theme or another. Here are some issues

we can ask biblical scholars to attend to or concerns that we can bring to the

conversation.

(i) We want biblical scholarship to pay attention to history, though we
know that our faith cannot be built on historical scholarship. Impressed as we

are by narrative criticism and Hans Frei’s reminders that Christ is presented

in the story, when we preach we want to be able to talk about what God does,

not just how stories about God operate.

It has always seemed to me that we can put the question more clearly

negatively than positively. There are many historical questions on which the

16 An Ideology of Revolt: John's Christology in Social Science Perspective (Philadelphia: For-
tress, 1988).
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evidence will shift without enormous effect on belief. But what would do in

our faith? What is the historical bedrock on which our faith depends? If we

discover that that old book The Passover Plot is true and that Jesus did not die

and live again but dozed off or was doped and then revived, we are in trouble.

Ifwe find scrolls in which the disciples admit they stole the body and made up

a story about resurrection, we are in trouble. If we discover that Jesus was

dragged kicking and screaming to the cross, that’s a problem for us. If we

discover that he detested sinners and tax collectors, and that his disciples, in a

stunning example of reaction-formation, portrayed him exactly as he was not,

then our faith is under siege.

It is not just because I spend much of my professional life worrying about

the New Testament that my examples are all drawn from the Gospels. As

Christians, we revere scripture because it points to Jesus— not only, not

exclusively, but persistently and persuasively. Ifwe discover that the witness to

him is all wrong, then we are forced to do without.

Note clearly; I expect no such disconfirmation. As a preacher, I just want to

remind scholars that while history is not all important, it does count, for faith

as well as in the academy.

On the other hand, what historical reconstruction can give us is very limited

indeed. Albert Schweitzer showed how descriptions ofJesus fit the theology

of the people describing him. Nowadays, those who love poetry and

conundrum make him a poetic puzzler. Those who want to liberate us

describe him or his social setting in such a way as to warrant liberation. We do

sometimes find the history we bring, and the text can be a better critic of our

subjectivity than our historical reconstructions are apt to be.

The deepest things we want to say about our God and God’s Christ—

creation, redemption, resurrection, final glory— are not subject to historical

study in any straightforward way. As a preacher, I strongly believe that biblical

scholarship needs to honor historical questions but not to be obsessed by

them. It is scripture and not the history behind scripture that grounds our

faith. But scripture makes claims about what the real God does in the real

world. What seems to many of us the popular obsession with reconstructions

of what Jesus “really” said or “really” did may represent in part a perfectly

legitimate intuition that the God of creation needs to act in the world, not just

between the covers of a book—however central to our faith. The balance

between book and history is the balance we want scholarship to help us strike.

(2) Closely related, as preachers, we would like for scholars to help us

understand proclamation in the Bible itself. Not much has been done to look

for preaching in the text since C.H. Dodd drew the distinction between
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kerygma and didache and tried to find a model for early Christian preaching

behind the sermons in the Book of Acts. 1
? A study of preaching in scripture

would look again at the sermons in Acts, whether they represent apostolic

preaching or Lukan reshaping of such preaching for his time. Such a study

would look at the rhetorical strategies of the prophetic books, as well as their

social location and theological claims.

Even if we decide that Jesus’ parables were a pedagogy of the oppressed,

they were also a kind of proclamation. How did they function as preached, as

preachable? Some have claimed that sermons lie behind Hebrews and 1 Peter.

Maybe that is an unproveable claim, but we can do rhetorical analyses to see

how these epistles function homiletically. The hope is not to find a new

formal fundamentalism, so that once we decide how the prophets or early

Christians shaped their orations we would do just the same. Rather, such a

study helps us understand our conversation partners and, therefore, under-

stand our part in the conversation.

(3) We want biblical studies that help us think about how one understands

texts in their relationship to communities, not just in relationship to the

individual scholar sitting there with Brown, Driver, and Briggs or with Bauer,

Arndt, Gingrich, and Danker. Reader-response criticism and the other forms

of literary criticism seem to postulate the lone reader sitting there at the desk

wandering through the Gospel or the Psalms. But most often we hear the

Gospels as we sit together in church, and together we speak or sing the

Psalms. How about moving from reader-response criticism to congregation-

response criticism? We can guess that biblical texts were usually spoken or

read aloud to the communities. How do those factors help us interpret the

texts: aloud . . . communities?

So too, when we preach we tend to preach not to one person alone, or even

to the whole congregation one-by-one. David Buttrick’s book Homiletic

reminds us that we preach to the gathered people, and our preaching helps

shape who they are as a people. 18

Form criticism was a start, and talk about orality is another start. We are

not only people of a book; the book belongs to a community of people. Both

biblical scholarship and homiletics can help us understand this more power-

fully.

(4) Closely related, we need biblical studies that are linked to liturgical

studies. One way of thinking Bible is to think Matthew and then Mark and

then Luke and then John; or then Luke-Acts and John and the Johannine

17 The Apostolic Preaching and Its Development (London-. Hodder & Stoughton, 1936).
,K Homiletic: Moves and Structures (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1987), 276-77.
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epistles. We can think canonically or we can think historically. But we can also

think liturgically. How do texts relate to each other in the worshiping life of

the community?

We again might start by looking for liturgy in scripture. Studies of the

Psalms have been immensely helpful here. How about hymnody in the New
Testament too: the choruses in Revelation, the doxologies in Paul?

Then we need scholars who acknowledge that we use scripture in a

liturgical setting. The model for most scholarly writing has been the

classroom. The scriptural books are there as resources for literary or historical

study in a college, university, or seminary. But in fact for most people most of

the time the texts function within worship. The Gospel writers didn’t know

that week after week their texts were going to move us toward the Lord’s

table, but we know that. Hearing the texts in our context is partly to

acknowledge that these are words that function in holy places at holy times

and move us toward sacraments. And while God did not invent the lectionary,

many of us praise and proclaim God using the lectionary. We don’t need

more books and journals telling us the mysterious secret that ties the four texts

for this week together. We do need more nuanced discussions of how texts

echo and play against each other.

I can make the same claim from a different angle. When we come to

worship especially, much of scripture is performative language, not descrip-

tive language. It acts as much as it refers. “Blessed are the poor in spirit”

blesses. So does “Bless the Lord O my soul.” Neither text is talking about

benediction; each is doing benediction. We need help with the way in which

scriptural words act among us, not only to inform but to bless and chasten and

redeem.

(5) Everything I have written here about the world we bring to the Bible

suggests that this is an honorable time to attend to confessional readings of

scripture, as we appropriately attend to women’s readings or African

American readings. Of course, such readings are implicit all the time even

when we pretend they’re not. Bultmann demythologized in ways that were at

least as Lutheran as they were Heideggerian, and John Meier studies the

historical Jesus by asking particularly Catholic questions of the text.' 9 In my
youth Catholic biblical scholars were busily insisting that there was no special

approach to the text that came with being Catholic. Now Liturgical Press

publishes Sacra Pagina, a series of commentaries by Catholics for Catholics,

which richly informs the rest of us who listen in on their conversation. The

19 See John P. Meier, A Marginal Jew: Rethinking the Historical Jesus (New York:

Doubleday, 1991).
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Word Biblical Commentary series does something of this for more evangeli-

cal Christians. Would Presbyterians or Methodists or Episcopalians find

enough special about their perspective to do the same?

(6) Some biblical scholars are attending to psychology again. Gerd

Theissen draws on different psychological models to help interpret different

aspects of the New Testament. Robin Scroggs has written about Paul in terms

that have therapeutic impact and about the larger theoretical relationship

between psychological and theological themes. In the same book that

bemoaned the bankruptcy of the historical-critical method, Walter Wink

found wisdom and motivation for biblical study in Carl Jung. 20

There is of course a legitimate concern that the gospel has been turned into

therapy and churches have turned in the twelve apostles in favor of the twelve

steps. Nonetheless, every age needs to find the conversation partners to help it

speak the gospel for the healing of the nations and for the healing of souls. We
can shake our heads in bemusement at the popularity of Thomas Moore and

M. Scott Peck, and checking the best-seller lists may not be the best way to

discover the longings of our people’s hearts. Those lists do, however, provide

one clue to the depth of that longing and to the terms that popular writers can

use to speak to that longing.

I would argue that the relationship between psychological and theological

categories is metaphorical rather than translational. Salvation is not (just)

mental health and sin is not (only) guilt. Nonetheless, as with good metaphors

the therapeutic categories can provide a purchase on what may seem the more

remote theological ones. Only those who believe that the language of Zion

exists in a vacuum, like the jargon of some ancient mystery religion to be

taught to initiates alone, can underestimate the power and value of making

connections— not conflations—between theology and psychology (as every

pastor knows who marches forth from seminary full of theology’s Holy

Otherness only to confront endangered marriages, depressed deacons, and

driven adolescents). It may seem a little ironic to use Freud, the great master

of the hermeneutics of suspicion, as our ally in a hermeneutics of retrieval, but

God has been known to work through ironies before.

(7) As preachers, we want to encourage biblical scholars to think about

ethics, and we want ethicists who think about the Bible. As Christians, we
often fall into dispute and disrepute because we take our positions fervently

and bolster them with a verse or two from the Bible. There are more excellent

20 Gerd Theissen, Psychological Aspects ofPauline Theology, trans. John P. Galvin (Philadel-

phia: Fortress, 1987); Robin Scroggs, “The Heuristic Value of a Psychoanalytic Model in

the Interpretation of Pauline Theology,” in The Text and the Times (Minneapolis: Fortress,

1993), 1

2

5-50; Wink, The Bible in Human Transformation.
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ways. There are studies of ethics in the New Testament or the New
Testament communities by people like Wayne Meeks and Victor Furnish. 21

There are contemporary claims for the gospel based on a particular reading of

the New Testament as countercultural by people like John Howard Yoder

and Stanley Hauerwas. 22

For Christians who see Christ and culture related more paradoxically, we

will hope especially for books that help us with the middle ground between

impossibly broad principles and impossibly narrow imperatives. How do we

think faithfully about abortion, war and peace, economics? We don’t need

more lists of proof texts. We do need lots of attention to how the texts might

inform our thinking and our praying and our preaching and— pray God— our

acting.

(8) As preachers in middle-class America, which most of us who read or

write for this journal are, we need books that help us attend to liberation

perspectives, while admitting that most of us are not among the poor or the

marginalized. In a way this is a canonical plea. Scripture may show a

preferential option for the poor, but it is clear that the relatively rich and

relatively powerful are also figured there. Demands are placed upon them,

judgment is given, sometimes mercy is shown. How do these biblical

bourgeois— or even aristocrats— become sign and judgment for us?

This is also a claim about conversation, that term overused even in this

essay. If interpretation is real conversation, then no perspective is ruled out ex

cathedra, not even the perspective of white males in their mid-fifties resting

on their laurels or their pulpits or their tenure. It is also a plea for help with

the distinction between solidarity and make-believe. Sitting in our isolated

offices “keyboarding” on our computers, we write about God’s preferential

option for the poor and then drive past the real and contemporary poor on the

way to our comfortable suburban homes. My guess is that most of them don’t

think that poverty is as romantic as we think, and that their own preferential

option would be to live at our economic level. Who are we really? What do we

know? What do we need to learn? What’s the difference between enjoying

our guilt and owning our responsibility?^

(9) As preachers, we are glad for studies that help us look beyond pericopes

21 Wayne A. Meeks, The Origins of Christian Morality: The First Two Centuries (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1993); Victor Paul Furnish, The Moral Teaching of Paul

(Abingdon: Nashville, 1979).
22 See for example, John Howard Yoder, The Politics ofJesus: Vicit Agnus Noster, 2d ed.

(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1994); Stanley Hauerwas, A Community of Character: Toward a

Constructive Christian Social Ethic (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1981).
2 3 A distinction I owe to William Sloane Coffin, Jr., who owes it to Arthur Miller.
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to chapters and beyond chapters to whole books of the Bible. At a time when

we can’t presuppose much biblical literacy on the part of our people, we need

books we can use and books we can recommend. We need books that are

savvy about historical-critical questions but not so bogged down in history

that they forget to say a word of hope for today. And not so bogged down in

chapter 1 2 ,
verse 1 2 that they forget that 1 2 : 1 2 is only a transition between the

miracle in eleven and the humility in thirteen.

(10) As preachers, we need books that help us with the history of

interpretation. As a Baptist, I am particularly aware of the heretical view that

God jumped from the New Testament to us with no interpretation in

between. We are all heirs of Augustine and Theresa and Luther and Calvin

and other local saints and heroes whose reading of the text colors our own.

We read the text better when we read it through the ages and not just across

them.

III. Conclusion

In some ways all this is to say the most obvious thing of all. As preachers, we

need biblical scholars, or we need to be biblical scholars, who are theological.

We can say two hundred thousand things about the biblical texts. One

hundred thousand of them will be true, and twenty thousand will be

interesting. But if God is not God and if scripture is not God’s witness, we are

mostly serving antiquarian interests. There is nothing wrong with antiquarian

interests, but, for preachers and those who want to help preachers, they will

not suffice. What the text says is not as important as who the text presents or

re-presents, or entices us to love, or invites us to question, or hides from us

until another day.

That is to say, for us—who have no time for neutrality— for us, biblical

scholarship, like preaching, serves the gospel, the good news, through which

God delights and redeems the world that God has made.
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THE AUTHOR of Ecclesiastes, known to us traditionally as “the Preacher”

or by his Hebrew designation “Qohelet,”

2

is commended in the epilogue

of the book as a sage (12:9-14). He constantly taught people knowledge and,

we gather, prodded them on with “the words of the wise.” He paid attention

and searched (’izzen wehiqqer), and he worked with many proverbs. Yet, it is

clear that he did not merely cite the traditions. On this scholars are agreed;

Qohelet was neither a regurgitator nor a traditionalist. Rather, in the words of

the epilogue, “Qohelet tried to find felicitous words and he wrote words of

truth rightly” (12: 10). 3 According to this assessment, the author both wrestled

with traditional materials and attempted to communicate his thoughts appro-

priately in and to his generation.

Much scholarly disputation thus far has revolved around Qohelet’s relation-

ship to the traditions: Was he orthodox or radical? Was he steeped in the

1 The abbreviations used in this lecture are found in The Anchor Bible Dictionary (5

volumes; ed. D. N. Freedman; New York: Doubleday, 1992) i.lii-lxxviii.

2 The English translation “the Preacher” (so the KJV, RSV) goes back to Luther’s

rendering, der Prediger. That interpretation of the word, however, is evident already in the

work of Gregory Thaumaturgos in the third century C.E. See J. Jarick, Gregory Thaumatur-

gos' Paraphrase of Ecclesiastes (SBLSCS 29; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1990) 18-19, 300-301.

The name “Ecclesiastes” is simply the Latin transliteration of the Greek, ekklesiastes, a word
attested in the classical period for a member of the citizens’ assembly (ekklesia). Already in

the Greek translation we see the interpretation of the appellation as related to Hebrew qahal

“assembly.” Yet, the precise meaning of the word is debated. For convenience, I use the

name “Ecclesiastes” for the book and the Hebrew designation “Qohelet” for the author.

3

Codex Leningrad has wekatub, which is supported by the LXX, kai gegrammenon (“and

what is written”). But a few Hebrew MSS have wktb, apparendy interpreting the verb as

active, “and he wrote.” Aq, Symm, Syr, and Vulg all translate the word as a finite verb in the

past tense. This does not necessarily mean, however, that the Hebrew Vorlage had the Qal

perfect 3 masculine singular form, as it is often assumed. Rather, the versions may have been

interpreting the form— ktwb— as an infinitive absolute (katob) used in place of a finite verb.

Perhaps an early variant had the word spelled defectively (i.e., reading wktb as wekatob

)

and,

hence, we find the translations of the versions.
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wisdom tradition or was he anti-wisdom? Was he influenced by the pessimis-

tic literature of Mesopotamia or Egypt, or were his thoughts shaped by

various Greek philosophical schools? The focus of scholarship has largely

been on the literary background of the rhetoric in the book, rather than the

sociohistorical context of the author and his audience.4 Depending on how

one reads the text and what putative parallels one finds, then, Qohelet is

considered to be either the quintessential pessimist or an incurable optimist.

In any case, the author’s hermeneutic and rhetoric are typically accounted for

in terms of antecedent traditions and/or his own religious temperament or his

psyche, which is sometimes judged to be not a very stable one. 5 This is the way

scholars have tended to account for the thoughts of Qohelet.

What I propose to do today is to shift our attention from the literary and

traditio-historical questions—worthy questions though they are— to the issue

of the social-historical setting. Specifically, I want to explore the socioeco-

nomic context in which Qohelet taught and to consider how that particular

environment might have shaped his hermeneutic and rhetoric.

I. The Date of Ecclesiastes

One cannot, of course, speak of the sociohistorical context of the book

without first saying something— if only briefly— about its date. We may begin

by observing that a broad consensus has emerged since the Dutch scholar

Hugo Grotius first argued in the seventeenth century that the language of the

book points to a date long after Solomon. 6 The judgment of Franz Delitzsch

on this matter reflects the opinion of a majority of modern scholars. “If the

Book of Kohelet were of old Solomonic origin,” Delitzsch observed over a

century ago, “then there is no history of the Hebrew language.” 7 Even

4 There are three notable exceptions, however. See E. Bickerman, “Koheleth (Ecclesi-

astes) or the Philosophy of an Acquisitive Society,” in Four Strange Books of the Bible (New
York: Schocken, 1967; repr. 1984) 139-67; F. Criisemann, “The Unchangeable World:
The ‘Crisis of Wisdom’ in Koheleth,” in The God of the Lowly (ed. W. Schottroff and W.
Stegemann; trans. M. J. O’Connell; Maryknoll: Orbis, 1984 [German original, 1979])

57-77; C. R. Harrison, Qoheleth in Social-historical Perspective (Unpublished Dissertation,

Duke University, 1991).
5 So, for instance, F. Zimmermann (The Inner World ofQohelet [New York: KTAV, 1973])

portrays the author as a guilt-ridden, sexually frustrated, and neurotic individual.
6 Grotius noted in 1644 that there are many words in the book that are not found

elsewhere except in the late books of Daniel and Esdras (Ezra) and in the Targumim (see

Annotationes in Vetus Testamentum [ed. G. Vogel; Halae: Curt, 1875-76] 1.434-35). For a

convenient overview of scholarly discussions on the language of Ecclesiastes, see F. Bianchi,

“The Language of Qohelet: A Bibliographical Survey,” ZAW 105 (1993) 210-23.
7 Commentary on the Song ofSongs and Ecclesiastes (trans. M. G. Easton; Edinburgh: T. & T.

Clark, 1877 [repr., Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1982; German original, 1875]) 190.
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Princeton’s William Henry Green, always a staunch and formidable defender

of orthodox views, agreed, if only reluctantly, that the linguistic evidence for a

late date is decisive.

8

Primarily on linguistic grounds, then, most scholars now date the book to

the postexilic period. The existence of two Persian loanwords in the book

(pardestm “parks” in 2:5; pitgdm “sentence” in 8:1 1) suggests a date no earlier

than 450 B.C.E., since there are no Persianisms in the Bible prior to the second

wave of returnees to Palestine. ? The frequency of Aramaisms in the book

would also place it in the postexilic period, when Aramaic became the lingua

franca in the Levant, the common language used in commerce and administra-

tion. More specifically, there are a number of terms in Ecclesiastes that are

not found in preexilic or exilic Hebrew but are paralleled by a cluster of

cognates found in Aramaic documents from the fifth and early fourth

centuries. 10 Furthermore, the root sit is used repeatedly in Ecclesiastes in the

economic and legal sense, “to have proprietary rights, to have right of disposal

(of income and assets).” This is a technical usage that is found in the Persian

period but not later. 11 The probable Persian period dating is corroborated by

the fact that there are no Greek loanwords, indeed, no Grecisms whatsoever

in the book. By contrast, in the book of Daniel, the final form of which is

8 A few years after the publication of Delitzch’s commentary, Green observed: “It is

alleged, and the fact seems to be, that the Hebrew of this book is so Aramean that it must
belong to a period later than Solomon . . . while the grammar and style, as already said,

point in this direction” (see his Lectures on the Poetical Books ofthe Old Testament: Psalms, Song

of Solomon, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes [ed. G. F. Greene and D. W. Woods; Trenton: Edward
Fitzgeorge, 1884] 55; emphasis added). Indeed, Green admitted that the linguistic argu-

ment was insurmountable: “We conclude, therefore, that it is decisive” (ibid., 56). I thank

Marion Taylor for calling Green’s work to my attention.

9 There are no Persian loanwords or proper names in preexilic or exilic texts, or even

postexilic texts that are associated with the first wave of returnees (that is Haggai,

Zechariah, Malachi, or Third Isaiah). For a full discussion of the language of Ecclesiastes in

general and the date of the Persianisms in particular, see my article, “Linguistic Evidence

and the Date of Ecclesiastes,”JBL (forthcoming).
10 The terms hesbon “account,” hesron “deficit,” yitron “surplus,” nekasim “assets,”

zeman “appointed time,” tahand “mill,” ke'ehad “equally,” and lawd “to accompany” all

have Aramaic equivalents in Persian-period texts but not in earlier inscriptions.
" See D. M. Gropp, “The Origin and Development of the Aramaic sallit Clause,”JNES

52 (1993) 34. Gropp observes that after the Persian period, sit is associated generally with

power, but it is not used with the legal and economic meaning that the root has in the fifth

and early fourth centuries. In the Hellenistic period and later, the root rsy is used instead of

sit when the right of disposal is at issue. One may contrast the technical usage of the root in

Persian-period texts (Neh 5:15; Ezra 4:20; 7:24) with the usage in Hellenistic-period

documents (Sir 3:22; Dan 2:38, 39, 48; 3:27; 5:7, 16; 6:25), where the root simply means “to

rule, have power.” The evidence supports an argument made decades ago by D. S.

Margoliouth (“Ecclesiastes,” in Jewish Encyclopedia [12 volumes; New York/London: Funk
& Wagnalls, 1901-7] 5.32-33), who maintained that if Ecclesiastes had been written in the

Hellenistic period, one should expect hirsd instead of hislit for “to authorize, give right.”
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dated to the Hellenistic period, several Greek loanwords are recognized. 12 In

short, the language of Ecclesiastes is postexilic, but it also seems to be

prehellenistic. Certainly it is not to be classified with the later Hebrew of Ben

Sira, Qumran, Wadi Murabba'at, Nahal Hever and the Bar Kochba letters .

d

It has greatest affinities with the books of Ezra, Nehemiah, Chronicles, and

Esther, although a number of features of the language are more readily

explained as colloquialisms and dialectal elements. 14 In terms of a typology of

language, then, Ecclesiastes belongs in the Persian period, specifically during

the second half of the fifth century and the first half of the fourth .

: 5 The

language of the book represents the literary deposit of the everyday Hebrew

of Persian-period Palestine, with its large number ofAramaisms and whatever

jargon and vernacular elements one may find in the marketplace.

II. Monetary and Commercial Economy

One of the most important features of the economy during the postexilic

period is the prominent role of money. The Persian government instituted a

highly efficient system of taxation throughout the empire, according to which

imperial taxes were ordinarily to be paid in precious metal. To facilitate both

trade and the payment of taxes, the central government began minting coins

and standardizing currency. Under Darius I of the Achaemenian dynasty, a

gold coin known as the “Daric” was first struck around the year 515 B.C.E.,

while the satrapial and provincial authorities were permitted to mint other

coins in various denominations. Hence, in Palestine, coins began appearing

during the Achaemenian period, although they did not become common until

the second half of the fifth century. And numerous hoards have been found at

various sites in Israel, all dating to the fifth century and later. 16

It is not that “money” was unknown in earlier periods, for silver pieces in

various forms and sizes were already used as a medium of exchange in earlier

12 Notably qytrws (Greek kitharis) “lyre,” psntryn (Greek psalterion, a three-stringed

instrument), swmpnyb (Greek symphonia) “symphony,” and, possibly krwz (Greek keryx)

“herald” (Dan 3:4, 5, 7, 10, 15).
13 See B. Isaksson, Studies in the Language ofQoheleth: With Special Emphasis on the Verbal

System (Studia Semitica Upsaliensia 10; Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1987) 193-97;
D. C. Fredericks, Qoheleth 's Language: Re-evaluating Its Nature and Date (ANETS 3;

Lewiston, New York: Mellen, 1988) 1 10-24.
14 See F. Piotti, “La lingua dell’Ecclesiaste e lo sviluppo storico deU’Ebraico,” BeO 15

(1973) 185-96; Seow, “Linguistic Evidence.”
'5 See J. L. Kugel, who dates the book to this period on other grounds (“Qohelet and

Money,” CBQ 51 [1989] 45-49).
16 See E. Stern, Material Culture ofthe Land ofthe Bible in the Persian Period 538-332 B. C.

(Jerusalem: Israel Exploration Society, 1982) 21-28.
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times. 17 Yet, the standardization of currency and the introduction of coinage

by the Persians democratized the usage of money and radically transformed

the economy of the Levant. The economy was thoroughly “monetarized.”

Not surprisingly, therefore, the epigraphic materials from this era show a

great deal of concern with money. Contemporaneous inscriptions are replete

with references to money, most frequently mentioned in connection with

taxes, wages, rents, loans, fines, dowries, divorce payments, inheritances, and,

of course, the prices of goods and services.' 8 Money was used in everyday

business transactions both large and small, given as gifts and bribes, and

hoarded. Money was no longer just a convenient medium of exchange; it had

become a commodity.

The economy of the Persian period was highly monetarized. Although

people continued to barter their wares and services, for the purposes of

taxation and business transactions, goods and services were typically assessed

monetary values. For example, we have an Aramaic marriage contract from

Elephantine in Egypt dating to the year 420 B.C.E. in which a woman’s dowry

is itemized and the monetary value of each item stated. The bride, a free-

woman, paid a dowry of cash and goods totalling a little more than 68 shekels

(TAD II, 3.8). This is comparable to the dowry worth a total of 6o'/2 shekels

brought by another ffeewoman into marriage some 20 years earlier (TAD II,

2.6). In contrast to these, we learn from another Aramaic contract that a

certain female slave brought a dowry worth only a little more than 7 shekels in

goods and 15 shekels in cash (TAD II, 3.3). Similarly, in Mesopotamia of the

same period, dowries were assessed monetary value, and sometimes the cash

equivalent was paid in lieu of promised noncash components, such as real

estate, slaves, and other assets.' 9 Money had become the yardstick by which

the relative worth of commodities and services was measured. 20 Money

'7 M. Balmuth, “The Monetary Forerunners of Coinage in Phoenicia and Palestine,” in

The Patterns ofMonetary Development in Phoenicia and Palestine in Antiquity (ed. A. Kindler;

Jerusalem: Schocken, 1967) 25-30.
' 8 See, for instance, the extensive and detailed fifth-century customs account detailing the

import and export duties to be paid on various goods (TAD III, 3.7). The existence of this

account bears witness to use of standardized currency, the vitality of the economy, and the

extent of commercialization.
‘9 See M. T. Roth, “The Material Composition of the Neo-Babylonian Dowry,” AfO

26/37 (1989/1990) 4; idem, “The Dowries of the Women of the Itti-Marduk-Balatu

Family,”JAOSm (1991) 19—37.
20 As one might expect of a free market, the prices of goods and services were dictated in

large part by demand and supply. Thus, in Egypt, where the supply of labor was plentiful

and interest rates on loans exceedingly high, the price of a male adult slave was relatively

low— between 20-50 shekels, roughly the equivalent of only 2 or 3 new woolen garments.

This price range is comparable to what we find in Palestine in the early fourth century, as is

evident in the Wadi Daliyeh (Samaria) papyri, where the average price of a healthy adult
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measured the worth of women’s dowries and, in so doing, willy-nilly also

measured the “financial worth” of those who brought them. The epigraphic

evidence appears to confirm the hypothesis of Hans G. Kippenberg that the

development of a monetary economy during the Persian period contributed

to economic class differentiation. 21

The development and growth of this monetary economy provide a specific

socioeconomic context within which to interpret a number of sayings in

Ecclesiastes. Qohelet says: “One who loves money will not be satisfied with

money, nor whoever loves abundance with yield” (5:10 [Heb. v. 9]). Clearly

money has become a desired commodity, something that in and of itself gives

people satisfaction. This was something new in the Levant. Elsewhere in the

book, Qohelet alludes to popular sayings about the power of money. Thus, in

7:12 he seems to have turned a popular notion about the power ofmoney into

an instruction about its ephemerality. In this text, the Hebrew saying may be

interpreted in two ways— either meaning “wisdom is a protection, money is a

protection” (the original intended meaning) or “wisdom is a shadow, money

is a shadow.” 22 Whereas the saying could be taken— perhaps had been

taken— to mean that wisdom and money both provide protection (sel),

Qohelet means to say that money is sel only in the sense of a shadow, a

temporary relief at bestT The people whom Qohelet addressed were

apparently preoccupied with the acquisition of money; they believed in its

power, thinking that “money answers everything” (10:19).

There can be no doubt that Ecclesiastes presumes an audience that is

deeply concerned with economic matters. Besides general terms like kesep

male was about 30 shekels. The labor market in Palestine was no doubt affected by the

influx of new immigrants who returned under the Persian policy of repatriation. So labor,

including slave labor, was cheap. Conversely, in Mesopotamia, where labor was scarce

because of the repatriation of foreign captives and the use of corvee workers on imperial

estates in Persia itself, slave prices rose by as much as 50 percent over the prices in the

previous century. A healthy male adult slave cost about 60-100 shekels in fifth-century

Babylon. See W. L. Dubberstein, “Comparative Prices in Later Babylonia [640-400
B.C.],” AJSL 56 (1939) 34-36.

21 Religion und Klassenbildung im antiken Judaa: Eine religionssoziologische Studie zam
Verhdltnis von Tradition und gesellschaftlicher Entwicklung (SUNT 14; Gottingen: Vanden-
hoeck & Ruprecht, 1978)42-77.

22 There is no need to emend the text, as commentators often do. The preposition in besel

. . . besel should be interpreted as the beth essentiae (GKC §1 19. i). This verse belongs to the

conclusion of a literary unit (6:10-7:14) that begins with an allusion to the ephemerality of
life, which is said to be kassel “like shadow” (6:11; cf. 8:1).

23 Qohelet does not always use a proverb according to its original intent. He often turns

the proverb on its head to say the very opposite of its original meaning, as if to show hy this

technique that many words are elusive, like wind (hebel). In this case, given the fact that sel

has already appeared in the introduction to the passage (6:12), one should understand him
to emphasize not the protective power ofwisdom and money, but their ephemerality.
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“money,” c

dser “riches,” 'asir “rich,” segulla “private property,” sdkdr “salary,

reward, compensation,” nahdla “inheritance,” and kisron “success,” one finds

a concentration of terms that suggest a lively commercial environment: yitron

“net gain, surplus,” hesron “deficit,” hesbon “account,” nekdsim “assets,” tebu'a

“yield,” hdmon “wealth,” 'inydn “business,”
camdl “toil, fruit of toil,” ’okel

“consumer,”
c

dbed “employee,” heleq “portion .

”

2 4 Indeed, Qohelet often

sounds like a pragmatic entrepreneur, ever concerned with the “bottom line.”

Thus, regarding the value of labor, his question is always this: mah-yitron

“What is the net gain?” (1:3; 3:9; 5:16 [Heb. v. 15]). He repeatedly uses the

Hebrew word yitron “net gain, surplus,” which is related to Aramaic ytrn, a

term found on an accounting document from the late fifth century (TAD III,

3.1 1.6). He is talking about the net gain of an investment, as it were. And any

merchant would understand his point: If there is no net gain in a particular

investment, one should not waste one’s resources. Moreover, when Qohelet

speaks of humanity’s desperate search for wisdom, he draws on the image of a

merchant or an accountant frantically checking a ledger to explain some

discrepancy, examining the account item by item: “one by one to find an

accounting” (y:2 7).
2
5 The word “accounting” (hesbon) is, again, a commercial

term found among the Aramaic documents of the Persian period (TAD I,

6.2.4, 2 3)-
26

Ecclesiastes reflects a monetary and commercial economy, an environment

that is different from the largely subsistence agrarian culture of preexilic and

exilic Judah. 27 Indeed, the Persian period is distinguished from the preceding

epochs by the widespread use of money and the unprecedented growth of

commerce. This extensive commercialization of postexilic Palestine is partly

M. J. Dahood (“Canaanite-Phoenician Influence in Qohelet,” Bib 33 [1952] 220-21)

lists 29 terms that reflect the “distinctly commercial environment” presupposed by

Ecclesiastes. This commercial environment suggests to Dahood the mercantile economy of

the Phoenicians. But, while it is true that the Phoenicians were the merchants par excellence

in earlier periods, commercialism was no longer a distinctly Phoenician feature in the

postexilic period, as we now know from archaeological and epigraphic evidence.
2 5 Cf. NJPS: “item by item.”
26 This means only that the term was at home in the commercial jargon of the Persian

period. It does not mean that the Hebrew word is borrowed from Aramaic or that the term

was first coined in that period. Indeed, the Ugaritic cognate btbn is found in three Ugaritic

economic texts (KTU 4.158.2; 4.337.1, 4.771.7).
2 ? Before the Persian period, international commerce was carried out by the state,

primarily from taxes-in-kind paid into the royal storehouses. As Ezekiel has it, various

nations bartered their goods with Eyre, bringing precious metal, horses and mules, ivory

and ebony, precious stones, textiles, aromatics, and so forth (Ezek 27:12-25). As for “Judah

and the land of Israel,” they brought agrarian products— wheat, honey, oil, and balm—
which they exchanged for Phoenician merchandise (Ezek 27:17). The cities of Judah,

includingjerusalem, were essentially agricultural cities, producing for subsistence and state

taxes. See H. Kreissig, Die sozialokonomische Situation injuda zur Acbdmenidenzeit (Schriften

zur Geschichte und Kultur des Alten Orients 7; Berlin: Akademie, 1973) 64.
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documented by archaeological evidence. The coastal areas saw a dramatic rise

in population, perhaps indicating the increasing importance of international

trade. In a survey of the coastal region of Sharon, for instance, scholars found

at least twelve Persian period sites, five in the vicinity 'Adit alone. As

archaeologist Ephraim Stern observes, “It is difficult to imagine a more

populous area.” 28 Similarly telling clues are found at other sites along the

coast. Excavations atTell Dor suggest that the city was a major seaport during

that period, as evidenced by the number of large storage jars found there,

along with the most impressive assemblage of foreign ceramic wares found

anywhere in Israel. In the same stratum, archaeologists have found evidence

of thriving textile and purple-dye manufacturing industries .

2 9 Recent reinves-

tigations of Tell Abu Hawam, the original harbor town of Haifa, have led to

the conclusion that there was an important regional granary and center of

maritime trade during the period, the settlement having been revived despite

the marshes growing to the southwest.?0 At Tell Shiqmona, where there had

been a town with paved streets in the fifth century, a subterranean storehouse

containing scores of storage jars has been uncovered.? 1 Further south, at

Ashkelon, a series of street-front workshops and other buildings have been

found, including a warehouse with six rooms on the first floor, each room

having some 250 square feet of interior storage space.? 2 In the coastal regions

of Carmel and Sharon, in site after site, one finds evidence of significant

economic growth. As Stern notes, “Perhaps for the first time in the history of

this region, all the cities and towns flourished simultaneously. The areas they

occupied and their population density expanded significantly.”??

All along the coast of Palestine, then, are signs of a new and expanding

mercantile economy. But there is evidence of commerce inland, as well.

Foreign coins and imported wares— ceramics, precious metals, alabaster,

glass, jewelry, mirrors— are common among the artifacts found everywhere in

Palestine in the fifth and fourth centuries, indicating that in this period

28 Material Culture, 18.
29 E. Stern, Dor— Ruler of the Seas: Twelve Years of Excavations at the Israelite-Phoenician

Harbor Town on the Carmel Coast (Jerusalem: Israel Exploration Society, 1994) 194-200.
30

J. Balensi, M. D. Herrera, and M. Artzy, “Abu Hawam,” in The New Encyclopaedia of
Archaeological Excavations in the Holy Land (4 volumes; ed. E. Stern; Jerusalem: Israel

Exploration Society & Carta; New York: Simon & Schuster, 1993) 1.9.
31 See J. Elgavish, “Shiqmona,” in The New Encyclopaedia ofArchaeological Excavations in

the Holy Land, 4.1374-75. Among the finds were two Phoenician inscriptions on a jar handle
dealing with the delivery of wine. See F. M. Cross, “Jar Inscriptions from Shiqmona,” IEJ
18 (1968) 226-33.

? 2 L. E. Stager, Ashkelon Discovered: From Canaanites and Philistines to Romans and Moslems
(Washington, DC: Biblical Archaeology Society, 1991) 23-24.

33 Dor— Ruler ofthe Seas, 149-50.
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international trade penetrated deep into the hinterland. Storage jars designed

for the transportation of goods, which hitherto tended to be concentrated

along the coast and have been found underwater, have also been uncovered at

several inland sites, suggesting to some scholars that agrarian products from

inland were being exported . 34

Jerusalem in the fifth century was a thriving cosmopolitan marketplace

where the Judeans, even on the Sabbath day, worked in the winepresses,

brought in heaps of grain, loaded the animals with goods, and hawked their

agricultural products— grain, wine, grapes, figs, and “all kinds of loads”— and

sold food, while Tyrian residents in the city brought fish and various kinds of

merchandise (Neh 13:15-16). Competition from the gentiles living in the city

probably prompted the Jews to disregard the Sabbath injunction; the

merchants must have felt that they could not afford to take a day off a week.

Indeed, when Governor Nehemiah ordered the city gates to be closed for

Sabbath, some merchants camped outside the city to wait for the market to

open (Neh 13:20). That was the kind of competitive commercial atmosphere

in fifth-century Jerusalem. Ecclesiastes presumes such a lively and competi-

tive economic environment.

III. Economic Opportunities and Risks: Optimism and Pessimism

The Persians instituted a system of property grants, under which rights

over various properties were given to favored individuals. Most generous were

the royal grants given outright to relatives, friends, and favorites of the king.

The recipients of such grants collected taxes for the crown, but they were

entitled to retain a sizable portion of the revenues. 35 The grantees also

typically further subdivided their fiefs to those whom they favored, in return

for annual dues.

One recipient of royal grants was Arsham, the satrap of Egypt. In a letter

dated to the end of the fifth century, one learns of a grant given to an Egyptian

named Ahhapi, a manager of Arsham’s estates in Egypt (TAD I, 6.4). The
grant is said to have been given by the king and by Arsham, probably meaning

that it was given by the satrap from a portion of his own royal grant. When
this manager died, he was succeeded in his position by his son, Psamshek, who
wrote to the satrap, requesting that the privilege be transferred to him. So

Arsham, who was in Babylon at that time, sent this letter to his representative

34 So K. G. Hoglund, “The Achaemenid Context,” Second Temple Studies: I. Persian Period

(JSOTSup 1 17; ed. P. R. Davies; Sheffield: JSOT, 1991) 60-61.
35 Some texts suggest a breakdown of two thirds for the grantee and one third for the

crown. See G. van Driel, “The Murasus in Context,”JESHO 32 (1989) 206.
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in Egypt, giving Psamshek the legal authority (slyt) to take up the grant: “Let

Psamshek his son be authorized to take up the grant there in Egypt” (TAD I,

6.4.4). From this text it is clear that a grant was not automatically transferable

to one’s heirs. The successor had to be given the slyt, the legal right of

proprietorship.

The Persian system of royal grants provides a backdrop against which to

interpret Qohelet’s rhetoric in 5:18-6:2 (Heb. 5:17-6:2). Qohelet affirms that

it is appropriate to enjoy the fruit of one’s toil, for God has authorized one to

do so:

Here is what I have observed is good (for humanity): that it is appropriate to

eat, drink, and enjoy in all their toil that they toil under the sun, during the

few days of their lives, which God has given them, for this is their portion.

Indeed to all people God has given wealth and assets, and (God) has

authorized them to partake of them, to take up their portion, and to have

pleasure in their toil. This is the grant of God. (Eccl 5:18-19 [Heb. w.

17-18])

Several terms in this passage echo the language of the royal grant in the

Persian period: ntn “to give,” sit “to have right,” ns ’“to take up,” mtflhym

“grant of God.” 3 6 Qohelet presents life’s possibilities in terms of such grants.

The deity has granted humanity certain gifts, including wealth and assets, and

the recipients of this favor are authorized to exercise proprietorship (hislit)

over this divine grant. Indeed, the Hebrew expression hslyt Ift hlq “to

authorize to take up the portion” in 5:18 is comparable to the Aramaic

formula found in Persian period documents: slyt linns’ dsn
’

“authorization to

take up the grant” (TAD I, 6.4.4). this view, then, life is like a portion that

one receives as a grant from the divine Sovereign. 37 It is like a lot that is

limited in time and space. In this lot the grantee toils, but it is also possible to

enjoy the fruits of one’s toil from that lot (5:18 [Heb. v. 17]). In this divine

grant there is the inevitability of toil but also the possibility of enjoyment.

The divine Sovereign may, however, be just as arbitrary as the Persian ruler

who issues royal grants. Qohelet speaks of the specific case of someone who is

somehow not permitted (/o’ yaslitennii) to enjoy the grant (6:2). Whereas for

humanity in general God has given the right to enjoy (5:18 [Heb. v. 17]), there

appear to be specific exceptions, where individuals are not so privileged (6:2).

36 See H. Z. Szubin and B. Porten, “Royal Grants in Egypt: A New Interpretation of
Driver 2,”JNES 46 (1987) 39-48.

37 The Aramaic equivalent of Hebrew heleq “portion” is, in fact, used in an Aramaic
contract in reference to a royal grant or a part thereof (TAD II, 1).
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In the case Qohelet cites in 6:2, the privilege of enjoyment seems to have been

given to an outsider, an fs nokri.i8

Again, one may understand Qohelet’s sentiments in the light of the

administration of royal grants during the Persian period. There is another

Aramaic letter written by Arsham to a manager of his estates in Egypt (TAD I,

6.1 1). One ofArsham’s stewards, a man named Petosiri, had written a letter to

the satrap. Petosiri’s father had been given the rights over a piece of property.

The land was abandoned when the father died during an unrest of some sort.

So the son asked to be considered for the grant that his father had received.

“Let him (Arsham) take thought of me,” Petosiri petitioned. “Let him give

(the land) to me. Let me hold it as heir” (TAD I, 6.1 1.3). The satrap ordered

his manager to investigate the case. If the property in question had not already

been assigned to someone else, Arsham wrote, then it should be given to

Petosiri, but Petosiri must pay the appropriate taxes in arrears. The fact that

the father had received the grant and the fact that son was the rightful heir did

not mean that the latter was automatically permitted to enjoy the benefits.

There was no guarantee that the son would receive the authorization. It was

entirely possible that the property had in fact been given to someone outside

the family— to an "is nokri, as Qohelet has it in 6:2.

There was a considerable amount of arbitrariness in the Persian system of

royal grants. The Great King gave grants to his relatives, friends, and

favorites, but others were left out. There were fortunate people who fared

exceedingly well, but there were unfortunate ones who received little or

nothing. Life is like that to Qohelet: People receive whatever portion the

divine Sovereign chooses to give them. And the assigned lots are not of equal

proportion or value. Some do very well by God; others do not. So Qohelet

speaks of those who are favored by God and those who are not so favored. 3?

3 8 The vocabulary and style in 6: 1-2 suggest that these verses are intended in some way to

mirror 5:18-19 (Heb. w. 17-18). There are undeniable similarities but also significant

differences in the details. Indeed, the lexical and stylistic similarities only serve to highlight

the real differences between the two situations. In the first place, 5:18-19 (Heb. w. 17-18)

speaks of all humanity (kol-ha’adam), whereas 6:1-2 pertains to “a person” (’is). The first

concerns the universal, the second the particular. Or, as Isaksson has it, 5:18-19 (Heb. w.
17-18) states the general rule, while 6:1-2 indicates “the possibility of exceptions to the

rule” (see Studies in the Language of Qoheleth, 122). To be sure, 6:1 speaks of the evil being

great over humanity (hd’adam), but that means only that humanity as a whole is subject to

the possibility of such instances as described in 6:2. Moreover, in regard to God’s role, 5:19

(Heb. v. 18) uses Hebrew verbs in the perfect (“God gave,” “he has authorized”), whereas

6:2 uses the imperfect (“God gives,” “God does not authorize”). The former describes what
is, the latter what may be.

As H. L. Ginsberg observes, toh lipne ha’elohim and hote' in 2:26 and 7:26 “mean
respectively (as it is today generally recognized) ‘pleasing to God’ and ‘displeasing’, or

‘lucky’ and ‘unlucky’— not ‘righteous’ and ‘wicked’.” See his “The Structure and Contents

of the Book of Koheleth,” in Wisdom in Israel and in the Ancient Near East (VTSup 3; ed. M.
Noth and D. Winton Thomas; Leiden: Brill, 1969) 139.
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Besides the grants given outright to those favored by the crown, there were

also lots assigned to various people on condition of military service and

payment of annual dues.40 The lands so acquired were initially not alienable,

but in time the proprietors were permitted to sublet or pawn their lands. The

fiefs were sometimes shared by a number of coproprietors, with the rights of

proprietorship being transferable in each case by inheritance. And through

the further division of inheritances, the average size of properties available for

economic exploitation became smaller and smaller. Taxes and services, of

course, always remained obligatory. The tenant farmers and workers paid

dues to the smallholders whose property they rented, and the smallholders in

turn paid dues to those above them, and so on.

This system contributed to the stratification of society, as a number of

dependent classes were created. Something of this social stratification is

evident in Ecclesiastes, where one reads of the king (melek), the ruler (mosel),

the princes (sarim), the rich ("asirim), the proprietors (sallitim), the commoner

(:misken),
4 ‘ the employee (Abed), the poor (rds), and the slaves (

c

dbddim).

Certain class attitudes may also be detected in the book. It appears that the

commoner and the poor were generally disregarded and not expected to

succeed (4:13; 10:6-7, 16) and the words of a certain sage were despised

because he happened to be a commoner (9:15-16). There was a popular

saying that the employee could sleep well whether that one has little or much

to eat, whereas the rich are restless because they have “consumed” overly

much (5:12 [Heb. v. 1 1]).
42 One may conjecture, too, that Qohelet’s audience

was neither in the poorest nor the richest strata of society. Indeed, they were

people of the middle classes; they were paranoid about criticisms by their

subordinates (7:21), but they themselves were covertly villifying the rich and

powerful (10:20).

Among the various social classes mentioned in the book are the sallitim, a

40 From Neo-Babylonian texts one gathers that there were lots for charioteers (bit

narkabti “chariot estate”), cavalry troops (bit siisi “horse estate”), and archers of the infantry

(1bit qasti “bow estate”).
41 Hebrew misken (usually translated as “poor”) is a loanword from Akkadian muskenu/

maskenu, which was used already in Old Akkadian and Old Babylonian for commoners. The
term indicates a less-than-noble social status, someone of a dependent class. It is frequently

contrasted with royalty and nobility. See E. A. Speiser, “The Muskenum,” in Oriental and
Biblical Studies (ed. J . J . Finkelstein andM. Greenberg; Philadelphia: University of Pennsyl-
vania Press, 1967) 332-43; G. Buccellati, “A Note on the muskenum as ‘Homesteader’,”
Maarav 7 (1991) 91-99.

42 There is a Sumerian proverb that is reminiscent of what we find in Ecclesiastes: “He
who eats too much will not (be able) to sleep” (E. I. Gordon, Sumerian Proverbs [Philadel-

phia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1959] 97). One must not miss Qohelet’s humor,
however. The surfeit here in fact refers to overindulgence both in food and in economic
enterprises. The rich have a tendency to “overconsume,” and so they are unable to sleep

either because of indigestion or worry— or both! The root kl is also used for the

consumption of goods in Persian-period Aramaic. See, for example, TAD II, 2.7.4.
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term that most commentators take to refer to political rulersT But the term

sallitim probably refers to the wealthy land barons of that time. A sallit is a

proprietor, someone who has the right of disposal over property.44 The
sallitim were rich and powerful landowners who no doubt exacted taxes from

the tenant farmers, part of which they paid to higher authorities. These

proprietors were required to pay annual taxes and render military service as

needed. In many cases, however, they hired substitutes to fulfill their military

obligations. This practice is well documented in contemporaneous texts from

Mesopotamia. In one instance, a certain West Semite named Abi-Yaqari

requested a home-born slave named Tirakam to be his substitute, saying,

“Bear the responsibility of my obligation. ”45 In return for that service, the

proprietor promised to pay his substitute roughly 3,600 liters of barley

annually, apparently a payment large enough to allow one to start a small

business.

From the private records of a certain Kusur-Ea, a barber from the city of

Ur, one finds the following offer of substitute service:

Nidintu-Sin the son of Sin-ahhe-iddina said to Kusur-Ea the son of

Sin-ahhe-bullit: Give me money, provisions, (and) all the equipment accord-

ing to (the rates of) the dispatches of the citizens of Ur. Let me go to the

muster of the king in the eighth year of King Artaxerxes. Whenever the

king gives an order regarding your obligation, let me fulfill (it). Also the

mission of the king, whenever he gives an order regarding your obligation

(I will fulfill). (UET 4, 109)

Kusur-Ea accepted the offer and the substitute was paid according to the

“going rate.” We learn from other texts in the archive that Kusur-Ea had

acquired the fief along with four coproprietors. The partners were able to buy

the fief, probably from a financially insolvent soldier. But instead of perform-

ing the military duty himself, Kusur-Ea hired a substitute.

45 See N. Lohfink, “melek, sallit und mdsel bei Kohelet und die Abfassungszeit des

Buches,” Bib 62 (1981) 535-43. There is a mention in the MT of srh slytym “ten sallitim" in

Eccl 7:19. Most scholars take that to be a reference to the deka protoi “ten first (citizens)”

who, according to Josephus, had administrative duties in cities like Tiberius {Life, 13, 57).

The deka protoi were not mentioned prior to 66 C.E., however. This council of ten appears to

have been a Roman institution. See A. H. M. Jones, The Greek City from Alexander to

Justinian (Oxford: Clarendon, 1940) 139; E. G. Turner, “Egypt and the Roman Empire:

The Dekaprbtoi,"JEA 22 (1936) 7-19.

44 See Y. Muffs, Studies in the Aramaic Legal Papyrifrom Elephantine (Studia et Documenta
ad Iura Orientis Antiqui Pertinentia 8; Leiden: Brill, 1969) 24, 1 77—78; J. Hoftijzer and K.

Jongeling, Dictionaiy ofthe Northwest Semitic Inscriptions {Leiden: Brill, 1995) 1143-44.
45 See G. Cardascia, Les archives des Murasu, une famille d'hommes d'affaires bahyloniens a

I'epoque perse (455-405 av.J.-C.) (Paris: Imprimerie Nationale, 1951) 165-66.
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1

A variety of such contracts for substitute service is found in the Persian

period. Although the sending of substitutes into battle had been explicitly

forbidden in earlier Babylonian laws/*6 in the freewheeling economic environ-

ment of the Persian empire, it became a common practice for the rich and

even the not-so-rich to hire substitutes whom they could send to do their

military duty for them and perhaps to die on their behalf. The poor were

willing to bear the responsibilities and risks for a chance to get out of poverty.

The long-standing laws were disregarded in favor of economic pragmatism

under the new regime of the Persians, with its policy of “free enterprise.”

In light of this background we are better able to understand Qohelet’s

polemic against the rich and powerful. He says: “There is no one who is

proprietor (sallit) over the lifebreath, to detain (liklo ’) the lifebreath, and there

is no proprietorship (silton ) over the day of death. There is no dispatch in the

battle, and wickedness will not deliver those who practice it”(Eccl 8:8). The

medieval Jewish commentator Rashbam was correct in understanding the

battle in this context to be a reference to the day of death. In the decisive battle

that is death, no one can send a substitute. Or, as Qohelet Rabbah has it: “No
one can say to the Angel of Death ... let my son, or my slave, or my
home-born slave go in place of me.” The point that Qohelet makes is that

these proprietors may be rich and powerful, but no one has proprietorship

over the lifebreath. No one can detain the lifebreath, as one might detain a

poor debtor. No one owns the day of death. When the time comes for one to

fight the battle with death, no one can hire a substitute.^ Qohelet refers to the

terrible things done in his generation, which he describes as “a time when

human beings exercise proprietorship (salat) over one another” (8:9). To
judge by the usage of the root sit in contemporaneous texts, the author

probably has in mind the rampant economic exploitation of the period.

Along with the potential for exploitation, conversely, there were opportuni-

ties to climb the social-economic ladder, a slippery ladder though it was.

Documents from this period show that there were slaves who borrowed

substantial sums of money or otherwise accumulated enough wealth to buy

their own slaves and participate in all kinds of business ventures.^8 Slaves

could borrow money for investment. Some bought real estate or leased

See The Code ofHammurabi, Laws 26, 33; ANEN, 167.
47 The word mislahat (“dispatch”) occurs only one other time in the Hebrew Bible, in Ps

78:49, where it refers to a detachment of celestial emissaries dispatched to carry out a task in

God’s behalf (so the LXX appropriately translates the term as apostole). Num. Rabb. 14. 1

1

also uses the word in the sense of a “mission” or “assignment.” The word does not mean
“exemption,” as many scholars argue.

M. A. Dandamaev, Slavery in Babylonia (trans. by V. A. Powell; DeKalb: North Illinois

University Press, 1984) 320-97.
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property, which could then be rented out or subleased. Some owned or leased

workshops, farms, orchards, and livestock. It was possible, in fact, for slaves to

become quite rich. From a fifth-century archive of the business firm of

Murashu in the city of Nippur, we know of a certain Ribat, a slave of

Rimut-Ninurta (one of the bosses in the firm).49 Ribat paid taxes for a public

office that he held, loaned large sums of money and amounts of grain and

dates to various individuals, leased out several workers and hundreds of sheep

and goats all in the space of a single day, rented land to others, and leased

access to a canal. The slave had become a rich entrepreneur. He was an

example of a poor person who had managed to become quite successful. In

one text (PBS 2/1, 106), we learn that Ribat, together with another slave from

the same firm, subleased a piece of land for three years, together with

livestock, equipment, and seed from Rimut-Ninurta. Thus, Rimut-Ninurta,

who had the land rented or mortgaged to him, subleased it to his slaves, who
later sub-subleased part of that land to their slaves. 5°

Certainly, there were ample opportunities for people to climb the ladder of

success, but people were also easily exploited. In a tantalizing passage,

Qohelet seems to allude both to the economic exploitation and the opportuni-

ties in such a society: “If you see the oppression of the poor and the violation

of justice and right in the province, do not be surprised over the matter, for an

arrogant one is above an arrogant one, (and) arrogant ones watch over them

all” (Eccl 5:8-9 [Heb. w. 7-8]). 5 1 The haughty ones keep climbing the

ladder, but no matter how high they climb, there are always people higher up

than they, who look down upon them. 5 2 In the socioeconomic pyramid of the

Persian period, only the Great King was at the acme, with no one higher than

he; all others had to keep climbing, with no prospect of ever reaching the

peak.

49 Ibid., 327-30.
5° See M. W. Stolper, Entrepreneurs and Empire: The Murasu Archive, the Murasu Firm, and

Persian Rule in Babylonia (Uitgaven van het Nederlands Historisch-Archeologisch Instituut

te Istanbul 54; Leiden: Nederlands Historisch-Archaeologisch Instituut te Istanbul, 1985)
1 48-49 -

5 " Reading gbh m'l gbh smrw gbhym lyhm instead of the awkward gbh m'l gbh smr wgbhym
dyhm of the MT. Qonelet is probably right that oppression (‘sqym) in the province (mdynh)

is not surprising. Such injustices were widespread in the Persian period. A wisdom text from

Elephantine advises one not to get into disputes with people who are more exalted, more
powerful than they, for one may end up losing one’s property (see TAD III, 1.1.1 42-144; cf.

Eccl 6:10; 8:1-5). We also have a text from Egypt of the Persian period, where a farmer

complains of a miscarriage of justice (TAD I, 5.2). Apparently, the matter was brought

before the “judges of the province” (dyny mdnt'), but the petitioner felt that injustice ('sq

,

literally “oppression”) had been done.
5 2 This text is often taken to be a reference to governmental bureaucracy, so gdboah is

interpreted as “a high official” (so the NRSV). But as Kugel has noted (“Qohelet and

Money,” 35-38), gdboah does not have this meaning anywhere in Hebrew. The word in the

Hebrew Bible, when used as a substantive, always means “an arrogant one.”
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The text goes on to speak of the insatiability of the greedy. These people

keep consuming, but they never seem satisfied. They permit themselves no

rest. Elsewhere in the book, Qohelet says it is envy that drives people to vain

pursuits (4:4). For them the advice is that it is better to have the smallest

amount of anything with rest than to have twice as much with “toil and

pursuit of wind” (4:6). The author addresses those whose “eyes are not

satisfied with wealth,” who keep toiling even though they have neither

descendants nor relatives with whom to share their prosperity (4:7-8). Both

the fear of poverty and the possibility of wealth drove people to look for more

and to be dissatisfied with what they had. They were unable to enjoy their

present “lot,” because they were always trying to move ahead and up the

socioeconomic pyramid. Qohelet’s repeated exhortation, however, is to enjoy

what is before one’s eyes— to consume the fruit of one’s toil when one is able.

That is humanity’s lot. His attitude parallels a saying in the Aramaic Proverbs

ofAhiqar-, a text dated to the fifth century:

[Do not despise the littlje that is your lot,

And do not covet the plenty that is withheld from you.

[Do not accumulate] wealth,

And do not mislead your heart.

(see TAD III, 1. 1.136-1 3 7)

Like the audience of this wisdom text in Persian-period Egypt, Qohelet’s

audience does not seem secure with what they have. Rather, they are

constantly toiling to acquire more and more, and they are worried about the

possibility of losing their possessions. The economy indeed provided opportu-

nities for the ambitious. Poorer people could begin by borrowing, or by hiring

themselves out to acquire capital, as Tirakam, the home-born slave, did. They
could begin with smaller lots or with rental property. Or they could pool their

capital with others in various joint ventures, as Kusur-Ea, the barber, and his

partners did . 53

I he evidence points to an environment of investment and overall economic

growth. The economic growth, however, did not benefit all people equally.

Land was easily available and cheap, but other expenses— like draft-animals,

equipment, water—were costly. Such a situation favored the rich proprietors

who could afford significant capital outlays, but the smallholders who had

S 3 There are many examples of such joint ventures in Aramaic and Akkadian texts from
the period. These kinds of joint ventures may lie behind the saying in Ecclesiastes that “two
are better than one, for they have better reward for their toil” (4:9). People who share their

resources are able to invest in bigger and better ventures and reap greater profits.
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only limited access to capital were at a disadvantage. Small plots of land could

not be exploited efficiently enough to yield adequate profits for the tenant

farmers, but the landlords continued to receive their revenues. Rents and

taxes still had to be paid. To be sure, there were economic opportunities, and

it was possible to break out of the cycle of poverty, as Ribat and other slaves

did. But the odds were against the ordinary citizen in the empire.

The smallholders had to pay a very high price for their investments. In one

case, three brothers approached the Murashu firm for a business loan. 54 They

needed two trained oxen together with equipment for irrigation for a three-

year period, and about 1,260 liters of barley for sowing. The brothers had to

pay about 1 3,500 liters of barley annually for their “seed money.” Needless to

say, the animals and equipment, as well as the initial amount of barley, had to

be returned at the end of the loan period.

From Egypt of this period we have a number of documents dealing with

loans of various sorts (see TAD II, 3.1; 3:13; 4.1; 4.2; 4.7). In general, the

amount of cash loaned was small, averaging only about 4-6 shekels. But the

interest rate for such loans was high and the penalty for default severe. In one

instance, a woman secured a loan of 4 shekels at the compound rate of 5

percent per mensem
,
that is, 60 percent per annum (TAD II, 3.1). According to

another contract, failure to repay the loan on time meant that the loan (with

its interest) was doubled: the interest would be 10 percent per mensem and 120

percentper annum. Clearly the demand for money was great, and it was easy to

fall into debt. Some people went into debt in order to get rich or to improve

their lot, but others did so merely to survive.

A fifth-century Aramaic inscription on an ostracon from Elephantine

provides a glimpse of the economic uncertainties that many families faced.

The text is a letter from a man who has been away from home. He writes to his

wife and instructs her to sell his possessions so that the family may survive: “If

you will sell all my valuables, (then) the babies may eat. There are no more

coins left!” (KAI 270). People in such dire straits were forced to sell and

borrow just to get by. So we read in the Aramaic Proverbs ofAhiqar:

Borrow the grain and the wheat that you may eat

and be satisfied and give to your children with you.

[Do not take] a heavy [l]oan;

Do not borrow from an evil person.

Moreover, [i]fyou do take a loan,

Do not give yourself rest until [you repay] the [l]oan,

54 H. V. Hilprecht and A. T. Clay, Business Documents ofMurashu Sons ofNippur (CT IX;

Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1898) 39-40.
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[. . .] the loan is nice whe[n there is a need],

But its repayment is a houseful.

(see TAD III, 1.1.129-131)

The text assumes that many people had no choice but to borrow merely to

survive. Although not explicitly stated, we assume that the instruction here

alludes to the extremely high interest rates. In the event of a default, the

creditor was entitled to seize the debtor’s entire estate, including the debtor’s

house, slaves, grain, and even the children. Repayment would be a houseful.

And the liability was extended to the children if the debtor died without

paying the debt.

In Palestine, the Jews faced a similar environment when they returned from

Babylon in the fifth century. Their plight is recorded in the book of

Nehemiah:

There were those who said: “We are mortgaging our fields, our vineyards,

our houses so that we may get grain during the famine.” And there were

those who said: “We have borrowed money for the king’s tax upon our

fields and our vineyards. Now we are of the same flesh and blood as our kin

and our children are as their children. But we are at the point of bringing

our sons and our daughters into the bondage of slavery; indeed, some of our

daughters are (already) enslaved, and we are powerless to do anything about

it, for our fields and our vineyards belong to others.” (Neh 5:3-5)

With the high interest rates, the smallholder became extremely vulnerable.

Those who were unable to pay their debts were detained and put in prisons,

which were not “penitentiaries” (as they are supposed to be today) but

workhouses where the poor worked to pay off their debts. Powerful entrepre-

neurs had their own prisons, known in Mesopotamia as bit kili (literally

“house of detention”) and in Aramaic as byt 'srn.H The latter term is

comparable to Hebrew bet hasurim (from bet hd'asurim) found in Ecclesiastes

4:13-14. This text contrasts a young but wise commoner with an old but

foolish king. The former went forth from prison to become king, while the

latter was bom a king but became poor.?6 This rags-to-riches and riches-to-

55 We learn from the Persian-period Aramaic papyri from North Saqqara in Egypt that

debtors were seized as prisoners, branded as slaves, and their lands and other property were
confiscated. See J. B. Segal, Aramaic Textsfrom North Saqqara (London: Egypt Exploration

Society, 1983), texts 3, 4. The prisoners were beaten and put to work until their debts were
paid off (see texts 8.10; 28b. 3-4; 30.5).

56 I translate the text as follows: “Better is a youngster who is a commoner but wise than a

king who is old and foolish, who can no longer be admonished: for (one) went forth from
the prison to reign, while (another), though Born into his kingship, is impoverished.” I take

the form rds to be a stative perfect (3 ms), rather than a participle or adjective. One may
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rags illustration may, indeed, be an “example story” (Beispielerzablung) from

the wisdom tradition, as many commentators assert. Yet, Qohelet’s usage of it

may also reflect the volatile economy of the Persian period, a time when there

were tremendous opportunities but also significant risks, a time for both

optimism and pessimism. It was an unreliable world in which Qohelet and his

audience lived, for those who were rich and powerful could suddenly find

themselves impoverished, while those who were poor could suddenly come

into great wealth and prestige.

Elsewhere in the book, Qohelet describes a social world turned upside

down: “There is a tragedy that I have observed under the sun, a veritable

mistake stemming from the proprietor. The simpletorW is set in great

heights, but the rich abide in low estate. I have seen slaves on horses, but

princes walk on foot like slaves” (Eccl 10:5-7). This description of a topsy-

turvy world is identified as a wisdom topos. 5 8 And that is indeed correct. This

is another instance, however, where literature also reflects social reality. The

allusion to the downfall of a certain “proprietor” has a historical ring to it.

Perhaps the author has in mind a wealthy individual who has lost everything

because of an inadvertent error.

Qohelet goes beyond the particular instance to reflect on the unpredictable

world where events seem to spin out of control and social order is completely

disrupted. Individuals are vulnerable to all kinds of dangers in that rapidly

changing economic world. At the macro-level, there are social, economic, and

political forces at work that are beyond the control of individuals (10:5-7). At

the micro-level, professionals face everyday occupational hazards: the hunter

who digs a pit to trap animals is liable to fall into one of such pits; the farmer

who removes rocks from stone fences is vulnerable to snakes that may lurk in

the nooks and crannies; one who quarries stones is susceptible to certain

“industrial accidents,” as is the one who splits wood (10:8-9). There is also the

compare the reversal of fortune of this king to the fate of the king in the Ugaritic Legend of

Kirta: Ut btkn rs, “Kirta our ruler is impoverished” (KTU 1.14.I.10).
,

57 The Hebrew word hassekel is a hapax legomenon. In contrast with “the rich,” the word
simply refers to someone who is a social outcast. In this case, the sekel is the one who is

thought to be mentally deficient (cf. 9:3; 10:15), a half-wit, who is not expected to succeed in

society. In the Akkadian texts, the saklu “simpleton” (the equivalent of Hebrew sekel) is

regularly associated with the outcasts of society. Indeed, the simpletons are described as

people who do not belong to “the old families” and whose appointment to high office is

regarded as an irregularity (seeABL 1 103:6; 437 rev. line 15). Unsophisticated, uncultured

simpletons are not expected to rise to the top in society.

58 So R. E. Murphy, Ecclesiastes (WBC 23A; Dallas: Word, 1992) 101. On this topos see

R. C. van Leeuwen, “Proverbs 30:21-23 and the Biblical World Upside Down,” JBL 105

(1986) 599-610. The motif of a topsy-turvy world is present in the Egyptian pessimistic

texts. See M. Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian Literature (3 volumes; Berkeley: University of

California Press, 1971-80) 1.135-62.
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perfumer, whose precious product may be ruined by the presence of a single

fly (10:1). 59 There are risks everywhere and at every level in that new

economic environment.

Qohelet’s characterization of this world may not have been a mere figment

of his imagination. To be sure, he may have drawn on the wisdom tradition,

but his description is no mere rhetoric. Rather, it reflects the volatile economy

of his time. Here, again, the Murashu archive is a valuable resource for

reconstruction of the background. Matthew Stolper points out that at the

beginning of the reign of Darius II Ochos—423-22 B.C.E.— the number of

texts dealing with mortgages astoundingly rose by over 300 percent.60 The

number of lands pawned as well as the number of loans rose sharply. One may

also note that a large number of texts mentioning “prison” are dated precisely

to the years 423-22 B.C.E. Something was happening during the political

transition that suddenly caused people to lose their holdings. Those who once

possessed property had to give it up, and many found themselves imprisoned

for debt or enslaved. One wonders if most of these people had not lost their

fiefs and other assets because they happened to be on the wrong side of the

political struggle. Some of the royal grants must have been revoked for

political reasons, with consequences for all the dependents of the former

grantees and their tenants. 61 Whatever the explanation, it seems clear that

land tenure and its privileges were somehow susceptible to the unpredictable

winds of political change. The already volatile economy was made even more

volatile by the fortunes of the various levels of proprietors who issued the

grants. Given such uncertainties, it is no wonder that we find in Ecclesiastes

an overwhelming concern with ephemerality. Nothing seems permanent;

nothing seems reliable in such a world. Even those who have received

generous grants could not count on having their assets forever.

59 Reading zebub yamut, an asyndetic relative clause, like
’

endsyamut “a mortal who dies”

(Isa 51:12). This verse makes the same point as the preceding and following verses— that a

single or a little thing that is bad may outweigh a whole lot of good. It is best, therefore, to

assume that the Hebrew text as we have it reflects a misdivision of the consonants because
the asyndeton had not been properly understood: zbwb ymwt was incorrecdy read as zbwby
mwt. There are other instances in the book of misdivisions of words (5:6 [Eng. v. 7]; 7:19,

27; 8:1). The singular zebub (supported by Targ) is in agreement with the masculine singular

verb yab'is (“causes to turn rancid”) and is an appropriate parallel for the singular noun siklut

(“foolishness”), whereas the plural noun “flies” poses a grave syntactical problem.
60 Entrepreneurs and Empire, 104-24.
61

It may be noted that there is no comparable increase in the number of mortgages and
debts in the satrapy of Egypt in the same period, as there was in Babylonia. That is perhaps
no coincidence, since Arsham, the satrap of Egypt was an ally of Darius II, the eventual

victor in the power struggle. By the same token, one may observe that Artarios, the satrap of
Babylonia, supported Sekyndianos (Sogdianos), a brother and rival of Darius. See M. A.

Dandamaev, A Political History of the Achaemenid Empire (trans. W. J. Vogelsang; Leiden:

Brill, 1989 [Russian original, 1985]) 258-59; Stolper, Entrepreneurs and Empire, 1 15.
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Qohelet speaks of the person who was so afraid of losing his wealth that he

hoarded it:

There is a sickening tragedy that I have observed under the sun: wealth was

hoarded by one who possessed it, to his own hurt. That is, that wealth

disappeared in a terrible venture. Then he sired a son, but there was

nothing in his possession. Just as he came forth from the womb of his

mother, so he will return naked, going as he came. And he will carry away

nothing for his toil that he may bring in his hand. (Eccl 5:13-15 [Heb. w.

12-14])

We do not know what that terrible venture was that caused the man to lose all

his wealth. Lohfink speculates that the man had deposited his money in a

bank, but the bank became insolvent and so the poor fellow lost all his

money.62 That may or may not be the case. All we know is that the man did

not enjoy his wealth when he was able. He made a bad business decision and,

in consequence, lost everything for which he had toiled. Whatever its intent,

the story illustrates the volatility of the economy that Qohelet’s audience

knew. They were cognizant of the fact that what they had one day might be

gone the next.

Such was the social-economic world of Qohelet and his audience. It was an

unpredictable epoch, a period full of opportunities and risks: the rich could

end up impoverished overnight, while slaves could be riding on horses, the

ancient equivalent ofour expensive imported vehicles of transport.6
? That was

a world of money, the love of money, commerce, and investment. It was also a

world of loans, mortgages, and foreclosures. For the ordinary citizen— the

smallholder, the homesteader, the worker— there was much about which to

worry, but not much about which one could be absolutely certain. No doubt,

the many success stories of those who went from “rags to riches”— like the

case of Ribat the slave who became rich, or the case of the poor man who went

forth from prison to be king (4: 1
3-14)— must have spurred people to strive for

success. But the reality of the Persian- period economy is that individuals were

62 N. Lohfink, “Kohelet und die Banken: Zur Ubersetzung von Koh. v 12-16,” VT 39
(1989)488-95.

6
3 Foreign to the Levant, horses were very expensive to acquire and maintain. Hence,

they were used largely for military purposes. Donkeys and camels were ordinarily used for

transportation of ordinary citizens, whereas horses were used to carry only kings and nobles

(see Esth 6:8-9; 2 Chron 25:28). Ownership of horses was a mark of wealth and power (cf.

Deut 17:16). Horses were, thus, a status symbol. So one reads in one of the Amarna letters:

“the messenger of the king of Akka is honored more than [my] messeng[er], f[or they

fur]nished [h]im with a horse” (EA 88:46-48; translated in W. L. Moran, The Amarna
Letters [Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1992] 161).
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caught in the winds of political and economic changes, and most people were

helpless in the face of all that was happening.

The discoveries at Mugharet Abu Sinjeh, a cave in Wadi Daliyeh (about

halfway between Samaria and Jericho), provide us with an unforgettable

vignette of the latter days of the Persian period. Archaeologists have uncov-

ered in that cave the skeletons of some two hundred men, women, and

children, along with scores of stamp impressions (the ancient equivalent of

credit-card imprints!), exquisite gold signet rings, personal jewelry, and an

assemblage of coins that must have been part of a much larger hoard.64 There

were also found the now famous “Samaria Papyri,” all dating to the final

decades of the Persian period, all of which are legal and administrative

documents recording various economic transactions .

65 These are the remains

of a group of Samarian proprietors who were fleeing the army of Alexander

the Great and who were eventually hunted down and massacred. These

proprietors brought their families and all their money, jewelry, and title deeds

to various assets. They brought all the legal evidence that they were propri-

etors over these assets. And there, in the cave, they perished with all their

wealth— a veritable testimony to the truth of what Qohelet taught in their

generation or a little before: No one is a proprietor over death, and no one can

send a substitute to that decisive “battle.” Wealth is to be enjoyed in the

present, and people cannot bring their wealth with them when they die.

Indeed, “everything is vanity.”

IV. Theology When Life Is Beyond Control

It was in such an uncertain world that Qohelet reflected on humanity’s

plight before God. It was a perplexing new world of rapid political, social, and

economic innovations, many of which were initiated and determined in seats

of power that the ordinary citizens of the vast empire could hardly compre-

hend. In that context Qohelet “constantly taught the people knowledge”

(12:9) and applied the goads of the sages’ instructions like a shepherd, a pastor

leading his flock (12:11).

In Qohelet’s view, human beings live in a world over which they have no

control. It is a world with no discernible design, no order, despite the

64 See F. M. Cross, “Papyri of the Fourth Century B. C. from Daliyeh,” in New Directions

in Biblical Archaeology (ed. D. N. Freedman and J. C. Greenfield; Garden City: Doubleday,

1969) 45-69; idem, “A Report on the Samaria Papyri,” in Congress Volume, Jerusalem 1986
(VTSup 40; ed. J. A. Emerton; Leiden: Brill, 1988) 17-26.

65 See D. M. Gropp, The Samaria Papyri from Wadi ed-Ddliyeh: The Slave Sales (unpub-
lished Ph.D. dissertation, Harvard University, 1986). I am indebted to Gropp for access to

his work on the papyri, most of which have not yet been published.
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impression of orderliness. It is a world that is full of inconveniences,

inconsistencies, and contradictions. Nothing that mortals do or have is

ultimately reliable: not wealth, not pleasure, not wisdom, not toil, not life

itself. All is hebel, “vanity” (literally, “breath, whiff, vapor”), in this sense. It is

not that life is meaningless, insignificant, futile, or hopeless. That is not what

“vanity” means in this book. Rather, Qohelet’s message is that there are no

fail-safe rules, no formulas that will guarantee success— nothing that one can

apprehend securely. Justice may not be found where one might expect. People

may not get what they deserve. There is no telling who will have a good life

and who will not. And even if one has a good life one moment, it may be gone

the next. It is an arbitrary world in which human beings live, one that is full of

risks and devoid of guarantees. Social, economic, and political forces are at

work, creating uncertainties to which everyone is subjected. There are

dangers in daily life, too, as accidents happen even amid life’s routines. Some

amount of wisdom may help reduce the risks, but accidents happen nonethe-

less. Everything seems to be in the power of the transcendent deity who alone

determines all that happens .

66 This is what it is like “under the sun.”

As Qohelet sees it, people try to cope with the situation of anomie in

various ways. They toil. They fret. They are never satisfied with what they

have. They accumulate wealth and hoard it. They long for more wisdom and

understanding. They try to give an accounting of all that is happening in the

universe. They endeavor to straighten everything that is crooked, correct

every injustice, and fill every void. They strive to gain an immortality of sorts

through fame, through their progeny, through their wealth, or through their

accomplishments. In short, they try everything conceivable to take hold of the

situation and gain some control, if not to secure an advantage in life. But

nothing really works, since everything is hebel, “vanity.”

For Qohelet, human beings must recognize that nothing can be controlled

by mortals. In light of this, his most persistent counsel is to take pleasure in all

that one does, even in toil.
6? One should enjoy whenever there is opportunity

to do so, because that is humanity’s lot; it is the “portion” that God has

assigned. Enjoyment is, however, not just the best option under the

circumstances. The point is not that one must go through life looking for joy

66 On Qohelet’s view of God, see especially L. Gorssen, “La coherence de la conception

de Dieu dans l’Ecclesiaste,” ETL 46 (1970) 282-324; H.-P. Muller, “Wie sprach Qohalat

von Gott?” VT 18 (1968) 507-21; D. Michel, “Vom Gott, der im Himmel ist (Reden von

Gott bei Qohelet),” Tbeologia Viatorum 12 (1973/74) 87-100.
6
? The importance of this theme in the book is considered in F. Rousseau, “Structure de

Qohelet I 4-1 1 et plan du livre,” VT 31 (1981) 200-17; ar>d R- N. Whybray, “Qoheleth,

Preacher ofJoy,”JSOT 23 (1982) 87-98.
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everywhere. Nowhere in the book does Qohelet say that one should seek

pleasure or pursue joy. The issue is, rather, recognition of the fact that human

beings— like the ordinary citizens in the Persian empire— have no control

over what will happen. And so one should live the moment, for the moment is

all that mortals can hope to comprehend: “[God] has made everything

appropriate in its time (bPitto), yet [God] has also put eternity (ha
c

ola?n) in

their hearts, so that people will not discover what it is that God has done from

the beginning to the end” (3:1 1).
68 Qohelet reiterates that enjoyment is a gift

of God (2:24-26; 3:12; 5:19 [Heb. v. 18]), that God has shown favor to one

who enjoys (9:7), and that God in fact calls one to account for not enjoying

(1 1 :9). Indeed, enjoyment of the present is interpreted theologically: It is seen

as a gift of the sovereign deity, and the acceptance of it is a “divine

imperative.”69

Unlike the prophets, Qohelet’s ethic does not call for social transformation

and the elimination of injustice. Yet, amid an “acquisitive society” (Bicker-

man), his ethic does require radical change— not of social and political

structures, but of attitude toward everything that humanity covets: material

possessions, wisdom, success, esteem, and passion. As emphatic as Qohelet is

about the appropriateness of joy, his ethic is ultimately not about joy but

about acceptance of the reality that is determined by a sovereign, inscrutable

God. So, says Qohelet, “When times are good, enjoy (literally, ‘be in good’);

when times are bad, see. Yes, God has made the one just like the other so that

people will not discover anything after them” (7:14). Thus, Qohelet was

neither a pessimist nor an optimist. He was a realist addressing a society that is

both optimistic and pessimistic; a realist who knew that life consisted both the

good and the bad. His ethic calls for recognition of the fact that human beings

live before a sovereign God who alone decides what will happen and when.

For Qohelet, everything is in the hand of God (2:24-26; 3:18-22; 9:1-6).

This theological ethic is evident in his admonition regarding the elusive-

68 The word ha"olam is a well-known crux. Yet, there can be no doubt that the word in

3:1 1 must mean the same thing as
'

olam only three verses later in v 14 and elsewhere in the

book (1:4, 10; 2:16; 9:6; 12:5). It is difficult to imagine that the ancient reader would not

have associated
'

olam in v. 1 1 with le'olam (“forever”) only three verses later, in v. 14. The
noun does not refer to “timing,” “a sense of time,” or the like (so the NRSV: “a sense of

past and future”). It means simply “eternity”— that which transcends time. It refers to a

sense of that which is timeless and, as such, stands in contrast to
'

itto “its time.” Qohelet’s

point is ironic: God has made everything right only in its time. Yet God has put a sense of
timelessness in human hearts. That is the irony of the human’s situation. Humanity can
expect to know the appropriateness of what God has done only in its moment, in its time,

but one cannot hope to discover what God has done “from the beginning to the end.”
69 As a passage in the Talmud has it, “Everyone must give an account before God of all

good things one saw in life and did not enjoy" (y. Qidd. 4:12; emphasis added).
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ness ofwisdom and righteousness and the inevitability of folly and wickedness

(7:15-22). Qohelet does not regard righteousness and wisdom as sure virtues,

the possession of which will help one get ahead in life and avert tragedies. 70

People may be wise and righteous and still not be successful. They may, in

fact, suffer the fate of wicked fools. Indeed, no human can be right on every

score: “There is no one on earth so righteous, who does only good and does

not miss the mark” (7:20). Wickedness and folly are inevitable realities of life.

Yet, there are people who seem to believe that perfect wisdom and

righteousness are attainable through sheer will, and that the attainment of

perfect righteousness and wisdom will assure one of an abundant life.

Qohelet’s counsel, however, is that one should neither be too righteous or

wise, nor too wicked or foolish. 71 Significandy, he puts the issue in theological

terms: “It is good that you grasp the one but also not let go of the other, for

the one who fears God goes forth with both of them” (7: 18). 72 The fearer of

God does not presume that it is possible to have only one reality but not the

other. That fear of God, which recognizes the inevitability of human

shortcomings, is the very opposite of the hubris of mortals who try to

apprehend perfect righteousness and wisdom alone. 7 ^ Only one who does not

fear God would dare believe that people can be so wise and so right that they

may be in control of their own destiny. 7* For Qohelet, the human being is at

7° For an assessment of Qohelet’s perspective in this regard, see J. F. Armstrong,

“Ecclesiastes in Old Testament Theology,” PSB 4 (1983) 19-21.
7 1 R. N. Whybray argues that the issue here is hypocrisy— self-righteousness and

pretense of wisdom (“Qohelet the Immoralist? [Qoh 7:16-17],” in Israelite Wisdom:

Theological and Literary Essays in Honor ofSamuel Terrien [ed. J. G. Gammie et al.; Missoula:

Scholars, 1978] 19 1-204). This view, however, hinges on the questionable interpretation of

the verb tithakkam as indicating pretense. But in classical Flebrew, the verb in the Hithpael

stem is never used of pretense.
72 The verbyere is sometimes taken to mean “escape from” or “avoid” (so the NIV: “will

avoid all extremes”). Such an interpretation, however, flies in the face of the admonition in

the preceding line, namely, that one must hold on to the one and not let go of the other.

The most natural reference of kulldm “all/both of them” is to zeh . . . zeh “the one . . . the

other” in v 18a. The point is that one cannot escape the two, namely, righteousness-wisdom

on the one hand and wickedness-folly on the other! The literal meaning of the verb is quite

adequate, if one takes ’et as the preposition “with,” rather than the sign of the direct object.

Qohelet is simply stating a reality: the “fearer of God” will venture forth in life with both

righteousness-wisdom and wickedness-folly.

73 Cf. H. W. Hertzberg, Der Prediger (KAT 17/4; Giitersloh: Mohn, 1963) 154. This

contrast is also borne out in the structure of 7:15-18, for which see R. Lux, “Der
‘Lebenskompromiss’— ein Wesenszug im Denken Kohelets? Zur Auslegung von Koh 7,

15-18,” in Alttestamentlicher Glaube und Biblische Theologie (ed. J. Flausmann and H.-J.

Zobel; Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1992) 268-78.
74 As Armstrong puts it, “Some things are more or less within our control, but the great

bulk of what is genuinely influential and determinative lies beyond the reach of the

searching mind and beyond manipulation by moral behavior” (“Ecclesiastes in Old
Testament Theology,” 21).
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best both saddtq “righteous” and hotF “offender” (or “sinner”)—simul iustus et

peccator.

In the New Testament, this theme in Ecclesiastes is picked up by the

Apostle Paul, who speaks of people who have no fear ofGod before their eyes

(Rom 3:18), by which he means, perhaps, people who think that they can be

perfectly righteous and so justify themselves. For Paul, it is the impossibility

of human righteousness in this sense that necessitates the righteousness of

God by grace alone, and he makes his case with distinct echoes of Ecclesiastes:

“There is no one righteous ... no one who does good” (Rom 3:10, 12). 75 In

Paul’s theology, since all human beings have literally “missed the mark” (see

Rom 3:23), there is no salvation, no justification, except as a sheer gift of a

sovereign God. This is entirely consistent with the theological anthropology

of Qohelet.

Qohelet’s audience lived in a world where they longed to have control and

desired to predict what might happen. Many no doubt lived like the poor

miser who hoarded his wealth only to lose it all. They lived in fear of what

might happen to their fragile world. Yet, despite the uncertainties of their

time, Qohelet preached spontaneity amid life’s surprises. People should take

the risk to be generous, even though misfortune may happen:

Release your bread upon the waters,

for after many days you may find it.

Give a portion to seven, or even eight

even though you do not know what misfortune may come about.

(Eccl 11:1-2)

This text is not a call to invest abroad and to diversify one’s investment

portfolio, so to speak, as it is suggested by the translation of the NEB: “Send

your grain across the seas, and in time you will get a return. Divide your

merchandise among seven ventures, or eight maybe, since you do not know

what disasters may occur on earth.” Rather, the meaning of the advice is

suggested by an Egyptian parallel from the wisdom text known as Instruction of
'Onkhsheshonq:

Do a good deed and throw it in the water;

when it dries you will find it. 76

Even when the future may be uncertain, one should risk throwing away a good

75 Paul’s phrase ouk estin dikaios is a direct quote of the Greek translation of Hebrew en

saddiq, whereas his ouk estin ho poibn chrestoteta appears to be a paraphrase of hos poiesei

agathon in the LXX.
76 See Lichtheim

,
Ancient Egyptian Literature, 3.174.
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deed, as it were, without expecting a return. 77 Liberality must not be held in

abeyance by one’s fear of an unpredictable future. There are risks in life to be

sure, but one cannot refrain from doing good just because of the possibility

that disasters may happen in the future. People cannot watch for the perfect

conditions before they begin to live life fully.

The author elaborates that the farmer who watches the wind will never sow;

one who watches the clouds will never harvest (11:3-4). He has in mind

farmers who are constantly postponing what needs to be done for fear of

inclement weather. There are those who will not sow for fear the wind might

be too strong, and there are those who will not reap for fear the rain might

ruin their harvest. They are reluctant to take any risk because they are always

waiting for a better moment, always looking for the perfect timing, perfect

conditions. But Qohelet insists that risks are inevitable realities of life.

Despite some signs of predictability, the world is still a mystery.

The point is further clarified in v. 5: “Just as you do not know how the

lifebreath gets [into] the fetus in the belly of the pregnant woman, so you do

not know the action of God, the one who does everything. ”?8 Human beings

do not really know how nature works. In 1 1 14 Qohelet uses the Hebrew word

riiah to mean “wind,” and then he uses the same word in 1 1:5, except that in

the latter verse he means the lifebreath. He uses the verb yimmdlFu “become

full” to speak of the clouds’ saturation in 11:3, and then in 11:5 he uses the

word hammelFa— literally “the full one”— to speak of the pregnant mother.

When the clouds are “full,” one knows that it will probably rain, but one does

not know what the wind might do. By the same token, when a woman is

77 A poignant application of the proverb is found in an Arabic tale cited in H. F. von Diez,

Denkwiirdigkeiten von Asien (2 volumes; Berlin: Nicolaischen Buchhandlung, 1811) 1.106-

16. According to this story, a certain Mohammed, the son of Hassan, threw bread daily

upon the water (a river) and inadvertendy saved the life of a caliph’s adopted son. The
prince had almost drowned downstream but had managed to climb onto a rock, where he

had been stranded. He was sustained by the bread that floated daily down the river.

Mohammed was subsequently rewarded for his spontaneous deeds, thus confirming for him
the truth of the proverb that he had learned as a youth: “Do good, cast your bread upon the

waters; one day you will be rewarded.” Or, as the Turkish version of the proverb has it: “Do
good, cast bread into the water; if the fish does not know it, God will.”

78 Codex Leningrad has ka'asdmim, “as (the) bones/body-frame,” which is supported by
the LXX (hos osta) and Vulg (qua ratione ossa). But this reading is problematic. If two
comparisons had indeed been intended, one should expect a copula, weka’dsdmbn. We
should probably emend to read ba'dsdmim with over forty Hebrew MSS and Targ (bgwp ,

“in

the body”) and assume a graphic confusion of bet and kap. The Hebrew noun ‘esem may
mean not just “bone,” but also, especially in the plural, “body-frame” or even “body” (Lam

4:7; Isa 66:14; Prov 3 : &; 15:30; 16:24). Likewise, in Akkadian, esemtu may refer either to

“body-frame” or “body.” In an incantation for a woman in labor, one reads: “let a living

creature, a body-ffame (esemtu), a human form, come forth quickly (from the womb)” (BAM
248, ii.55 = KAR 196). The esemtu in this case refers to the body-frame of a fetus. So, too,

dsamim in our passage probably refers to the body of the fetus that is in the mother’s belly.
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“full,” one knows that an infant will probably be born, but one knows nothing

about the mysteries of the lifebreath— how, when, or even if the lifebreath

might enter a fetus. The result is beyond human control. If the ruah as wind is

mysterious and unpredictable, so is the ruah as the breath of life. No one

knows how the ruah— wind, lifebreath, spirit— behaves. 79 Just so, no one can

really predict how God may act (i 1:5b). The events in the world are beyond

human control; they are all part of divine mystery. This is finally the point

that Qohelet wants to emphasize— not the unreliable economy, the unpredict-

able wind, the mysteriousness of the lifebreath, but the ways of God, the one

who makes everything happen. Qohelet, thus, moves from economics to the

elements of nature, to the wonders of life coming into being and, ultimately,

to a theology of God’s transcendence: misfortunes may come (11:1-2), wind is

unpredictable (1 1:4), the lifebreath is a mystery (1 1:5a), and God is inscrutable

(11:5b). Before such a God mortals live, without the ability to control their

own destinies.

V. Conclusion

Whatever the true etymology of the name, it appears that Qohelet was a

“preacher” after all. He knew the traditional teachings, but he did not merely

impart them as timeless propositions. Rather, like any good preacher, he was

keenly aware of the environment in which his audience found itself. He
employed the vocabulary of his day to address the concerns of his audience.

His “congregants” were apparently preoccupied with all sorts of social and

economic issues— the volatility of the economy, the possibility of wealth,

inheritance, social status, the fragility of life, and the ever-present shadow of

death. Qohelet drew on these concerns and employed idioms that were

familiar to his audience in order to subvert their preoccupations. Although

they lived in a new environment, with new economic possibilities and dangers,

the real issues they faced were nothing new: “There is nothing new under the

sun” (1:9). Others had already wrestled with the issues of life’s inconsistencies,

contradictions, and absurdities— as is evident in the other wisdom traditions.

Mortals in every generation and every place had always been and will always

be caught in a world that is beyond human control. Life is just so. Indeed,

“everything is vanity,” and all that one possesses must be received only as a

gift granted by the sheer grace of the mysterious, inscrutable Sovereign.

79 A similar analogy is drawn between the wind’s unpredictable ways with the mystery of
birth in Jesus’ discourse on spiritual rebirth: “The wind blows where it chooses, and you
hear the sound of it, but you do not know where it comes from or where it goes. So it is with
everyone who is born of the Spirit” (John 3:8).
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The Old Testament lesson from Isaiah 42 is taken from a section of the

Hebrew scriptures that biblical scholars call “Second Isaiah.” “First

Isaiah” was addressed to the Israelites before they were taken into captivity in

Babylon, but “Second Isaiah” comes later, after decades of exile. It is a word

for God’s people just as they are about to be released from Babylon’s grip and

returned to their homeland. The prophet, convinced that their faithful

memories may have faded over the long years of exile and that they may have

forgotten the God of their forebears, reminds them of the identity and

character of God, the God who is about to bring them home. The heart of the

passage is this: Who is God? God is one who will not break a bruised reed; the

kind of God who will not quench a dimly burning wick; the kind of God who

will faithfully bring forth justice.

I

When you get down to it, most of us, in our heart of hearts, have a quarrel

with God. When I say we have a quarrel with God, I don’t mean to imply that

we are angry at God, although most of us from time to time do become angry

at God. What I really mean by claiming that we have a quarrel with God is

that we are puzzled and perplexed by the way God behaves in the world, by

what God chooses to do, and how God chooses to do it. In other words, ifwe

were God, ifwe had God’s power, ifwe had God’s majestic and comprehensive

presence in the world, things would be different. We would be another kind

of God; we would be God in a different way than the God we see in scripture.

You may remember a number of years ago that wonderful book, Children's

Letters to God. One of the letters was from a little girl named Norma, and she

wrote:

Dear God, did you mean for giraffes to look that way, or was that an

accident?

Norma 1
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Already beginning in her childlike imagination was a kind of quarrel with

God, a puzzlement about the ways of God in the world. Norma would not

have made giraffes the way God made them— and neither would we. God’s

thoughts are not like our thoughts; God’s ways are not like our ways.

Or again, take the resurrection. When God raised Jesus from the dead,

when Jesus stepped out of the tomb and shook off the powers of sin and death,

the risen Jesus appeared only to the faithful, only to his little group, only to

people who already believed in him. As a friend of mine said, “That’s no way

to run a resurrection. What he should have done was to appear to the

Sanhedrin. ‘Would you fellows like to go another round?’ ” But no, the risen

Christ appears only to a few women followers and to a few frightened

disciples. We would not have done it that way. God’s thoughts are not our

thoughts, and God’s ways are not our ways.

So, most of us have a quarrel with God, with the things God chooses to do

and the way God chooses to do them. A physician in Atlanta says, “When I get

to heaven, if I get to heaven, I’m going to stand before the throne ofGod with

a cancer cell in my hand and say, ‘Why, why?’
”

Often, our quarrel with God becomes the occasion to redefine God. If God
will not act like the kind of God we desire, we will simply fashion a God who
will. As one systematic theologian, Cornelius Plantinga, has said,

Why else do new revised versions of God keep appearing? Why else does

God emerge as racist, sexist, chauvinist, politically correct, legalist, social-

ist, capitalist? If we are intellectuals, God is a cosmic Phi Beta Kappa; if we

are laborers, God is a union organizer (remember, his Son was a carpenter);

if we are entrepreneurs, God is for free enterprise (didn’t his Son say, “I

must be about my father’s business”?). 2

We produce revised standard versions of God, theological amendments

that express the way we wish God really were. This is, of course, the core

meaning of idolatry, and our tendency toward idolatry is the principal reason

that the Bible keeps coming to us again and again to refresh our memory, to

destroy the idols, to knock down the false images of God that we create, to

regrind the narcissistically distorted lenses through which we view God, and

to irrigate the fields of our religious imagination with the truth of the way

God really is in the world. That’s the purpose of this passage from Second

Isaiah— to renew our understanding of the truth about God, of the way God

1 Stuart Hample et al., comps., Children's Letters to God: The New Collection (New York:
Workman, 1991).

2 Not the Way It's Supposed to Be: A Breviary ofSin (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans; Leicester,

England: Apollos, 1995), 109.
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really is in the world. But because this word from the prophet, like all true

expressions of the living God, punctures our wishful thinking, we may not like

what he says.

II

The first truth Isaiah announces is that whatever agenda we may wish God
would have, the main intentionality of God in the world is to establish justice

in the earth—which in the vocabulary of the Old Testament is simply another

way of saying that God’s primary will is to repair the creation, to make all

things new, to restore humanity and all else that God has made into the way

God intended at the beginning.

This divine intention to repair the creation— to make all things new—
sounds like a good thing, of course, until we realize how much we have

invested in the old, in the broken and decayed creation, in the way things are

now instead of the way God intends the creation to be. That is why, in our

New Testament lesson, Herod and all of Jerusalem shook when they heard

that the Christ child had been born, because if that baby is king, we can’t be

king. If that newborn child is God’s intention for humanity, then I have to let

go of a lot of things that are precious to me.

Every Christmas Eve, there is a living nativity pageant on the front lawn of

a church in a suburb of New York City. This church is right in the center of

town, and the pageant is a spectacle the whole town comes out to see. You

know how these work: there are real people playing all of the parts in the

Christmas story; there are live sheep and cows, a real donkey, and, if they get

ambitious, a real live camel or two trotting across the church lawn.

The characters in the pageant assemble in the fellowship hall of the church

and wait for their cues before they head out across the lawn to the manger and

to “Bethlehem.” One year, the wise men not only wore their silken robes and

fancy turbans, but they also borrowed from the local Orthodox church brass

censers, so, as they headed out across the lawn, they could be shrouded in the

mystery of smoke and the aroma of incense. Before they left the fellowship

hall, they lit the censers and got the incense going and then headed out to the

manger unaware of the fact that the smoke had set off the automatic fire

alarms in the church. An electronic message flashed to the fire station, and the

fire department, persuaded that the church was ablaze, responded.

Needless to say, it was a Christmas pageant that the town will never forget.

There on the front lawn of the church, heading toward Bethlehem, were not

only shepherds and angels and wisemen, but yellow-slickered firemen

unrolling hoses, convinced they had a fire to extinguish. When the firemen
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finally figured out that this was a false alarm, the crowd on the lawn distinctly

heard the fire chief say with irritation, “You wise men are setting off alarms all

over town!”? The original wise men would well have understood. They, too,

set off alarms all over town, because they recognized that this Christ child was

God’s new thing in the world, God’s intention to set things right, East and

West, North and South. In this baby, God was repairing the creation, and the

brokers of the status quo and the stockholders in the old order shivered and

shook.

Indeed, all human sin can be understood as an attack on creation, and it is

God’s will to address human sin by mending the damage we have done, by

repairing the creation. In Pierre Van Paassen’s book about the rise of the

Third Reich, he describes a day when a group ofNazi Brown Shirts captured a

Rabbi in his study as he was preparing his Sabbath sermon. They mocked and

humiliated him, they stripped him, and they flogged him. As they did, they

laughed and said, “This lash is for Abraham; this one is for Jacob; this one is

for Isaac.” When he was numbed with the whipping, they took out scissors,

and they sheared his locks and his beard and mocked him.

“Say something in Hebrew,” the S.A. captain ordered.

“Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart,” the Rabbi slowly

pronounced the Hebrew words. But one of the other officers interrupted

him. “Were you not preparing your sermon this morning?” he asked him.

“Yes,” said the Rabbi.

“Well, you can preach it here to us. You’ll never again see your

synagogue; we’ve just burnt it. Go ahead, preach the sermon,” he cried out.

“All quiet now, everybody. Jacob is going to preach a sermon to us.”

“Could I have my hat?” asked the Rabbi.

“Can’t you preach without a hat?” the officer asked him.

“Give him his hat!” he commanded. Someone handed the Rabbi his hat,

and he put it on his head. The sight made the S.A. men laugh the more. The
man was naked and he was shivering. Then he spoke.

“God created man in his image and likeness,” he said. “That was to have

been my text for the coming Sabbath. ”4

All of this destruction that human beings commit toward each other is an

attack on creation and on the image of God in humanity. Whatever we wish

God would do and be, the true God wills to repair the creation, and God will

not rest until justice has been established.

3 I am grateful to P. C. F.nniss for this story.

4 That Day Alone (New York: Dial, 1 941), 3 it
;
quoted by Plantinga, Not the Way, 31-32.
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III

Sometimes, though, our argument with God is not with the truth that God
is going to establish justice, but with the when of God’s justice, with the divine

sense of timing. There is a marvelous scene in August Wilson’s play, Ma
Rainey. The play is about black jazz musicians who are rehearsing in a Chicago

recording studio. At one point, they take a break from the rehearsal and begin

to tell stories. One of them tells the story about a cousin of his, a minister

whose sister in Atlanta was desperately ill. So this minister took a train to

Atlanta to visit her.

The train stopped in a little south Georgia town to take on water, and the

minister got off the train to visit the bathroom. He went into the station and

was told “colored people” couldn’t use the bathroom inside; they had to use

the outhouse. So he went out back, and while he was there the train left the

station. So this minister found himself standing on a south Georgia railroad

platform, no train, no friends. Across the tracks there was a group of

hostile-looking young white men, and not wanting trouble, the minister

simply started walking up the track. But the men followed him, and, catching

up with him, they surrounded him and demanded to know who he was and

what he was doing. He told them, “I am a minister.” He showed them his

Bible; he showed them his cross; he told them his sister in Atlanta was sick and

that he’d been left by the train. No matter. “Dance for us,” they demanded.

“Why don’t you dance for us?” Someone pulled out a pistol and began to fire

at the ground, and they made him dance.

The musician telling the story suddenly stops in mid-sentence and says,

“Can you believe that? Can you believe they did that to a man of God?”

One of the other musicians says, “What I can’t believe is that if he was a

man of God, why did God let them do it to him. If he was God’s own man,

why didn’t God send fire from heaven and strike those crackers down? That’s

what I want to know.”

Sometimes our argument with God is not with the truth that God is going

to establish justice but with God’s timing. If God is going to establish justice,

then why doesn’t God send fire down from heaven and do it now? God’s ways

are not our ways, and God’s thoughts are not our thoughts. We want a

mighty, action-filled, fix-it-now God, but as the prophet says, God comes not

as a military conqueror but as a gentle gardener and a lamp lighter. “A bruised

reed ... he will not break. A dimly burning wick ... he will not extinguish.”

Why is God this way? I do not know. God’s thoughts are not my thoughts;

God’s ways are not my ways. I do know this, though: when we call down

God’s justice on the world, we usually assume that it is justice for us and

punishment for others. But the truth of the matter is, we too— all of us— are
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bruised reeds and dimly burning wicks, and God, as an act of patient mercy,

chooses not to rain down wrath because it would fall upon all of us.

Instead, God comes into the world as a vulnerable baby, a baby who did not

grow up to be a military hero but a man who climbed up on a cross for all of

us, high and low, rich and poor, red and yellow, black and white, and took upon

himself the wrath that belongs to us all. Why? Because that is who God is. A
bruised reed God will not break, and a dimly burning wick God will not quench.

Early last spring, a former student came by my office for a cup of coffee. We
chatted about this and that, and then she said, “I have a secret to tell you.”

“What is it?” I said.

“I’m pregnant,” she said.

I was overjoyed. She and her husband had a seven-year-old daughter, and

they had wanted another child. Now she was telling me that she was pregnant.

“That’s wonderful news,” I said.

“We just got the test results, and we know two things about our child. Our

child will be a boy, and he will have Down’s syndrome.”

I wondered how she felt; I knew how I would have felt if I had been in her

place. Why is life this way? Why must there be such pain? Why cannot God
do something to fix this. If I were God . . .

“We will handle it,” she said; “we are trusting in God to help us.”

A few weeks ago, I received a Christmas letter in which she wrote,

After nine long months of unmitigated discomfort, at four in the morning

on August 18 I knew the magic moment had come. At last, at 10:55 A -M ->

Timothy Andrew took his first breath and let out a hearty yell. He was

whisked off to neonatal intensive care where he spent the next three days

before coming home. He’s strong, alert, beautiful. He has the sweetest dis-

position. He shatters daily our images of handicapped and special needs. He
may need special help, but already he is no slouch in giving us special love.

We are blessed. Kate [their other child] is Tim’s champion. Hearing our

concerns about how well Tim might be accepted by other kids, Kate

informed the kids on our block, “My brother has Down’s syndrome and

everybody’s going to play with him, or else!” One evening we overheard

her talking to Tim.

“I’m so glad you’re here, Timothy. I will always love you, I’ll never leave

you, I’ll always be nearby.”

Christ came to identify with us, especially those most in need. We know

miraculous blessings. We’ve experienced them firsthand.

God’s thoughts are not our thoughts; God’s ways are not our ways. Thank

God for that. For a bruised reed God will not break, and a dimly burning wick

God will not extinguish. Praise be to God.
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9 VE ALWAYS loved swimming.

In fact, when it came to swimming, I always thought I was pretty great!

I grew up just a few blocks away from the Riviera Club

— a swimming club— in Indianapolis.

And starting out in the wading pool as a toddler

then graduating to the three-feet area a few years later

and finally standing on my toes in water up to my chin,

I learned to float like a jellyfish,

and kick and splash,

and then to swim.

MyMom always said I was a “little fish.”

But I could never dive.

I tried.

The swimming instructor showed me how to stand at the edge of the pool,

and bend my knees,

and stretch my arms above my head.

And then she’d say, “OK now, just do it!”

And I’d fall in . . .feetfirst.

Never head first, like I was supposed to.

A voice inside me said, “You can't do it!"

When I was in high school,

my friend Ned put me through the same paces.

“Bend your knees, hands over your head, lean forward—
OK now, just do it!”

And again I’d go in . . .feetfirst.

Never head first, like I was supposed to.
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Because that voice inside me still said
,
“You can ’t do it!"

2 °3

In college, I took a course in senior life saving.

The coach had us all line up along the side of the pool.

“OK now, let’s do it!”

And everyone else would dive in.

And I’d go in . . .feetfirst.

Never head first, like I was supposed to.

I did pass my senior life saving.

But I never learned to dive.

That voice inside me kept on saying, “You can 't do it!"

Then one summer during my seminary-student days,

I was pastor of a little church in Rising Sun, Indiana.

One of the parishioners had a pool

and we spent a lot of time there—
some people diving as if they were born to it,

and me .. . doing cannonballs.

It was the safe thing to do, you know.

Going in ..
. feetfirst, . . . head last.

So you could come up head first,

just like human beings were supposed to.

And besides, doing cannonballs,

you could make a fine splash

and soak everyone in the pool

and a few innocent bystanders

outside the pool in their nice dry clothes.

It was lots of fun!

I felt I was pretty great in the water.

But I also felt . .
.
pretty wimpy because ... I couldn 't dive.

Then one day I decided.

“I’m going to do it!”

I stood by the side of the pool.

I bent my legs. I raised my arms. I bent at the waist,

hearing the great cloud of witnesses urging me on:

Mom was saying, “OK now, just do it!”

My swimming teacher was saying, “OK now, just do it!”

Ned was saying, “OK now, just do it!”

My senior life-saving coach was saying, “OK now, just do it!”
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And a voice inside me kept on saying,
u
You can ’t do it/”

But guess what I did?

I just did it!

And it felt great!

It felt really great!!

At last, Ifelt really, really great!!!

I think my story has something to do with the story of Naaman.

I think Naaman’s story has something to do with you, and me, and all of us.

Listen:

Naaman, commander ofthe army ofthe king ofSyria

was a great man with his master and in highfavor,

because by him the Lord had given victory to Syria.

He was a mighty man ofvalor.

Naaman was a great man.

You could say Naaman was the Norman Schwartzkopf of the year 853 B.C.

“Stormin’ Norman!”— “Stormin’ Naaman!!”

You’d go to the theatre house,

and there on Movitone News would be General Naaman,

riding on horseback, leading his troops home from victory,

being cheered on by the adoring throng:

“Look, here he comes! Hooray for Naaman!”

You’d pick up a copy of Time magazine,

and there on the cover would be General Naaman,

MAN OF THE YEAR!

You’d pick up a copy of U.S. News <tr World Report,

and there on the cover would be General Naaman,

surrounded by Dick and Jerry and Jimmy and Ron and George and Bill,

all flashing the V-for-victory sign,

looking proudly at Naaman

and grinning for all their worth!

You’d pick up a copy of Newsweek.

There’d be General Naaman,

flanked by Liz and Barbra and Michael Jackson,

on their way into the Celebrity Ballroom.

You’d buy a copy of Better Homes and Gardens

and it would feature General Naaman
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in front of his multi-million dollar estate,

standing beside his Maserati, and his Porsche, outside a twenty-car garage.

Naaman was ... he was it!!!

Naaman was ... he was hot!!!

Naaman was . . . the man of the hour!!

Naaman was a great
,
really great

,
super-great

,
mega-great man

!

But what most people didn’t notice— didn’t really notice—
was ... in all those photos,

in all his appearances,

General Naaman wore a white silk scarf around his neck.

And what most people didn’t know— and would have been shocked to

know

—

was . . . that scarfwas a cover-up:

It was a cover-up for a spot— that every day grew bigger and bigger.

A splotch— that every day grew worse and worse.

Naaman was a great man
,

a mighty man ofvalor . . . but he was a leper.

Now for years, the Syrians and the Israelites had been at odds.

Big odds, like war, and rampage.

And on one of their raids,

the Syrians had brought back (among other slaves)

a little Israelite woman who became maidservant to— Mrs. Naaman.

And, being part of the household, of course she knew—
she knew about Naaman’s leprosy.

So one evening, just before one of those big parties,

she was laying out Mrs. Naaman’s chinchilla wrap,

and she said, very discreetly, to her mistress,

“Y’know, ma’am,

if only Mr. Naaman could go see the prophet in Samaria . . .

This prophet ofYahweh could cure Milord of his . .
.
problem!”

So the next morning, over sausages and pancakes with maple syrup,

Mrs. Naaman told Mr. Naaman what the little maid had told her.

Next thing, Naaman was off to see King Hadadezer.

And before you knew it, Naaman was on his way.

Not to see the prophet, mind you
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—wouldn’t want some church-and-state scandal!

With a letter in hand from the king of Syria,

Naaman was on his way to see the king of Israel.

Naaman was, of course, a great man.

And this great man would travel in style.

Real style.

Naaman rode off with horses and chariots

and ten talents of silver, 6000 shekels of gold,

and a wardrobe that would put Tommy Hilfiger and Geoffrey Beene to

shame.

Ten talents ofsilver and 6000 shekels ofgold

— in those days—

added up to $80,000— not counting the three-piece suits.

And furthermore, today it would total about $970,000.

But Naaman . . . well, Naaman was worth it!

He was a great man!!

So Naaman brought the letter to the King of Israel,

who got quite upset

(because he thought Hadadezer was up to his old tricks

and was probably wanting to start another war

and run off with a bunch more little Israelite maidens).

And he made such a royal ruckus

. . . everyone in town heard about it,

including the prophet Elisha, the man of God,

who sent word to the king, “Send Naaman to me!”

So off went Naaman.

Bags of gold and sacks of silver piled high in his chariots,

off to see the prophet, the wonderful prophet of God.

Off to Elisha’s house he went.

Jumped from his chariot, ran to the front door, knocked three times,

and guess who came out?

It wasn’t Elisha.

It was one ofElisha 's servants!!

And he said, simply, to Naaman—
General Naaman, mind you,

the great man
,

the mighty man ofvalor—
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he said, simply, to Naaman,

“Go wash in the Jordan and you’ll be healed.”

Imagine! Imagine!!

Great Naaman with great expectations came for the great cure,

and . . . What happened???

No hoopla, no trumpets, no dancing girls, and no ... wo prophet—

just a simple servant, who said, simply,

“Go. Wash!"

How would you feel? Honest: how wouldyou feel?

I think I know how I'd feel!

I’d feel: Disappointed . . . Ticked off. . . Cheated . . . Snubbed.

And for Naaman, it was u
all of the above.”

“7 thought he would surely come out to me

and stand, and call on the name ofthe LORD his God,

and wave his hand over the place—and cure me!

I could have stayed home

and washed in one ofthe rivers ofDamascus

instead ofthis . . . riverJordan!"

And Naaman turned on his Gucci heels and stormed off in a rage.

Still a great man.

Still . . . unclean.

Until one of his servants came to him and said, “Master,just do it!"

Now. Can you see the clouds of witnesses on both sides?

Look over here on this side. And listen:

Can you hear Naaman saying to himself, “I can't do it!”

Can you hear him saying, “I'm a great man! I thought ... I thought

this prophet would do something g-eat!"

Can you hear him saying, “What about my reputation?”

Can you hear him saying, “What will other people think?”

Can you hear his adoring public,

the readers of Time, and Newsweek,

and U. S. News & World Report, and Better Homes,

the ones in whose eyes General Naaman is the greatest,

saying, “Don’t do it, General Naaman!”

“You can afford better, General Naaman!”
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“You can afford specialists
,
General Naaman!”

“How will this look on your dossier, General Naaman?”

“Go for the gold, General Naaman!!”

What will the headlines say now,

GREAT WAR HERO TAKES A DIP!

GENERAL NAAMAN IS ALL WET!

Naaman
,
you ’d have to take offyourfestal garments

and stand before all in simple nakedness

Naaman, you'd have to lay asideyour robe and run the race

freefrom every weight that weighsyou down.

Naaman, you'd have to take the plunge and humble yourself

Naaman!

Areyou sureyou want to do that?

No, Naaman!

Come on!! Get real!!!

Now look over here at the cloud of witnesses on the other side, and listen:

Listen!! Can you hear their voices?

Can you hear:

The Chronicler: “Ifmy people will humble themselves . . . then I will hearfrom

heaven.

"

The Psalmist: “The Lord leads the humble in what is light.

"

Solomon: “The Lord showsfavor to the humble.

"

Isaiah:
uThe one I esteem is humble and contrite in spirit.

"

Micah:
u
The Lord requires ofyou: . . . do justice, love kindness, walk humbly

with your God.

"

Mary: “Godputs down the mighty and exalts those oflow degree.

"

Jesus: “Whoever humbles himselflike this child is the greatest in the kingdom of

heaven.

"

'‘'‘Unlessyou become like a little child, you can 't enter the kingdom.

"

“Whoever exalts himselfwill be humbled, and whoever hwnbles himself

will be exalted.

"

“Take my yoke upon you a?id learnfrom me, for I am gentle and humble

in heart. ”

Paul: “Be completely humble and gentle.

"

“Have the same mind as Jesus who humbled hmiself to death; therefore

God highly exalted him.

"

James: “Humbleyourselfbefore the Lord, and he will liftyou up.
”

Peter: “Humble yourselves . . . under God's mighty hand, and he will liftyou up

in due time.

"
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Can you hear them? Listen!!!

Naaman, can you hear them?

Can you hear them saying “Whoever would . .
.”?

Whoever would wash in theJordan will be cleansed

Whoever would lose his life (for my sake) willfind it

Whoever would lay up no treasures on earth willfind treasures in heaven

Whoever would come unto me willfind rest

Whoever would take on myyoke will learnfrom me

Whoever would drink the water I give will have living water

Whoever wouldfollow me will have eternal life

Whoever would hear these words ofmine and do it will build a life on solid rock

Whoever would wash in the blood ofthe Lamb will become whiter than snow

Naaman . . . listen!!!! . . . can you hear them?

Your greatness
,
your reputation

,
your silver, yourgold—

Naaman, they don V matter!! They don 't matter one bit!!!

Can you hear what Paul says, Naaman?

Only one thing in life matters: Jesus Christ and him crucified.

Can you hear what Paul says, Naaman?

I count everything as loss—

all the things I once thought were so important are gonefrom my life.

Compared to the high privilege ofknowing ChristJesus as my Master,

firsthand,

everything I once thought I had goingfor me is insignificant.

Vve dumped it all in the trash so I could embrace Christ and be embraced by him.

Everything else is rubbish . . . compared to knowing Christ.

Everything else is refuse . . . compared to beingfound in Christ.

Everything else is nothing but aKiipa\a, Naaman—dog dirt—

compared with the righteousness that comesfrom trusting Christ.

1

Can you hear what Paul is saying, Naaman?

Your life without Christ is absolutely . . . nothing!!!

Naaman, sit down for a second.

Sit down and think.

Compare your “greatness” with the greatness of those who spoke life to you.

There was the little maid, who said, “The God of the prophet can cure you.”

There was the little servant, who said, “Go wash and be clean."

There was your servant, who said, “My father . .
.
go! . . . wash!"

1 Adapted from several versions of scripture, including The Message, by Eugene H.
Peterson (Colorado Springs: NavPress, 1993).
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The little people, Naaman!

They're the ones who ledyou to the God in whose hands isyour very life.

Did you ever stop to think these might be the truly great people in your story?

So here you are at a crossroad, Naaman. A cross road.

And the future’s entirely in your hands—
unlessyou place it entirely in the hands ofSomeone Else.

What’s it going to be, Naaman?

—Death by holding on to your idea of greatness, your influence

in this society of ours . . .

or birth by drowning?

— Building a life on the sinking sand

ofwhat others are going to expect ofyou . .

.

or a life on the solid rock of surrender, trust, and obedience

to Christ the Solid Rock?

— Suffocation under the world’s notion of
u
greatness"

—

the latest kind of
“
correctness"— (and you know what I’m talking about),

the most popular “-ology" or the most accepted
u
-ism,"

the words people want to hear . . .

or the Word calling you and your people to follow and be faithful,

the way to get ahead by not making any waves . . .

or holding out for
“
nothing butJesus Christ and him crucified”?

Your call, Naaman.

But it’s really God's call, isn’t it?

God’s calling you to walk the talk. OK. Just do it.

God’s saying to you, “You, brother— take the promises of the Lord God
Almighty seriously.

"

OK. OK. Just do it.

Ready? . . . Set? . .

.

Run on down to the Jordan, Naaman.

Run on down that hill.

And don’t ever forget

— don’t you ever, ever forget—

the grace ofGod always runs downhill to meetyou.

Just do it, my friend.

Do it!

Just do it!!

And . .
. for God's sake . .

. for God's sake . . . take us along with you.
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Text: Mark 14:1-9

PART OF my job, when I was a minister for youth and young adults, was to

keep up with popular culture, especially music. Now that my husband and

I live at a boarding school and run a dorm for ninth-grade boys, I find that

whether I like it or not, the music keeps up with me, mostly as it comes

pounding through the floor. Our fourteen-year-old boys don’t talk a lot, at

least, not to us. They talk through their stereos, and they talk through the

volume control on their stereos. So the music is important. Usually I can tell

what kind of a day someone’s had by what music he’s listening to— and how

loud it is. Sometimes I understand or even like what I hear; sometimes I don’t;

sometimes I really, really miss the point—which is occasionally to my credit.

But what always interests me is to hear these guys playing music that I know

and love, music that speaks to me, too, and even for me, just as it speaks for

them.

I had one of those musical moments a few weeks ago when I passed the

room of two of our most cooperationally challenged students. They were

listening to “The Joshua Tree” by U2, the Irish rock band. If you are not

familiar with this group, you need to know that U2 is widely regarded as one

of the most talented and political bands of the last decade. They also speak

openly about the impact of their Christian faith on their music, which is a rare

thing for a group that is often featured on MTV.
U2 is big with everyone from the critics on down, and they are very big with

me. And here were two of our toughest cases, cranking the volume on a song

that is so beautiful that it has become a kind of anthem. The lyric goes like

this:

I believe in kingdom come

when all the colors will bleed into one,

but you know, I’m still running.

You broke the bonds, loosed the chains,

carried the cross ofmy shame;

you know I believe it.
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But I still haven’t found what I’m looking for.

No, I still haven’t found what I’m looking for.

Whether you are a boy on the brink of adulthood or a mother with small

children, on some days, that about sums it up: “I believe, but I still haven’t

found what I’m looking for.” For a moment, those kids and I moved beyond

the discipline and whining and banter that usually mark our exchanges, to find

that we had the same voice, and it felt great.

There is a basic truth here, beneath the youthful romance. Life is a gift, not

a picnic, and we all know it. But along the way, there are moments we can

touch, music we can feel, lyrics we can relate to, people we can admire, who

touch chords deep within us and give us moments of recognition. We find a

new voice. And surprise: the voice we find may be our own.

It could be a song: maybe it probed an emotion buried so deep that you had

forgotten it was there. It could be a teacher: maybe she opened a door to a

whole new world you hadn’t even imagined. It could be a story: maybe it

helped you to claim something that you didn’t think you could ever claim.

Then again, it could be Jesus.

The woman with the alabaster jar has created quite a stir among biblical

scholars. Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John tell their own versions, each a little

different. They agree on what the disciples did, which was to attack the woman,

and on what Jesus did, which was to defend her. But they can’t agree on what

the woman did!

Who was she? Was she an honorable member of society or a sinner? Was
she Mary, the sister of Lazarus, or Mary Magdalene, who had seven demons,

or a woman whose name has been lost? Did she interrupt the meal, or was the

dinner at her house? Was the ointment worth two hundred silver pieces or

three hundred, and was she wealthy enough to afford it or not? Did she anoint

his head, like one would do for a king, or his feet, like one would do for a

corpse? Did her tears fall on his feet, or was she dry-eyed? And most

important: did she let her hair down, which would have been a scandalous act,

not unlike taking her off her shirt in public, or did she not?

Scholars and preachers get very worked up about these sorts of discrepan-

cies, probably because it’s our job to do that, but as Elisabeth Schiissler

Fiorenza has pointed out, traditional interpretations—which she challenges—
have generally agreed on one thing: this story functions as a symbolic

prefiguration ofJesus’ death and messiahship. The woman is secondary: who

she was and what she did and what she believed are narrative details that can

be, and in fact have been, eclipsed by the big picture. To which I say,

balderdash!
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Something happens to us on the way from childhood to adulthood. We all

start out as cheeky babies with full-blown lungs, spunky four-year-olds with

opinions about everything, confident grade schoolers who can take on the

world, and then—wham! — adolescence hits us square in the face. It isn’t just

that the world is bigger and scarier than before. It isn’t just that we have to

trade our cheek and spunk for things like responsibility and accountability. It’s

the gender issues that get out of control. No matter who we are or in what

time or context we live, the day comes when we are all informed that it is time

to stop playing and to start behaving like real women, real men, and if we

aren’t sure what that means, we can get in buckets of trouble. Our own bodies

chip in their two cents by going hormonally haywire, just to cement the fact

that something has changed irrevocably. From now on, we cannot simply be

human beings, we must be identifiable as feminine human beings, masculine

human beings.

I think the voice is the first thing to go. I see it in our silent boys, who

communicate via compact disc, but I see it in the girls, too, who will talk freely

among themselves but only haltingly, deferentially in mixed-gender groups

and in the classroom. And while I am pretty sure our boys will eventually

decide that being masculine means speaking up and stating their opinions, I

am not at all sure the girls will decide that being feminine means the same

thing.

Most of us make it through those turbulent years. Presumably you and I are

communicating through something more than stereos these days. But the

voice is a tricky thing; it comes and goes, all our lives. Whenever we are scared

to say what we really think, or to stand up for what we really believe, or to step

outside the bounds of what it means to be identifiably feminine or masculine,

something catches in the throat. We lose our voice, our sense ofwho we are in

relation to God and the world. As Nancy Ramsay puts it, we lose our

relational competence. It can happen to anyone, and it hurts.

Maybe, just maybe, this was true for the woman with the alabaster jar. She

wasn’t a literary device on the way to a coronation; she was a person who had

just had an encounter with the living God! It made her engage in some pretty

out-of-bounds behavior, considering she was a feminine person, and the

dangerous question is why? Why would a woman perform this extravagant,

sensual, absolutely forbidden act in front of a crowd of disapproving men?

Whether she was some nameless female falling apart at the seams, or whether

she was Mary, the very “together,” dignified, and intelligent sister of Lazarus,

what could she possibly gain from it? Remember, these were not her peers.

They could have had her thrown out of the house, even beaten, for creating
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such a scandal. As it was, they settled for merely humiliating her, because we

all know you can’t poke a hole in the dike of femininity without flooding the

whole human landscape.

I think that what happened was very simple. Something in Mary, or

whoever she was, responded to something about Jesus, and she found her

voice. Maybe it was the way he really listened to her, even though she was only

a woman. Maybe it was how he lived his life, honestly, simply, courageously,

empathically. Maybe it was how he didn’t care what others said or thought

about him. Maybe it was the fact that he believed in the power of God to give

life, believed it so much that it was real. Hadn’t he raised Mary’s brother,

Lazarus, from the dead?

It was all these things, and more. It was the way this woman felt when she

was with Jesus: sure of herself, sure of God, sure of the life around her and

within her. She found her voice again. And the sound of it was so clear and so

true that she did the most outrageous, glorious thing she could think of to

show Jesus that she understood who he was, and why he was, and what he was

asking of her and everyone else. She got it! And he loved her for it.

Maybe there have been times in your life when you’ve said, “ Wait; 1 get it!”

Maybe you have been the woman with the alabaster jar. You may have spoken

up at a time when your friends warned you it was better just to keep quiet. You

may have chosen the career you really wanted and thought you were good at,

not to mention called to, even though your parents didn’t approve. You may

have started a relationship when everyone predicted the worst, or you may

have ended one when everyone thought you were crazy to break it off. You

may have decided to come out to your friends or your family or your church

and tell them that you’re gay or lesbian, even though it can be costly to be so

honest.

It may have felt outrageous at the time. It may not have been very feminine

or very masculine of you. But maybe it was the truest, clearest thing you ever

did. And maybe the voice you found was your own.

Now, we need to concede that the dinner guests do have a point about one

thing. In real life, people do not go and pour twenty thousand dollars’ worth

of pure gold all over somebody’s feet when a hundred starving children could

be fed and clothed with the same money. That is called waste, and even sin,

and I think I would have been right in there on my high horse about it. But

where I only see the impractical, Jesus sees the sacred. “Leave her alone,” he

tells us. “She has done a beautiful thing to me. You will always have the poor;

you will always have injustice on this earth, because you cannot imagine

anything else, and as long as it lurks among us it is your responsibility to do
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something about it with your own gifts, not hers. Her gift is a beautiful thing. If

you had eyes to see what she sees, and ears to hear what she hears about who I

am and what is to come, you would know this. If you had the guts to imagine

what this world could be, you would be down on your knees.”

It is a beautiful thing to find your own voice. It gives you the grace to

imagine that things can be better, that we can be better. It is a beautiful thing,

a beautiful gift.

I want to close by reading you a passage from Toni Morrison’s Beloved. The

setting is Ohio, just after the Civil War. The characters are a group of former

slaves who are trying, despite the most unspeakable suffering, to claim their

new lives and their own voice. They need help and they need healing, and for

that they turn to their spiritual leader, an old woman named Baby Suggs. Here

is the scene:

When warm weather came, Baby Suggs, holy, followed by every black man,

woman and child who could make it through, took her great heart to the

Clearing. . . .

She did not tell them to clean up their lives or to go and sin no more. She

did not tell them they were the blessed of the earth, its inheriting meek or

its glorybound pure.

She told them that the only grace they could have was the grace they

could imagine. That if they could not see it, they would not have it.
1

May you believe in kingdom come

when all the colors will bleed into one, bleed into one.

May you believe that he broke the bonds, loosed the chains,

carried the cross and all your shame, all your shame.

May you find what you’re looking for.

Amen.

1 (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1987), 87-88.
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When Jesus saw him lying there and knew that he had been there a long

time, he said to him, “Do you want to be made well? ” (John 5:6)

I
HAVE BROUGHT with me this morning a likeness of an engraving from the

works of William Hogarth, which shows Jesus by the pool at Bethesda.

This engraving is after a very large painting by Hogarth that hangs on the

great stair at St. Bartholomew’s Hospital in London, adjacent to Hogarth’s

equally large painting of the Good Samaritan. These are the only works of

Hogarth that I can recall at the moment as having been inspired by events in

the New Testament.

In the picture and in the engraving, Hogarth has shown some eleven people

who were there by the pool with Jesus, and someone has placed nearby an

outline key to identify these people. The staff members of St. Bart’s over the

years have given their best clinical guesses as to the disease of each of these

afflicted persons. There is a Cretin child, a lady with severe iron-deficiency

anemia, a blind man, a man with severe melancholia, a man with gout, a

woman with severe mastitis, a child with rickets, an infant with Hutchinson’s

Triad (congenital syphilis), a woman with gonococcal arthritis (of the left

knee), a man with far advanced carcinomatosis (shown in part by his swollen

abdomen filled with ascitic fluid), and finally the person who has arrested the

attention ofJesus and will occupy ours today, the man who has been by the

pool for thirty-eight years, whom the St. Bart’s staff surmised to have

myotonia congenita with resultant sores.

It was a busy day and possibly even a bad day for Jesus. When he came to

the clinic by the pool at Bethesda, his attention was drawn, as if by a magnet,

to the most difficult person first. He went straight to the man who lies before

him in the engraving. Jesus instinctively knew that the man had been there for

a long time. It is as if this man had sat down in Miller Chapel, right here on the

floor, in 1956 and had remained there until this moment, today.

Like any physician who examines with the hand and probes with the finger,

searching for the pus in order to drain the abscess, Jesus goes straight and

seemingly unmercifully to the point and asks, “Do you want to be healed?”

That he has found the point of the pathology is shown by the reply when the

patient blurts out, “Sir . . (In first year psychiatry at Duke Medical School,

Dr. Hans Lowenbach always told students that when anyone addresses you as

“Sir,” and you are neither of English nobility nor in an officer’s uniform, you
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have to assume that this person is hostile and showing it!) So the man replied

to Jesus, “Sir, I have no man to put me into the pool when the water is

troubled.” Read: “They are just not doing enough for me; they are not

meeting my needs.” And the second thing he wanted Jesus to understand was,

“When the water is troubled, and while I am going down, another steps down

before me.” Read: “Someone always gets in ahead of me, and I never get what

is coming to me; I never get justice; I never even get my share.”

The patient never answered Jesus’ question, for he was too busily preoccu-

pied with his love of what medicine calls “secondary gain.” By this we mean

the side effects or perhaps even the real benefits of the disease process, the

love ofwhich makes it impossible to give it up for mere wholeness. This man,

simply put, loved whatever were the real or imagined benefits of being sick

more than the possibility of being made well by Jesus, and he wanted to put

him off and get rid of him, saying, “Touch me anywhere but here: Go away

Jesus, and leave me alone.” But this was not unique, and the story is not only

an old one but a classic.

Here is another: Some forty years ago, Billy Graham was scheduled to

come to Princeton for what we as students sarcastically labelled “the revival.”

We were angry that this wide-tied, flamboyant, young, curly-haired evange-

list, who did not so much as read a word of Greek, had the effrontery to come

to Princeton and tell us about our gospel! Two days before the evangelist’s

anticipated arrival, President Mackay rose after chapel from his accustomed

seat, and clad in his long black-winged master’s gown, he came here to the

center of the chancel, where he softly moved a little, back and forth and from

side to side, like David dancing before the ark of the Lord. He clasped his

hands in front of him, as he was wont to do, leaned way, way back, defying the

law of gravity, sniffed almost imperceptibly, and said: “One (he never used the

first-person personal pronoun) has heard with dismay that there are those who

are unhappily concerned about the coming of Mr. Graham to Princeton. . . .

One can only say that in one’s own life there remain still those areas which are

unconverted, and one sincerely hopes that Mr. Graham will be of help to one

as one struggles to let in the light of the gospel on those areas.” The effect was

incredible: Not since Jesus confronted the woman taken in the very act of

adultery had so many dropped their stones to the ground, hung their heads,

and slunk shamefully away. I can remember it well, for I was one of them.

And thus it ever is, for there are always some areas in our lives that we would

keep untouched, and we cry out in thinly veiled anger to the confronting

Jesus, “Sir, touch me anywhere but here. Go away, out of my life, and leave

me alone. Leave me in my present state with my love of my own kind of
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secondary gain, and go and heal someone else.” It is into these unconverted

areas that we need to let the gospel light shine. These are areas of secondary

gain, where we love sin and its wages more than we love the healing of Christ

that would free us; where we love sickness more than health; and where we

strangely and unreasonably love that which would separate us from the

abundant life of the kingdom more than that good life offered to us so freely.

It is a wretched choice that makes no sense at all, but we make it, and we tell

Jesus to go somewhere else, just as the Pharisees said to him, “Physician, heal

thyself.”

This, you see, is not just the story of a man by a pool some two thousand

years ago, it is the story ofmy life and ofyours as we seek to keep Jesus out and

away from those corners of our lives where we, like mushrooms, flourish

happily in the dank darkness that we come to love and clutch to our hearts as if

it were more precious than life, for sometimes, alas, it is. Then, and now, in

his mercy, although he will not strive with us forever, he refuses to be

dismissed and go away.

Oh, Savior Christ, our woes dispel,

For some are sick and some are sad,

And some have never loved thee well,

And some have lost the love they had.

. . . Thy kind but searching glance

Can scan the very wounds that shame would hide.

Thy touch hath still its ancient power,

No word from thee can fruitless fall.

Hear, in this solemn worship hour,

Hear, and in thy mercy, heal us all.
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Text: Luke 4: 1
4-2

1

THERE IS a hunger for evidence of the divine. There is a hunger for

heavenly soundings, a thirst for the transcendent, for evidence of the

transcendent, and for contemplation of the transcendent. On the front page of

the business section of last Thursday’s New York Times, under an article about

Microsoft’s Windows, next to an article about the disappointing proceeds at

theater box offices from the debut of the film “Waterworld,” and under a

depiction of Michelangelo’s Creation ofAdam (For what further proof of the

authenticity of what follows could we ask?) is an article entitled, “Of Grace,

Damnation and Best Sellers.” The article addresses the dramatic increase in

sales and interest in volumes having to do with such things as angels, spiritual

journeys, and God and Satan. We are informed that there are forty editions of

Dante’s Divine Comedy in print, several of which are brand new translations of

the Inferno, Purgatorio, and Paradiso, and M. Scott Peck’s The Road Less

Traveled has held the number-one spot on national best-seller lists for more

than eleven years.

First came the angel books. There are over a hundred books in print about

angels. Television series and movies add to the inundation. Then came the

Mary visitation books, books about sightings of the Virgin Mary. Then books

about spiritual quests gained popularity, the Celestine Prophecy being the most

conspicuous. Jesus CEO: Using Ancient Wisdomfor Visionary Leadership, is now

on Business Week's best-seller list. It is enough to make one contemplate the

possibility of a new “Great Awakening” in this country centered this time

around W. H. Smith, Barnes & Noble, and Walden Books, rather than the

sawdust-floored tent.

Is it not like us to listen for soundings of the transcendent in fringe

experiences? Angels, pilgrimages, even spiritual disciplines are welcomed as

long as they are not part of the tradition that usually gives shape and meaning

to those things that are commonplace to us. For example, when Protestant

seminaries add a course in spirituality to their curricula, almost universally
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they will engage someone from the Eastern Orthodox tradition or from

Roman Catholicism to teach it. The exotic quality of the instructor adds

weight to the notion that something is being done that has particular efficacy.

Conversely, Cistercian monks— those who are in the strictest of the cloistered

orders—come to Princeton to study with one of our Presbyterian faculty

about the knowledge of God and prayer in the work of John Calvin. The
assumption that the exotic holds a special key to the transcendent is a human

impulse that is ecumenical in the real sense!

I get the impression that we have little confidence in our ability to feel the

transcendent, to hear the heavenly soundings, unless they come to us in

experiences that are shared by very few of us or spoken in tongues few of us

understand. We take it upon ourselves to search for evidence of the transcen-

dent in the outstanding, the tantalizing, the esoteric. We look for the

transcendent and the soundings of heaven in the remarkable, the noteworthy,

the extraordinary. We seem disposed to listen for heavenly soundings in those

places of our lives in which we are fascinated by peculiarity or struck by the

splendor ofhuman or divine creation.

Some of us who are here for the Theology and the Arts Conference heard

the Tanglewood Chorus and Orchestra perform the Requiem by Berlioz last

night. The orchestra on the stage was flanked by four wind ensembles. It is

easy to sense the sounds of a transcendent reality as one is overwhelmed by the

music. Likewise, we are lifted outside ourselves when we listen to Vladimir

Horowitz or when we hear Jacqueline Dupre or Itzak Perlman. When dancer

Jeffrey Holder, interpreting Duke Ellington’s “And David Danced for Joy

Before the Lord,” begins a phrase in his shoulder and finishes it in the index

finger of his right hand, it is easy to feel and to hear heavenly soundings. It is

easy to hear intimations of the transcendent when Paul Gonsalves or John

Coltrane or Charlie Parker or Wynton Marsalis does things with twisted

pieces of metal that no normal person would have imagined possible. It is easy

to hear intimations of the transcendent when Jessye Norman or Cecilia

Bartoli or Placido Domingo does things with her or his vocal cords that make

us wonder whether they share the same physiology with us. Similarly, those

who work in the natural sciences embark daily on awe-inspiring journeys into

the barely suspected, peeling back the successive layers of shadow that have

obscured our sight of the truth. We marvel at their discoveries and recall the

old hymn:

Praise the Lord for He has spoken, worlds His mighty voice obeyed.

Laws that never shall be broken for their conduct He has made.
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We look in wonder at those persons who discover intricacies and nuances of

creation through their work in laboratories, in test sites, in field experiments.

Yet, this need not be the way we go about being attentive to heavenly

soundings. It was Jonathan Edwards himself who identified God’s disposition

as self-revelation. If we want a heavenly sounding, we need not go out of our

way looking for it. The first step has been made on our behalf. The soundings

we crave are not only in the strange, the splendid, the virtuosic, the voyage of

intellectual exploration, the soul-stretching exercise of spiritual disciplines.

The God who invites us around this table has worked out the divine

disposition of self-disclosure not only in that which lifts us out of ourselves

and fills the emptied vessel with awe, but in those things that make up the

warp and woof of our everyday world, and, would you believe, in the

not-so-nice corners of our community.

In his parables, in which Jesus glimpses the nature of the divine economy,

we are directed to the transcendent in homely little narratives about house-

keeping, dysfunctional families, labor-management strife, and wedding plans

that don’t go quite right. Glimpses of the divine economy, prefaced by the

phrase “The Kingdom of God is like . . .
,” are revealed in the homeliest of

experiences. This is the stuff we gossip about when we bang our carts into

each other at the supermarket. This is breakfast-table chatter. This is pillow

talk of a sort. This is ordinary stuff.

One of the amenities of Princeton Seminary is its large community of what

are called, perhaps ungraciously, international students. This year they have

come to the seminary from forty-two countries. Every once in a while one of

these students and I will sit down and begin to swap stories about our growing

up. Apparently they feel that my growing up in the south Bronx is akin to my
having had an international experience. Very often these conversations are

about the strong people in our lives. One of the students and I got to telling

stories about our grandmothers. He chuckled over the frustration that his

grandmother had caused the local missionary. While she did come to worship

on Sunday, during the week— from Sunday evening to Saturday night— she

worshiped in the “old ways.” The missionary was very upset by this “duplic-

ity” on her part. This earnest old lady had pointed out to the missionary that

she continued to worship in the “old ways” because they spoke to her in daily

life. There were the household gods of hearth and threshold. There were the

forest gods of vine and tree and the water gods of river and well. There were

the gods of rain and sun. Every place she went, she was within the sounding of

a deity— palpably! Christianity was okay, she said, but only as a supplement.

Christmas, Easter, even Good Friday, were fine. Sunday worship was fun,
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especially the singing. But for the day-to-day, the in-and-out, the one-foot-in-

front-of-the-other, the making-it-from-dusk-to-dawn-and-back-again, the

old ways were better, because they were always there. They were always there

with you. You could always reach out, and touch, and be touched; speak,

listen, hear, and be heard.

If we use the theme of this weekend, “Heavenly Soundings: Glimpses of

Transcendence,” what she was talking about was the way in which the

transcendent sounded its way into animate and inanimate, in all the animal,

vegetable, and mineral of life. Creation, providence, forgiveness, promise— all

those things we celebrate as activities of the transcendent are glimpsed, are

heard, are felt as we are open to, and touched by, the common data of our

everydays. She wasn’t going to give up all that spiritual plentitude for one

special day at the end of the week or a handful of days that had arbitrarily been

identified as holy. If God had to choose between my student’s grandma and

her missionary interlocutor, God would vote for the old lady. There is

nothing that the Bible teaches us about God to cause us any question on that

count.

In our scrambling after the virtuosic, the abstract, and the uncommon, we

seem to have lost sight of the utterly mundane and pedestrian emphasis of the

Christian faith. For goodness’ sake, we pray for daily bread. In my denomina-

tion ifyou are old-fashioned, you ask to be led not into temptation. Ifyou use

the new form, you ask to be saved from the time of trial. Food, forgiveness,

safety— what could be more elemental? More basic? More everyday?

Listening for the transcendent in pedestrian places is risky business. Jesus

returns to his childhood home. He had been teaching in the synagogues

roundabout and was much praised. It is natural to assume that those who had

watched him grow up and those who had grown up with him would be at least

curious about what he was up to. The Gospel record reminds me of a common
practice in African American congregations in the South. Each year there is a

“homecoming” of families who have their roots in the massive immigrations

of African Americans out of the South into the northern cities. Families will

drive and fly across the country to be in the pews of the little country church

where Grandma used to worship, on the soil that nurtured the family’s

ecclesial roots. There is a question that every young person is going to hear.

Some old man or some old woman, with a cane, almost too frail to walk, will

ask, “What have you made of your life?” You can’t equivocate. You have to

answer or you bring your whole family into shame. My imagination puts Jesus

in the same situation.

Jesus stands up to read. The attendant gives him the scroll of the prophet
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Isaiah. He unrolls it and finds the appropriate place; the answer to the

question, “What have you made of your life? What are you doing with your

life?” And he reads, “goodness to the poor, release to the captives, recovery of

sight to the blind, freedom to the oppressed, proclaiming the year of the

Lord’s grace. It is done. It is fulfilled in your hearing this day.” These are

hardly the places we are disposed to look for soundings from heaven: the poor,

the oppressed, the hungry, the sightless. The venue in which we would expect

to hear heavenly soundings is hardly in their midst! Many of these folks are

those we cross the street to avoid. To recognize heavenly soundings among

this company will require more faith than to recognize them in the places of

our lives we consider more graceful: the esoteric, the virtuosic, the intellectu-

ally exciting. Yet, when Jesus looks for testimony to the fulfillment of the

prophecy of the year of the Lord’s favor, look where the sounding line is put

down! Look where Jesus tests! Look where the measure is made! The measure

of the acceptable year of the Lord is found in those on the periphery of what

we regard as graceful.

When Paul writes to the congregation at Philippi, he is giving it a set of

soundings for life in Christ. He is sounding the course for the pilgrimage of a

holy life. He points to the image of Christ’s humility: his taking upon himself

the form of a slave. These are not easy words for us; certainly not for those of

us, who, for reasons of gender or race, were admonished to preserve the peace

of the heavenly kingdom by our humility, while others were free to aggran-

dize themselves— often at our expense. Happily, the kingdom of God is no

mirror of such human designs.

Paul’s sounding is clear as a bell. If we are to know encouragement in

Christ, if there is to be consolation in love, if there is to be sharing in the

Spirit, if there is to be any compassion or sympathy or any of those other

things we might think of as being soundings of the transcendent in our lives,

then this is where we will find it— in the imitation of Christ’s servanthood.

The Spirit who moves within us makes us receptors of such heavenly

soundings and helps us identify their transcendent origin. The Spirit who
moves within us invites us to immerse ourselves in the stuff of soundings by

participating in what Jesus was doing with his life. The Spirit who invites us

into this life bids us become inheritors of the promise that has been kept for

us. This Spirit gains entry not only through the exalted but also through the

mundane: crepes suzette and Wonder Bread; eastern potentates on extraordi-

nary expeditions and shepherds just doing what shepherds do; Berlioz coming

at us from all directions and “Hush, liT baby, don’t you cry.” All are entrees

into our souls for the Spirit.
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Every rime these heavenly soundings, these glimpses of the transcendent,

break open within us we pray. That is the only possible response. Ours may be

a prayer of praise at the glory ofGod that the heavens proclaim. Ours may be

a prayer of confession that we have been ill-tuned or have tuned out to the

uncomfortable places in our lives. Ours may be a prayer of thanksgiving that

God condescends to sound among us. And as we look at the grief-tom faces of

our world, ours may be a prayer of intercession.

When we feel the Spirit move within our souls, we might even petition

God: May the God whose soundings come even unto us grant that we do well

with our lives, that we do good by our lives, and that we, too, be servants of

God’s peace, proclaimers of release, givers of good news, and liberators of the

oppressed.
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in Celebration ofHis Seventieth Birthday, ed. A. B. Beck et al. Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans
Publishing Co., 1995. Pp. 262-87.

Max L. Stackhouse

Articles

“A Charismatic Sage: James Luther Adams, 1901-1994.” AndoverJournal 24, no. 2 (Spring 1995):

3-4. Reprinted as “In Memoriam: James Luther Adams.” U.U. Christian 49, nos. 1-2 (1995):

104-7. Also reprinted inJLA Foundation News 5, no. 1 (Spring 1995): 1-2.

“Liberalism Dispatched vs Liberalism Engaged.” The Christian Century 1 12 (October 18, 1995):

962-67.

“Microenterprise Revolution: The Power of a Small Loan.” The Christian Century 112 (June

21-28, 1995): 629-31.

“The Vocation of Christian Ethics Today.” The Princeton Seminary Bulletin 16 (1995): 284-312.

Books

Christian Social Ethics in a Global Era (Co-editor with P. L. Berger, D. P. McCann, and M. D.

Meeks). Abingdon Press Studies in Christian Ethics and Economic Life, no. 1. Nashville:

Abingdon Press, 1995.

On Moral Business: Classical and Contemporary Resources for Ethics in Economic Life (Co-editor with

D. P. McCann, S. J. Roels, and P. Williams). Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.,

J 995-

Chapters in Books

“Christian Social Ethics in a Global Era: Reforming Protestant Views.” In Christian Social Ethics

in a Global Era. Pp. 11-73.

“An Introduction to a Memoir.” In Not without Dust and Heat, byJames Luther Adams. Chicago:
Exploration Press, 1995. Pp. ix-xiii.

“Social Theory and Christian Public Morality for the Common Life.” In Christianity and Civil

Society: Theological Education for Public Life, ed. R. L. Petersen. Maryknoll: Orbis Books;

Cambridge: Boston Theological Institute, 1995. Pp. 26-41.
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Leonora Tubbs Tisdale

Dictionary Article

The Concise Encyclopedia ofPreaching, ed. W. H. Willimon and R. Lischer. Louisville: Westminster

John Knox Press, 1995. S.v. “Congregation.”

J. Wentzel van Huyssteen

Article

“Is There Still a Realist Challenge in Postmodern Theology?” Hervormde Teologiese Studies 51

(1995): 1-10.

Charles C. West

Articles

“Nationalism and Ethnicity.” Religion in Eastern Europe 15, no. 6 (December 1995): 1-7.

“Religion, aufgelost or aufgehoben? A Theological-Sociological Debate.” Ethik und Soztalimssen-

schafien: Streitforumfur Erwdgungskultur 6 (1995): 500-2.

Chapters in Books

“An Ecumenical Journey: A Conversation between Ruth and Charles West.” In Christian Ethics in

Ecumenical Context: Theology, Culture, and Politics in Dialogue, ed. S. Chiba, G. R. Hunsberger,

and L. E. J. Ruiz. Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1995. Pp. 15-29.

“Faith, Ideology and Power: Toward an Ecumenical, Post-Marxist Method in Christian Ethics.”

In Christian Ethics in Ecumenical Context. Pp. 39-52.

“Marxism and Christianity.” In On Moral Business: Classical and Contemporary Resourcesfor Ethics in

Economic Life, ed. M. L. Stackhouse, D. P. McCann, S. J. Roels, and P. Williams. Grand Rapids:

Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1995. Pp. 284-90.

Book Reviews

Encountering the West: Christianity and the Global Cultural Process, by L. Sanneh. The Princeton

Seminary Bulletin 16(1995): 100-1.

Jesus Christ aux marges de la Reforme, by N. Blough et al. Journal ofEcumenical Studies 3 1 (1994):

372-73 -

Proper Confidence: Faith, Doubt and Certainty in Christian Discipleship, by L. Newbigin. International

Bulletin ofMissionary Research 19, no. 4 (October 1995): 180-81.

Reclaiming Dietrich Bonhoeffer: The Promise ofHis Theology, by C. Marsh. The Princeton Seminary

Bulletin 16(1995): 1 14-15.

Editor ofJournal

Religion in Eastern Europe (Associate Editor)

E. David Willis

Chapter in Book

“The Community’s Congruent Loyalty to Jesus Christ.” In Faithful Imagining: Essays in Honor of

Richard R. Niebuhr, ed. S. H. Lee, W. Proudfoot, and A. Blackwell. Atlanta: Scholars Press,

1995. Pp. 187-201.
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D. Campbell Wyckoff

Article

“Theology and Education in the Twentieth Century.” Christian Education Journal 15, no. 3

(Spring 1995): 12-26.

Book

Religious Education, 1960-1993: An Annotated Bibliography (Compiled with G. Brown, Jr.).

Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1995.
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Willimon, William H., and Richard Lischer, eds. Concise Encyclopedia of

Preaching. Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 1995. Pp. xxi + 518.

$39.00.

With over two hundred entries from 182 contributors, William H. Willi-

mon and Richard Lischer of Duke University may well have compiled what

their Concise Encyclopedia's dust jacket proudly calls “the most comprehensive

reference work on Christian preaching available in the English language.”

The contributors constitute a veritable Who's Who in North American

homiletics. There is also a sprinkling of Europeans (mostly Germans), but

only a single representative residing in the Third World (India), and no

Koreans. A real effort is made to include feminist and African American

voices. There is even an entry on “Jewish Preaching” (Robert V. Frieden-

berg). As might be expected, the editors turn primarily to academics rather

than to parish preachers (with William J. Carl III and Barbara Brown Taylor

serving as well-chosen exceptions), and the editors rely more heavily on the

Duke faculty than on any other.

Princeton Theological Seminary is also well represented among the con-

tributors, both present faculty and former students. Faculty writers include

Charles L. Bartow (“Delivery of Sermons”), Beverly Roberts Gaventa

(“Epistles”), James N. Lapsley (“Personality”), Thomas G. Long (“Form”;

“Edmund A. Steimle”), Donald Macleod (“Extemporary Preaching”; “Manu-

script Preaching”), Elsie Anne McKee (“Heinrich Bullinger”), Conrad Harry

Massa (“John Bunyan”; “Homiletics: Teaching of, Graduate Study, Profes-

sional Associations”), J. Randall Nichols (“Communication”), and Leonora

Tubbs Tisdale (“Congregation”). Princeton Seminary Ph.D.’s contributing

entries include such established scholars as Arlo Duba, Robert G. Hughes,

John Killenger, John S. McClure, John M. Mulder, Carol M. Noren, William

Skudlarek, and, from the more recent graduates, Ann I. Hoch, Nancy

Lammers Gross, and Catherine A. Ziel.

Encyclopedia editors face a number of daunting challenges: maintaining a

consistently high-quality, yet publicly accessible, level of scholarship and

writing; preventing contributors from overlapping in content; rescuing essen-

tial information from falling between the cracks of designated entries; and,

most important, determining what to include and what to exclude, especially

when aiming for “concise” comprehensiveness!
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All of these problems are illustrated within the collection of articles the

editors specify as providing a theological entree into their volume. For

example, David Greenhaw can write on the “Theology of Preaching” without

mentioning Luther, Calvin, or the Puritans, presumably because each is given

a separate entry in this encyclopedia. But Greenhaw does devote long

columns to liberationist and other theologians of various stripes, thinkers

who, as Ronald J. Allen once noted in another context, do not appear “to have

preaching as an organizing focus of their energy.” Greenhaw makes this move

despite the fact that the Concise Encyclopedia does have entries on both

“Liberation Preaching” and “Feminist Preaching.” Yet, ironically, the one

feminist theologian who has recovered proclamation as central to her construc-

tive project, Rebecca Chopp, goes unmentioned in any of these entries.

Moreover, one might also assume that an entry on the “Theology of

Preaching” would include some discussion of the New Hermeneutic of

Gerhard Ebeling and Ernst Fuchs, which is not accorded an entry of its own,

but which stands behind so much of the heralded work of Fred Craddock and

Tom Long. Not only does Greenhaw pass over this influential school in

silence, but so does David Buttrick in “Proclamation” (confining himself to

summarizing C. H. Dodd’s work of sixty years ago), and so does Mark

Achtemeier in discussing “Word of God” (except for labeling Ebeling

“neo-orthodox”!), and, incomprehensibly, so do Jan Hermelink and Friedrich

Wintzer in their discussion of “Homiletics and Preaching in Germany and

German-Speaking Europe.”

All this suggests that some contributors see their task as primarily historical,

informing the reader as to the traditions, schools, or views that have emerged

in relation to a designated entry, while others envision their work as advocat-

ing their own take on things. In this regard, the entries “Pentecostal Preach-

ing” (William C. Turner), “Liberation Preaching” (Justo L. Gonzalez and

Catherine Gunsalus Gonzalez), “Feminist Preaching” (Christine M. Smith),

and “African American Preaching” (Henry H. Mitchell) are all written with

verve by well-known advocates of these perspectives. But problems can arise

when authors choose to advance their own causes in entries that are not

expected to be primarily advocacy pieces. For example, James A. Sanders

spends over half of his article on “Hermeneutics” arguing for his own
canonical brand of this enterprise. Sanders thereby deprives his readers of

some overview of any number of theories that have proved influential for

homiletics, including existentialist, speech-act, formalist, and structuralist

models. But how will Sanders’ readers even know what he is omitting if they
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are beginning students or long-since-graduated pastors seeking a quick

refresher?

These lapses in editorial oversight are balanced by some extremely well-

written entries that will prove useful, especially for teachers, as free-standing

pieces. In the longest entry of the volume, that of O. C. Edwards, Jr. on the

“History of Preaching,” readers will discover a flawlessly crafted narrative

that condenses two thousand years of Christian preaching into forty-three

pages, a fine summary of Edwards’ forthcoming opus, A History ofPreaching.

Similarly useful, for quite different reasons, is the entry on “Exegesis”

authored by Richard B. Hays. Here the writer sets forth the purpose, and

clears away many misconceptions, of exegesis. He then provides, in clear

language and with concrete examples, a helpful exegetical procedure, taking

his readers step-by-step from an initial reading ofMark 2:1-12 to an incipient

sermon.

Other superb entries include: “Literary Criticism” by Charles L. Camp-

bell; “Old Testament Prophets,” in which Walter Brueggemann writes of his

subjects that “they were convinced that God had in store for Israel, for other

nations, and for creation an alternative future that could be neither impeded

nor produced by human action or policy”; “Parables of Jesus” and “Rudolf

Karl Bultmann” by Dan O. Via; “Augustine of Hippo,” by George Lawless of

the Instituto Patristico in Rome, who includes an extract from one of

Augustine’s sermons, a pattern the editors adopt for all the entries devoted to

famous preachers; “Puritan Preaching,” by Yale’s Harry S. Stout, who focuses

on its historical context and cultural impact; and “The Sermon on the

Mount” by Lutheran Jack Dean Kingsbury, who manages a Calvinist treat-

ment of the third use of the law without ever using that charged term!

The editors accord biographical entries for six living preachers: William

Sloane Coffin, Fred Craddock, Billy Graham, Robert Schuller, Donald Soper

(an English Methodist), and Gardner Taylor. Arguably David Read also

belongs in this group. In his eighties and now retired from Madison Avenue

Presbyterian Church, New York, he contributed the entry on the Scottish

ReformerJohn Knox.

Readers may also have occasion to quarrel with the editors’ choices of those

now deceased “pulpit princes” and media personalities who merit entries.

Can we really have Hamilton J. Wallace and Ralph W. Sockman and not

Gerald Kennedy, who spent the final years of his episcopate preaching every

Sunday in the First Methodist Church of Pasadena, California? And can we

withhold an entry for Peter Marshall, whose Potomac piety wrought movie

fame (a la Richard Todd), if we are prepared to accord one to radio’s
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notorious Father Coughlin and one to “everybody’s sister,” Aimee Semple

McPherson, who “put hallelujah in the headlines”?

James F. Kay

Princeton Theological Seminary

Long, Thomas G. Whispering the Lyrics: Sermonsfor Lent and Easter: Cycle A,

Gospel Texts. Lima, OH: CSS Publishing Co., 1995 . Pp. 136. $11.25.

The essayist E. B. White once described his vocation as a writer by

explaining: “I have always felt charged with the safekeeping of all unexpected

items of worldly or unworldly enchantment, as though I might be held

personally responsible if even a small one were to be lost.” In Whispering the

Lyrics: Sermonsfor Lent and Easter
,
Thomas G. Long, Francis Landey Patton

Professor of Preaching and Worship at Princeton Theological Seminary,

serves as just such a curator of enchantments. Clearly, Long does not trudge

through life, notebook dutifully in hand, single-mindedly spying out homileti-

cal material, but just as certainly he lives keenly alert to those moments when,

as he puts it, “the great parabola of grace touches the near edge of life.”

A child attending a theatrical production innocently mistakes an actor’s

lines as personally addressed to him; an item buried back in the gray pages of

The New York Times recounts the improbable generosity of Yankees fans; a

careful listening to an old 45-rpm record reveals a haunting whisper; a

grocery-store manager aids and abets a recidivist shoplifter: such ordinary

enchantments hint the irruptions of the extraordinary. Long understands that

printed sermons are something of an oxymoron; even so, reading this

collection occasionally takes one’s breath away. Far more than in his previous

volume of sermons, Shepherds and Bathrobes: Sermonsfor Advent, Christmas and

Epiphany (1987), Long’s preaching here sparkles with beauty, wisdom, and

sheer wonderment.

Although not a single joke intrudes in the volume, the sermons are also very

funny. The humor is born of gentle attention to the human condition

(temptations are “like flu virus, always threatening to break down our

resistance”) and vivid readings of the biblical texts (Zacchaeus is a “lilliputian

tax collector lost in a sea of NBA centers”; the woman at the well is not “the

Liz Taylor of ancient Samaria, trading in husbands like sports cars”; when the

mother ofJames and John makes a request on behalf of her sons, she, “like a

blacksmithing major at the local vocational college, is a living embodiment of

bad timing”).
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These sermons are heavily story-driven, with narratives sometimes making

up almost half of the content, and the stories are delightful. They will

doubtless be recycled from many pulpits. CSS Publishing Company offers

this volume also on computer disk, presumably for that exact purpose.

Such a skillful raconteur is Long that dazzled preachers may overlook the

splendid crafting of these sermons and their firm biblical foundations. The
movement of the sermons is so effortless and direct that these could and

should be used as models for homiletical structure. They are as tight and

resonant as guitar strings. These sermons preach so well because they have

first listened well. Long has a sharp ear for the nuances of scripture. He hears

the abrading cynicism when one person addresses another as “friend” in the

Gospel of Matthew and writes, “What a Friend He Had in Judas.” Recogniz-

ing that Matthew’s posture toward hypocrites is far more benign than ours,

Long reclaims the praiseworthy value of hypocrisy before challenging it in a

sermon titled “Two-and-a-HalfCheers for Hypocrites.” In “Running around

the Empty Tomb,” he discovers unexpected meaning in the bizarre Easter-

morning footrace between the beloved disciple and Peter. The year-A

lectionary Gospel lessons for Lent and Easter are well served in this volume.

In his foreword to this Lenten and Easter collection, Long confesses:

“These sermons, like all other sermons, must be found wanting. They are a

stammered, confused, and finally pale and inadequate pointing toward the

risen Christ.” Even conceding the theological point, few will agree.

PatrickJ. Willson

Fort Worth, TX

Brueggemann, Walter, Charles B. Cousar, Beverly R. Gaventa, and James D.

Newsome. Textsfor Preaching: A Lectionary Commentary Based on the NRSV—
Year A. Louisville: WestminsterJohn Knox Press, 1995. Pp. ix + 589. $32.00.

The growing use of the Revised Common Lectionary for preaching in

many of the long-established denominations in North America has generated

a spate of resources geared to helping the pastor interpret lectionary texts.

This fine book offers a commentary of about 750-1000 words on each lesson

for each Sunday (plus Epiphany, Maundy Thursday, Good Friday, Ascension,

and All Saints) of Year A of the Revised Common Lectionary. In addition to

commentary on the individual lessons, each Sunday (or day) is introduced by a

description of the main emphases for the day and how the various texts

contribute to that emphasis.
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All of the commentators properly stress the sovereignty of God and the

importance of reading each text in light of its revelation of God’s grace.

Within that framework, the authors consistendy note ways in which texts call

the congregation to respond to the divine initiatives. The commentaries

highlight responses that are both personal and relational. I am impressed with

the degree to which all contributors have a sense ofGod as living and present.

Brueggemann’s contributions on the lections from the Psalms and the

other texts from the First Testament are marked by his familiar stress on how

God subverts the oppressive existing order. Newsome, who wrote the other

half of the material on the Psalms and the First Testament, has a deft touch

with the movement within the Psalms and with the narrative quality of other

texts. Cousar draws on literary criticism to help the preacher assay the effects

of passages on readers. While all the contributions are illuminating, I have a

preference for Gaventa’s interpretations of the epistles, in which she exhibits

remarkable sensitivity to the contextual nature of the texts, to the brutal

power of sin, to the life-giving power of the gospel, and to how the letters

might be heard in the contemporary North American Christian community.

This book is an excellent example of the genre of lectionary commentary. I

recommend it. The writing team works within the current mainstream of

exegetical interpretation.

I like the frequency with which the authors note potential theological

difficulties in texts and yet find positive points of contact for today’s congrega-

tion. For instance, the commentator on the apocalyptic vision of i Thessalo-

nians4:i3-i8 notes that while the language seems strange to us, Paul employs

“images that are larger than life to depict connections that are also larger than

life. To ignore the imagery is to domesticate the connections by making

Christian hope less than it really is. At the same time, to deify the imagery by

reading it literally is also to domesticate the connections, pretending that they

are subject to human verification and testing.”

However, some theological questions remain. For instance, the treatment

of the person born blind says that the story needs only to be told because the

narrative makes its own theological claims. One implied claim is that God had

blinded that person from birth so that, when Jesus appeared, God’s glory

could be revealed (John 9:3). It is simply not appropriate to a gospel of God’s

universal love and universal call for justice to claim that God would intention-

ally cause a person to suffer for such a purpose for much of a lifetime. The

commentary on the story of the “testing” of Abraham (Genesis 22) does not

confront the question of the moral behavior of a God who asks Abraham to
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sacrifice Isaac. This question needs to be raised, even if the commentator is

correct in asserting that the “test” was for Abraham’s benefit.

Hence, the book will not provide the preacher with guaranteed ready-to-

use homiletical material. It is, however, a wonderful conversation partner that

will raise provocative perspectives and issues. Theologically acute use of this

material can help sermons give birth to the gospel of the living God.

Ronald J. Allen

Christian Theological Seminary

Jacks, G. Robert. Getting the WORD Across: Speech Communication for Pastors

and Lay Leaders. Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1995. Pp.

243. $20.00.

G. Robert Jacks has taught at Princeton Theological Seminary for twenty-

eight years. His title is Associate Professor of Speech Communication in

Ministry, but in his new book, Getting the WORD Across, Jacks demonstrates

an expertise of greater breadth. He offers a full view of what goes on in his

classroom, and we are immediately impressed with all the hard work, loving

confrontation, laughter, and obvious learning. This learning is steeped in

what we call “speech communication,” but it also includes a deep respect for

scripture, a lively relationship with the Lord himself, and every kind of

encouragement designed to create skilled interpreters of the Word of God.

The fundamental theme of this book is that scripture reading is at the heart

of the worship experience. Jacks maintains that the person who is invited to

read the scripture has the highest honor of all, and he makes a solid case for

the need to prepare rigorously for this reading. He makes it clear that speech

communication is seldom a “natural skill”; one must work to become good at

it. Fortunately for us, Jacks knows how to help his readers work at this task.

The specific ways in which a person needs to prepare for “getting the Word
across” are spelled out one by one. Jacks has taught his subject so long that he

knows precisely how to help each individual learn every skill necessary to

become a loyal messenger of the Word.

The book is written in a way that makes for easy reading. The print is varied

on a regular basis, sidebars are included for emphasis, technical terminology is

explained in easily understandable ways, and there is humor on nearly every page.

Not one part of this book is boring— not even the list of words frequendy

mispronounced. Beginning public speakers, gifted senior pastors, and everyone in

between will find this book both challenging and immensely helpful.

Neil Clark Warren

Pasadena, CA
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Hubbard, Dolan. The Sermon and the African American Literary Imagination.

Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 1994. Pp. xiii + 176. $29.95.

Dolan Hubbard is Associate Professor of English and African American

Studies in the University of Georgia at Athens. He is also Managing Editor of

the Langston Hughes Review.

The primary theme of this book is that African American authors have

great respect for and make considerable creative use of the symbolism, idiom,

and imagery of the African American pulpit tradition. This is true even

though the writers considered tend to be overly distrustful of the traditional

message and forgetful of African American religion’s complicity in all of the

slave rebellions and major liberation movements of American history. There

is a virtually unanimous view (stated or implied) that the language and style of

the traditional preaching of the African American masses is as unique and

important a contributor to American culture as the spirituals or the blues.

There is also the implied agreement on part of the authors reviewed that

this traditional style and rhetoric pervade the serious communication of

African Americans in general. One can easily understand and affirm this

assertion apart from the data presented in this book. A scan of the speaking

patterns and family roots of the leading figures of the great civil-rights era

yields the fact that Martin Luther King, Jr. and James Farmer were not the

only “PKs” (Preacher’s Kids) on the battle front. So also were Malcolm X and

Huey Newton, while Bobby Seale himself finally yielded to the call to preach;

so also, at one point, did Eldredge Cleaver, himself the grandson of a

preacher. The line continues with Jesse Jackson.

It all started in Africa and, as Hubbard declares, continued in force

throughout slavery, because powerful speech was one way to claim and assert

some form of power. Speech was a means of asserting one’s personhood,

despite an absurdly cruel and closed society. In effect, this awesome sermonic

language and style is seen as a tool for psychic survival under oppression, as

well as a means of mobilization for liberation. At the same time, it is also a

major art form and avenue of creative expression.

The case for this appraisal is made with copious quotes and commentary,

covering periods as far back as the middle of the nineteenth century. Major

consideration is given to Frederick Douglass (1817-95), Frances Ellen Wat-

kins Harper (1825-1911), Paul Lawrence Dunbar (1872-1906), Zora Neale

Hurston (1901-60), Ralph Ellison (1914-94), James Baldwin (1924-87), and

Toni Morrison (1931 —).

While the quotations from these writers’ works are generous, the curiosity

generated is likely to arouse in the reader the desire to read these samples in

their original contexts. This is particularly true of the works of Toni Morri-
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son, whose powerful symbolism has been known to escape the grasp of the

more general reading public. In every case, Hubbard’s work will help readers

to better comprehension and appreciation of the works of African American

authors.

Although I have been an African American preacher for more than half a

century, it took Hubbard’s sweep of the literary corpus to alert me to the vast

cultural significance of the very tradition in which I sought to work. This

despite the fact that I have frequently pointed to these authors in classes on

the uses of great literature in biblical preaching. Thus this rather comprehen-

sive survey is enlightening to the African American preacher. In the virtual

absence of other printed resources, here is a treasure of type, if not of content.

For the wider public there is the simple fact that traditional African

American preaching is culturally and religiously as interesting and significant

as the spirituals. This preaching may have much of the same sort of cross-over

influence and value as the spirituals. In this sense Dolan Hubbard’s study has

relevance for all who seek both literary values and homiletdcal insight.

Henry H. Mitchell

United Theological Seminary

Myers, William H. God's Yes Was Louder Than My No: Rethinking the African-

American Call to Ministry. Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.;

Trenton: Africa World Press, 1994. Pp. xii + 265. $19.99.

In a religious tradition that is still dynamically oral and in which the voice is

still the primary summons to belief, much significance is attached to the

transformative power of both the spoken and the “heard” word. William H.

Myers, professor of New Testament and black church studies at Ashland

Theological Seminary, analyzes some very important and foundational dynam-

ics of African American call narratives in this very helpful study.

These orally transmitted narratives are the soul-stirring testimonies ofmen

and women of faith, recounting how they heard and subsequently responded

to God’s call to ministry. In a tradition that has long valued the call of God as

the only authentic summons to ministry, Myers has correctly observed that it

is through this call— believed by many in African American churches to be the

very voice of God— that one receives legitimation, acceptance, authority, and

ordination to do ministry in the African American religious community.

Noting both the longevity and ongoing significance of this phenomenon in

African American churches, Myers undertook this much-needed critical

assessment primarily for two reasons: (1) to collect and transcribe a variety of
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these narratives in one place for present and future study; and (2) to describe

and examine the content and structure of the narratives in order to assess and

reassess, in a critical fashion, their ongoing importance to African Americans’

understanding of their role and function in ministry. The first objective was

accomplished in his companion publication, The Irresistible Urge to Preach: A
Collection ofAfrican-American “Call” Stories (1992). Myers attempts to meet his

second goal with the publication of God's Yes.

The first work, an uncritical transcribing of the call narratives of a regional,

geographical, and generational cross-section of African American ministers,

tries to be faithful to what Myers describes as the majority view of the call to

ministry (interpreted as “call to preach”). The present volume, more critical

and reflective of the call experience, takes seriously the challenge of the

minority view (call to ministry interpreted as something significantly more

than a “call to preach”). Myers observes that when someone says they have

been called, the church should ask, “Called to do what? And what is the

training necessary to perform that particular ministry?”

While noting the acrimony and discord that the issue of women preachers

causes in the black church, Myers includes women’s call narratives and

subsequent struggles in his study: “Women’s stories as narratives are designed

to do the same thing as those of men— to persuade the hearer of the

authenticity of their call.”

The strength of both these volumes does not lie in Myers’ claim to a unique

corpus of literary treasures. African American narratives concerning every-

thing from songs and slavery to preaching and religious-conversion experi-

ences abound in many previously published works. So much so, in fact, that a

whole school of thought, especially among historians, has grown up in the last

thirty years around this genre. The strength of these volumes, most specifi-

cally God's Yes, is seen in Myers’ methodological approach. Through the study

of several disciplines— hermeneutics, narrative theory, ethnography, biblical

criticism, and theology— he makes an honest effort to capture the subjectivity

and particularity of individuals’ understandings of their calls, while juxtapos-

ing them with the community’s traditional understanding of the call experi-

ence. Such an integrative effort places those who hear and respond to the call

in the longstanding history of African American orality, while at the same

time allowing them to search for their unique contribution on the basis of

gender, geographical, generational, and denominational considerations.

The inestimable worth of this book is its ability to help the present

generation of those who are called to see and understand their own call

experience. Such an understanding comes not so much through the testimony
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of famous present-day preachers, as through Myers’ careful and detailed

analysis of the various categories of calls and their roles and functions in

African American churches.

Cleo J. LaRue, Jr.

Princeton Theological Seminary

Harris, James H. Preaching Liberation. Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1995. Pp.

xii + 136. $13.00.

In Preaching Liberation James H. Harris, Senior Pastor at Second Baptist

Church and Professor of Pastoral Theology at the School of Theology,

Virginia Union University, both in Richmond, Virginia, offers an interpreta-

tion of homiletics from an African American liberationist perspective.

Harris places the message of the liberation of the poor and the oppressed as

central to the task of preaching. He delineates two types of preaching that

have graced black preaching both historically and today: “uplift” preaching

and preaching for systemic change. Both types of preaching constitute

dimensions of the holistic liberation homiletic Harris is advocating for con-

temporary preachers. “Uplift” preaching encourages individuals to become

educated and to get involved in institutions that improve the quality of

community life. Preaching for systemic change acknowledges the structural

injustices and racism of the larger society that often nullify individual efforts,

and it urges hearers to contest these systemic evils through their actions.

Harris characterizes this dimension of liberation preaching as a form of

resistance to a popular culture that consistently presents themes and goals

detrimental to black self-esteem.

Harris depicts liberation preaching as “telling the story” in a way that is

faithful to the biblical text and to the contemporary context. It is faithful to

the Bible, whose stories of liberation and prophetic challenge seek to change

the nature and structure of the status quo to alleviate poverty and injustice.

Harris distinguishes between topical preaching and preaching that is genu-

inely contextual. The former uses texts as pretexts for preformed preacherly

agendas. Contextual liberation preaching, by contrast, consistently seeks to

allow God’s specific word to speak to people struggling for survival against

societal odds.

Harris believes that to engage in liberation preaching today, preachers both

black and white need to widen the circle of their contextual analysis to include

the historical suffering of African Americans, from the middle passage to the

antebellum South, from Jim Crow laws to current struggles for dignity and
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fairness. He calls this a “circling back” to the active remembrance of the

suffering and overcoming power of a people. Harris christens this a “circle of

culture,” which enables the preacher to interpret the gospel and current social

situations in a way that speaks to the joys and fears of particular communities

today.

One of the key contributions of this book is its overview of the distinctive

features of black liberation preaching from the brush arbors to the present

day, with excerpts from the sermons and writings of black preachers, theolo-

gians, poets, and novelists. Harris makes available their reflections on the

identity of the preacher as prophet and practical intellectual, on God as

liberator, on Jesus as transformer, on the Spirit as the challenger of injustice

and oppression, and on preaching as an address to the emotions as well as the

intellect, to the community and not just the individual.

Two insights from this widening of the “circle of culture” are particularly

pertinent to mainline white preachers who have come under fire of late for

timidity in addressing public issues. One is the expectation of many African

American communities that their preacher will be an outspoken prophet. A
second insight is that public-issues preaching is not some discrete genre of

preaching but a crucial dimension of every sermon.

Harris’ previous book was Pastoral Theology: A Black Church Perspective

(1991). Preaching Liberation reflects his pastoral understanding of the intertwin-

ing of the roles of pastor and prophet in the vocation of liberation preaching.

His is a balanced theological depiction of both oppressed and oppressor,

viewing both as standing in need of the biblical message of challenge and

comfort.

Alyce M. McKenzie

Yardley, PA

Brueggemann, Walter. Texts under Negotiation: The Bible and Postmodern

Imagination. Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1993. Pp. x 4- 117. $9.95.

Sometime deep in the night, the alarm went out. Urgent 91 1 calls were

made. A seismic shock had convulsed along the fault line of Western

civilization, the proud city of Modernity had suddenly collapsed in ruins, and

there were injuries. The massive tectonic plates of epistemology had abruptly

shifted, seemingly solid ground had trembled violently, and the high-tech

towers of positivism, objectivity, and scientific certitude, largely occupied by

male, white, colonial, Western academics, had shuddered, then toppled to the

ground.
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Walter Brueggemann was on duty at the fire station when the sirens

screamed, and in this little book he chronicles the calamity and its impact on

churchly biblical interpretation. But Brueggemann is on no rescue mission; he

is not sad to see Modernity in chaos. In fact, in some of this book’s passages he

can hardly contain his glee. Indeed, Brueggemann is persuaded that Moderni-

ty’s fall provides a welcome opportunity for the church to do some looting in

the streets in order to fund what he calls “a text-centered imagination for a

postmodern church.” Brueggemann is after nothing less than a new approach

to biblical theology, one that forgoes the attempt to produce anything like

modernity’s obsolete dream of a coherent system but rather is content to

move through the Bible one text at a time, refusing to file away scripture’s

jagged edges.

What will this task require? A willingness to leave most of the tools of

historical criticism in the shed, for one thing. The new biblical interpretation

requires, according to Brueggemann, “a minimum of historical-critical work.”

What is demanded instead are imagination and courage— imagination to be

able to spot the liberating “army of metaphors” marching through biblical

texts and courage to allow those images to subvert our assumed world and to

lead us into a wilderness place, a place that is betwixt and between, a place that

lies outside ruined Modernity’s old city limits but is not yet a new homeland.

Those acquainted with the recent work of Brueggemann will find much

that is familiar here. He is, as usual, at his exciting best working with particular

texts, and several fine interpretive examples are included. Brueggemann’s

language, as is customary in his writing, is passionate, sometimes extreme,

filled with words ofdanger and peril. He wanders through Modernity’s rubble

like John the Baptist with a thesaurus, warning everyone to flee from the

wrath to come and using terms like “hegemony,” “precious moments of

liminality,” and “subversive imagination.” Perhaps, with Modernity in flames,

such intense language is required. It may be, however, that more of old

Modernity is still standing than Brueggemann allows, and his vocabulary of

emergency comes because he spends too much time at the fire station.

Thomas G. Long

Princeton Theological Seminary

Camp, Carole Ann, ed. From Flicker to Flame: Women's Sermonsfor the Revised

Common Lectionary Year A. Vol. i, Advent to Pentecost. South Deerfield, MA:
Ash Grove Press, 1995. Pp. xiii + 183. $15.95.

Good preaching is fed not only by exposure to the pulpit “giants” of this

and previous eras, but also by the modeling of ordinary local pastors who, on a
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weekly basis, proclaim the gospel faithfully and fittingly in their own congre-

gational contexts. From Flicker to Flame
,
an anthology of sermons based on the

Revised Common Lectionary (Year A), allows the reader to walk through a

portion of the church year, observing how twenty-two pastors have inter-

preted the weekly lectionary texts for their own local communities of faith.

Uniquely, all of these pastors are also women, most of whom serve United

Church of Christ congregations in Massachusetts.

Though one of the strengths of this volume is the diversity of preaching

styles exhibited, there are also common threads that unite the sermons. For

instance, the sermons as a whole are free of theological jargon and have an

“earthy” feel about them, as the gospel is made incarnate through stories and

images taken from everyday life. The candle of Advent hope, making its

appearance in a world of despair and darkness, is likened to a child, timidly

dancing at her first ballet recital. Family differences regarding the “proper”

way to fold towels (whether in quarters or in thirds) provide a vehicle for

reflecting upon traditions and the hold they have upon our lives. Stories of

“wilderness interruptions” at Christmas— a child’s dawning recognition of

the emptiness under an immigrant neighbor’s Christmas tree, a teenager’s

dismay over the drunken terror of her friend’s holiday home, a mother’s futile

struggle to create around her family an insular cocoon of Santa and cider and

the Christ child— help recreate a longing for a messiah who will deliver.

These sermons also reflect the intimacy shared between a pastor and her

people. While the preachers occasionally cross bounds of propriety in sharing

details of their lives (conveying too many details of a divorce, for example),

most often the reader has a sense of eavesdropping on a conversation shared

not between strangers or formal acquaintances but between beloved friends.

Reflected in these pages is a sense of knowing and being known that is

refreshing in a sermon anthology.

Finally, many of these sermons exhibit their proclaimers’ shared commit-

ments to social justice. More than a few prophetic challenges are issued as the

pastors call their people to greater compassion for the poor and oppressed,

greater tolerance of gay and lesbian persons, and greater concern for the

global village in which we live. The prophetic, however, is tempered by the

pastoral, and one does not have a sense of condemnation or harangue in the

speech of these preachers.

As with any collection— or with any weekly preaching in the life of the

parish, for that matter— the quality of these sermons is uneven. In some

instances, biblical texts seem more tangential than central to proclamation.

Other sermons leave the reader hungering for greater theological nuancing of
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the issue at hand or for stronger linkages between the gospel and the

congregation’s own life experience.

Yet even the unevenness among these sermons has the ring of authenticity

about it. Few parish preachers are capable of preparing excellent sermons

week-in and week-out. Rather, they enter the pulpit on Sunday morning,

offering the best they have been able to muster amid a busy week and hoping

that through the Spirit’s power the sermons they proclaim will be infused with

grace. From Flicker to Flame finds gifted pastors and preachers doing just that.

Leonora Tubbs Tisdale

Princeton Theological Seminary

Robb, Nigel J. Let All God's People Say Amen. St. Andrews, Scotland: St.

Mary’s College, 1994. Pp. 150. $9.00.

Robb, Nigel J. Sermons at St. Salvator's. St. Andrews, Scotland: St. Mary’s

College, 1994. Pp. 170. $9.00.

In recent years, books ofsermons have become somewhat scarce, for several

reasons: One is economic— decreasing sales in the face of increasing costs

have made publishers wary of producing such collections. Moreover, interest

in printed sermons among lay readers has diminished radically on both sides

of the Atlantic. Finally, with the increased volume of sermons in scores of

pamphlets, journals, and magazines, the demand for such resources in book

form has shrunk to meagre dimensions. In contrast, a representative from

Harper & Row Publishers once intimated to me that in the 1930s a projected

volume of sermons by Harry Emerson Fosdick sold some three to four

thousand copies in advance and ten thousand when the final count was taken.

Two recent paperbacks from Scotland caught my attention and for several

reasons deserve recognition and careful reading. One, Let All God's People Say

Amen
,
has to do with worship, the context of preaching, and the other,

Sermons at St. Salvator's
,
comprises fifteen sermons delivered originally at the

American Summer Institute at the University of St. Andrews, Scotland. Their

author, Nigel J. Robb, a minister of the Church of Scotland and lecturer in

Practical Theology at St. Andrews, has two theological degrees from Prince-

ton Theological Seminary and has traveled extensively in America and taught

for a time in Australia. In the first monograph (dedicated to this reviewer),

Robb presents a thorough examination of the substance, order, and practice of

worship in the Reformed tradition. In the course of ten chapters, he covers

diverse areas of vocabulary, attitudes, and definition (chaps. 1-3), but the bulk

of his concern lies in the nature and making of prayers for public worship
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(chaps. 4-10). After a brief preface dealing with theory, each chapter features

an abundance of illustrative materials and includes questions for discussion.

Altogether, Robb has given us a comprehensive, in-depth treatment of the

serious responsibility every liturgist assumes when he or she stands before a

congregation and says, “Let us pray.” To read this volume is to be moved to

rejoice.

In Sermons at St. Salvator's
,
Robb introduces us to the homiletical products

of a preacher whose sensitivity to both the Scottish and American milieus

makes his message peculiarly relevant on both sides of the Adantic. Robb is a

voracious reader; moreover as a perceptive observer of human nature, he

illustrates the foibles and failures of everyday life through a wide range of

allusions, pen pictures, and personal experiences that are lively and relevant.

His reflections upon modern events and literature are woven effectively into

the pattern and fabric of each sermon. His titles are teasers: “All I Ever Need

to Know I Learned at . . “What Kind of a God for a World Like Ours”;

“The Temptation of Being Relevant”; “Can We Afford the Cost of Disciple-

ship?”; and so on. In all these he constrains us to think, and he sustains our

interest through excellent quotations and phrasings that arrest us because they

point up timely truths in new dress. Robb dedicates this volume to another

former mentor, Murdo Ewen MacDonald, of Trinity College, Glasgow.

Donald Macleod

Princeton Theological Seminary

Westerhoff, John H. Spiritual Life: The Foundation for Preaching and Teaching.

Louisville: WestminsterJohn Knox Press, 1994. Pp. xv + 80. $9.99.

The author, a well-known Christian educator, turns in this small volume

from educational theories and concerns per se to a more foundational

manifesto for preachers and teachers. His plea is for them to pay more

attention to the spiritual life as the essential basis of their work. The book is

based on a series of lectures and shows both the strengths and weaknesses of

that origin. On the plus side, it is quite accessible. A remarkable amount of

territory is covered in a very short space, and creative use is made of some

seminal ideas about the spiritual life from Henri Nouwen, Parker Palmer, and

Urban Holmes, among others. On the negative side, there is no space for

critical attention to some of the vexing and important issues (especially

theological ones) that arise from the amorphous and slogan-laden subject of

“spirituality.” The value of the work is in calling preachers and teachers to pay

attention to their own and others’ spiritual dimensionality as an important
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foundation for the ministerial work of preaching and teaching. It may whet

readers’ appetites for more substantive and disciplined critical reflection, and

that in itself is a worthy objective to try to accomplish.

WesterhofP s synthesizing of diverse material into what can only be called

“handy” typologies and matrices is often creative. He summarizes our

approaches to preaching and teaching under three rubrics, the “assembly

line,” the “greenhouse,” and “pilgrimage,” favoring the last as the only image

adequate to a genuine spirituality. In less skilled hands that might have

become reductionistic or just wooly-headed, but here it is helpful as a way of

thinking about multidimensional material from such areas as psychology,

educational theory, theology, and spirituality.

Curiously enough, there is virtually nothing substantive in either the

homiletical or Christian educational literature on the subject (for lack of

better term) of “spiritual growth.” Given that lack, one could wish that

Westerhoff had undertaken a more ambitious writing project than this one

represents. How, at the end of the day, do the many and varied insights about

such things as the nature of the imagination, the creative process, art, religious

language, and personal temperament come to bear on the actual experience of

preaching or teaching? In what way are these things woven together into a

theological perspective on the ministry represented in those activities? Granted,

it is not fair to criticize any book for what it does not set out to do; but from an

author of this stature and insightfulness we would gladly have had more.

Chapters in the book are: (i) “Exploring the Spiritual Life,” (2) “Preaching

and Teaching in a New Day,” (3) “The Spirituality of Preachers and

Teachers,” (4) “The Spirituality of Preaching and Teaching,” (5) “Various

Ways of Living Spiritually,” and (6) “Developing a Spiritual Discipline.” It is

an easy (and enjoyable) one-sitting read and would no doubt make a good

basis for a study group or retreat.

J. Randall Nichols

Princeton Theological Seminary

Davis, Ellen F. Imagination Shaped: Old Testament Preaching in the Anglican

Tradition. Valley Forge: Trinity Press International, 1995. Pp. xiii + 289.

$19.00.

When I first heard that Ellen Davis, Associate Professor of Old Testament

at Yale Divinity School, would write a book juxtaposing “Anglican Preach-

ing” and “the Old Testament,” I smirked to myself, “That should not take

long!” What I had in mind was the general thinness of preaching in the late
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twentieth century, in which Anglicanism stands alongside or slightly ahead of

most other church traditions in the trivialization of scripture.

What I had in mind is definitely not what Davis has in mind, and so my

smirk has quickly turned to appreciation. What Davis has in mind are some

great preachers of the tradition who were not impinged upon by the “acids of

modernity,” who treated scripture as a world of imagination in which to live

freely, and who regarded the listening congregation as a partner in the

demanding work of hearing the Word of God. She has written a book that is

of enormous historical importance in a context of ecclesial amnesia, when we

have little sense of how the church did its faith in more robust ways. But

clearly Davis’ book is not intended primarily as a historical matter. Davis

appeals to the great preaching models as a challenge to church preaching in

our own time that has gone soft, careless, and slovenly, and as an invitation for

how it might be done differently, effectively, and well.

The body of the book is a study, in turn, of five remarkable Anglican

preachers, three from the time ofJames I (Lancelot Andrewes, John Donne,

and Joseph Hall), and two from the Victorian period (Frederick W. Robert-

son and Henry Parry Liddon). For each of these magisterial preachers, Davis

provides an introduction to his life, then exploration of how he worked,

studied, practiced ministry, and understood preaching, and finally two of his

sermons, except in the case of Hall, for whom five are offered because his are

not nearly so long as the others’. Thus, the primary material of the book

consists of actual sermons carefully placed in context. The sermons are (with

the exception of Hall’s) quite long and remarkably dense in their exposition of

scripture. What they exhibit are restless minds and vigorous hearts, liberated

imaginations, and a discipline making hard, sustained work possible. They do

not exhibit, but lead us to conjure, a listening congregation that was hungry,

came to be fed, and was prepared to chew and swallow something besides junk

food.

One can see at work here the “canonical” perspective of Brevard Childs,

Davis’ mentor whom she gladly acknowledges. Here “canonical” means the

informed freedom to mobilize all of scripture with reference to a particular

sermon text. Indeed, in my judgment Davis has practiced and implemented

Childs’ much-disputed notion of “canonical” interpretation better and more

concretely than Childs himself has done, for what matters, as Childs would

surely agree, is the practice.

Another strength of the book is its concluding essay, in which Davis

explores the harvest to be reaped from these preachers. She observes that in

both the Jacobean and Victorian periods of English church life, these preach-
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ers addressed a society in which “not only social structures but also symbolic

worlds that had stood fast for centuries were being drastically eroded.” She

proposes for our situation “a new homiletic” that eschews moralism, “issue

oriented” preaching, and flat proposition. In place of such seductions, she

urges a practice of imagination that is aimed at and enables transformation

and repentance. It is the case that most contemporary preaching has lost its

way, being too immediate, too relevant, too result oriented, as distinguished

from the slow, steady work of evoking and authorizing an ethos hospitable to

the truth of the gospel.

This is an important book that needs not only to be read but to be studied

and pondered. The only caveat I would make is that Davis, perhaps inevitably

given the subject, operates with a bit of denominational triumphalism, at

some points claiming for Anglicanism what is in fact the shared inheritance

and resource of a wide body of Christian traditions. A close study of any

tradition tempts one to imagine a monopoly, but it is not so. This caveat is in

turn an urging that this study of Anglican preaching will be instructive and

energizing for any Christian preaching in any particular theological tradition.

Ours is of course a context in which “not only social structures but also

symbolic worlds that have stood fast for centuries are being drastically

eroded.” In such a context, it is easy to despair, to pander, or to become

cynical. The rich alternative given here is “imagination shaped”— shaped by

tradition, memory, faith, and hard work— shaped in order to be free, expan-

sive, venturesome, and able to make a difference. Davis has turned an

historical study into a manifesto, albeit understated, that “a more excellent

way” is indeed possible. Her “distinguished five” are irrefutable evidence of

that possibility.

Walter Brueggemann

Columbia Theological Seminary

Sample, Tex. Ministry in an Oral Culture: Living with Will Rogers
,
Uncle Remus

,

and Minnie Pearl. Louisville: Westminster/John Knox Press, 1994. Pp. x +

100. $ 1 1.99.

We’ve come to expect that any book by Tex Sample, a professor of Church

and Society at Saint Paul School of Theology in Kansas City, Missouri, will

unsettle our coddled assumptions about congregation-based ministries. His

U.S. Lifestyles and Mainline Churches (1990) provided a cultural map of

subcultures in American society. This current work highlights the vast

number of persons in America who are attuned to and conversant with the
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world of oral culture— the thought worlds of country music, local folklore,

and relational thought patterns. Sample insists that their way of thought is

significandy different from the literate, discursive cultures of academia and

other literature-based populations. This book seeks to demonstrate how the

two culturally conditioned “thought-patterns” differ. While Sample neither

extols the strengths of oral culture nor excuses its inadequacies, he does call it

condescending for outsiders to treat this traditional, oral culture as unsophis-

ticated, opposed to change, and unthinking.

Two themes are particularly challenging. First is Sample’s insistence that

folk in the “oral tradition” think relationally rather than conceptionally. That

is, oral cultures are not preoccupied with the “craving for generality,” as the

philosopher Wittgenstein once put it. Rather, in oral cultures, claims Sample,

the most mature people pose and frame questions or issues in terms of the

“communal web of relationships.” Consequendy, the state-of-the-art media

in this culture are storytelling and proverbs, both of which require what

Sample calls “tacit understanding.” Stories cannot be reduced to something

else, something more foundational. The story is the point. Thus, thinking

processes are situational and operational rather than categorical and general.

Apprenticeship and mentoring rather than isolated study are the ways these

particularized processes are initiated in the young. Doing congregational

ministry in this cultural milieu, therefore, inevitably differs from doing such

ministry in literate cultures, or so Sample contends. “Traditional/oral people

make a sharp distinction between theories about God and ‘actually knowing

the Lord.’ ” That is, their concern is not to know about God or views of God
but their relationship to God. According to Sample, conceptual theologizing

distances oral-cultured people from God. “It cuts them off from the power of

God so essential to face the hard edges of a recalcitrant world that requires

day-to-day struggles.” In ways similar to the arguments of Robert Schreiter in

Constructing Local Theologies (198 5), Sample contends that religious life in oral

cultures is deeper than discursive logic and that faith is a way of life that

precedes descriptive worldviews.

Equally insightful is a second motif in Sample’s book, namely, how oral

cultures “do ethics” differently. Empathy, insists Sample, is the beginning of

morality for those in oral cultures. Building on the more theoretical work of

Martin Hoffman, Sample argues that empathy in moral decision making is

subtle, complex, discriminatory, and affective. Sample shows impatience with

scholars like Kohlberg, who is dismissed as “captive to class and literate

expression” and sometimes ludicrous. Ethical choices in oral cultures, claims

Sample, must connect with communal relationships and as a result are
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inevitably conservative and slow to change. Issues of social justice, especially

those requiring fundamental changes, come hard and slow in oral communi-

ties, according to Sample, but perhaps no more so than in any other segment

of American society. It is not surprising that in the face of harsh modem
economic, social, and family crises, people in oral culture devise defensive

responses of their own, what Sample calls the “weapons of the weak.”

Low-profile techniques by powerless groups— foot-dragging, dissimulation,

pilfering, feigned ignorance, slander— require only informal networks and

implicit understandings, and they avoid direct confrontation. Nevertheless,

they are weapons all the same, aimed at economic and social policies imposed

from the “outside” (e.g., the arrival ofWal-Mart superstores in rural hamlets)

that threaten traditional life as local communities choose to define it.

Sample’s book is written about ministries where blue-collar and poorer

people live; where folk love country music, gatherings, and story telling;

where parishioners live in trailer parks, follow TV soaps, and watch stock-car

racing.Throughout this book, Sample draws specific implications for those

leaders and pastors of congregations who minister within such oral cultures:

“gatherings” carry their own logic and message; discursive language is often

inappropriate; faith needs a language of the heart; surviving and coping are

intermingled with identity and belonging; outsiders— including many pastors—

need to cultivate the fine art of empathy and listening.

John W. Stewart

Princeton Theological Seminary

Rohler, Lloyd. Ralph Waldo Emerson: Preacher and Lecturer. Westport, CT:

Greenwood Press, 1995. Pp. xv + 197. $59.95.

Lloyd Rohler, a professor in the Department of Communication Studies at

the University of North Carolina in Wilmington and editor of the Journal of

Communication and Religion
,
has written a readable, informative, critically

insightful, and stirring analysis of the sermons, lectures, and speaking style of

Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803-82). The book is divided into two sections:

critical analysis and collected speeches. The critical analysis relates Emerson’s

homiletical efforts and his platform addresses to the whole of his life: his

mediocre academic career, his emergence later as a serious thinker, his

personal acquaintance with Carlyle, Wordsworth, and Coleridge, and his

readings in German idealism and Cambridge Neoplatonism. His personal

struggles and tragedies, too, are taken note of, as is his very practical need to

raise funds to support his extended family. Thus we are introduced to
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Emerson the man and not just to Emerson the Unitarian minister, public

lecturer, poet, editor, and author.

Rohler notes three stages in Emerson’s career as a lecturer: his early years as

a teacher working out in public the implications of his own ideas concerning

“self-culture,” his middle years as a reporter recording and assessing the

uniqueness and progress of American civilization, and his post-Civil War
years of physical and intellectual decline. Against the mainstream of critical

opinion, Rohler convincingly argues that Emerson’s homiletical method

substantially influenced his work as a lecturer even after Emerson left the

pulpit and focused his career on the Lyceum circuit and other platform

appearances. Rohler asserts that Emerson adapted the Puritan New England

sermonic form to suit his transcendental philosophy and his goals of influenc-

ing the ethical sensibility of the populace (the early lecture years) and

celebrating the emergence of self-reliance, mercantile achievement, and the

democratic spirit (the middle lecture years).

In place of the preacher’s reading and explication of a biblical text,

Emerson’s lectures featured a lengthy introduction. In place of doctrines

drawn from scripture, Emerson drew from his introductory remarks themes

and sentiments that he developed through the exploration of contrasting

images and points of view. The “New England Sage” eschewed traditional

forms of sequential reasoning, for his aim was to involve his listeners in the

process of seeing through appearances to the eternal laws embedded in nature

and in human nature. Finally, the “uses” or “applications” section of the

typical Puritan sermon was transformed into a persuasive peroration aimed at

encouraging listeners to live up to the best that was in them. Said Emerson:

“His own Culture, the unfolding of his nature, is the chief end of man.” Ethos

or “ethical proof’ was dominant throughout Emerson’s discourse, for he

“represented” the audience, showing them in his own person what they could

become. Emerson’s ministerial seriousness was manifest in his manner of

speaking. His voice was stern. It was keen, penetrating, and in service to his

thoughts. His gestures were few, and his costume was sober: black suit, black

tie, white shirt. His demeanor was formal.

Emerson’s sermons do reveal penetrating insights into the human condi-

tion: its possibilities, its self-imposed limits, and even its spiritual dangers. So,

for example, Emerson can alert us to the fact that our unspoken, secret, most

selfish wishes are prayers echoing through the corridors of eternity and heard

by God: a ghastly thought with a ring of truth. In Emerson’s view, scripture

and tradition (not necessarily in that order) may serve as resources in our

theological and ethical reflection, but they finally do not constrain us, direct
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us, or in any way limit us. In fact, at some point we must leave them behind,

outgrow them, for, Emerson insists, we are ourselves newborn bards of the

Holy Ghost. One finds in Emerson’s sermons no presence of Christ, no cross,

no decisively self-revealing God, but, instead, an immanent eternal being who
can be discerned by us in the things that he has made.

Rohler’s book, which concludes with a very helpful chronology of Emer-

son’s major speeches, should receive wide reading, for Emerson’s ideas

continue to affect American moral and religious thought.

Charles L. Bartow

Princeton Theological Seminary

John Banyan's Pilgrim's Progress. Retold by Gary D. Schmidt. Illustrated by

Barry Moser. Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1994. Pp. 7 6.

$24.99.

Gary D. Schmidt, professor of English at Calvin College, has a particular

interest in children’s authors and literature and, according to the handsome

jacket on this book, is currently working on a collection of Bible stories for

children.

Bunyan’s Pilgrim's Progress is not, of course, a book for children, although

many editions have been published for children, and children all over the

world have read it in their own language. Schmidt knows that. He did not read

Pilgrim's Pivgt'ess when he was a child but came upon it quite accidently two

decades ago in a small house in New York’s Catskill Mountains. He recalls

with pleasure the afternoon he spent reading it outdoors in a grove of pine

trees.

In this work Schmidt sets out to tell Bunyan’s story to contemporary

readers. Lengthy discussions have been eliminated and some characters

omitted. He reproduces Bunyan’s intent by using vivid and straightforward

language of today, which maintains Bunyan’s directness. Schmidt is not afraid

to put himself into the characters and to reflect his own feelings and responses

in their reactions. The result is a work that young children (eight and over)

could read— but which, if a parent read it to them, would offer to both

enjoyment and perhaps a faith experience.

The illustrations by Barry Moser are worth more than the price of the

book. Here is an illustrator whose work is represented in collections around

the world, including the National Gallery of Art, the British Museum, and the

Library of Congress. He has won awards for his illustrations for Moby Dick,

The Divine Comedy, and Alice'sAdventures in Wonderland. In this book he seems
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to draw upon insights gained from those earlier works. The fifty watercolors

of persons and places have a range of tone, color, and subject that enthralls the

reader. A few are reminiscent of the airy, ethereal quality of the famous

twenty-nine watercolors produced by William Blake and printed for the

Limited Editions Club publication of Pilgrim's Progress in 1941. For the most

part, however, the colors are vivid, the scenes robust, and the characters

depicted in their earthiness. Moreover, the editors allowed Moser a chrono-

logical license that enhances his work. Christian is depicted as a contemporary

bearded young man in a baseball cap, while Mr. Worldly-Wiseman is in the

Cavalier dress of Bunyan’s own time. Evangelist is a white-haired African

American preacher, and Knowledge is an Asian sage. Obstinate looks for all

the world like a salty New England fisherman.

The New York Times' reviewer of this book (November 13, 1994), after

commending the text, the format, and the illustrations, concluded: “We are

all much nicer now . . . and much more cautious about letting children think

that damnation is among the options available.” Really? With street drugs,

pregnant thirteen-year-olds, and random shooting of children, damnation is

very much an option for many of them. What this book will do is let children

know that redemption and salvation are options too!

Conrad H. Massa

Princeton Theological Seminary

Duck, Ruth C. Finding Words for Worship: A Guide for Leaders. Louisville:

WestminsterJohn Knox Press, 1995. Pp. ix + 147. $16.99.

This is a very practical introduction to the process of preparing for the

leadership of worship. In a relatively brief presentation, the author covers the

preparation of calls to worship, prayers, hymns, and sermons, and indicates

principles that might guide the lay or ordained person in ensuring that the

worship they lead is helpful, theologically informed, and engaging. The title is

exactly what the book delivers: a comprehensive account ofhow words may be

discovered to enable worship in the Christian tradition.

The author is Associate Professor of Worship at Garrett-Evangelical

Theological Seminary in Evanston, Illinois, and her commitment to teaching

and encouraging students to prepare appropriately is evident throughout the

book. She assumes very little knowledge but gently and graciously invites the

reader into the particular method she has developed for this demanding and

difficult task. Duck does not take the leadership of worship lightly; she shows

a high level of commitment and investment in her work.
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While she does not disparage the spontaneous in worship, she argues

convincingly the need for careful thought and preparation, which will allow

and ensure effective participation. She places rightful emphasis on the scrip-

tural basis of Christian worship and pays close attention to how the context

often shapes the prayers and praise in the light of the scriptural resources. The

reader is given a helpful survey of the part played by imagination and imagery

in creating words for worship. Duck also notes the strengths of contemporary

eucharistic liturgies.

I am particularly impressed by her chapter on hymn writing. She explains

the technical terms clearly and gives vivid testimony to the importance of

attending to the words sung, as well as spoken, in worship. In this area, as in

several others, her cogent argument would have been assisted by the inclusion

of several examples from her own pen. When she does use her own materials,

as in the hymn on page 43, their freshness and power make them stand out

against many of the quotations she uses from traditional resources.

The book would assist the beginner, lay or ordained, in the leadership of

worship, providing a ready source of guidance on the major issues any leader

might face in attempting to lead worship. It has little in it that is radical or new

and therefore might not be as useful to an experienced practitioner, other

than one who would like to attempt to write hymns. It fails to stress the crucial

importance of linking words to action and to symbolism of a nonverbal kind.

Only in the concluding chapter does the author briefly highlight the impor-

tance of coordinating the ambience, climate, and physical surroundings of

worship with what is said and sung.

For the keen student of worship, the author provides extensive notes and

references that enable several interesting issues to be pursued in other works. I

would encourage the use of this book among candidates for ordination, as well

as those called to lead worship as lay persons. Duck has offered us valuable

insight and encouragement in how we might accept the challenge, privilege,

and responsibility of leading public worship.

N.J. Robb

St. Andrews University

Cherry, Kittredge, and Zalmon Sherwood, eds. Equal Rites: Lesbian and Gay

Worship
,
Ceremonies

,
and Celebrations. Louisville: Westminster John Knox

Press, 1995. Pp. xix + 167. $14.99.

“Lesbians and gay men are starved for words of life, for symbolic forms that

wholeheartedly affirm their personhood,” state the editors in describing the
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purpose of Equal Rites. This book offers the bread of life to the starving and

symbols of hope to people who too often experience exclusion, discrimina-

tion, and even violence in church and society. It gathers fifty worship services

that address the contexts of gay and lesbian persons. Here are rituals for

coming out, for remembering those who have died of AIDS, and for celebrat-

ing the commitment of two men or women to each other, as well as orders for

baptism, healing, and holy communion that are sensitive to human diversity.

Most of the thirty-one ethnically diverse contributors are gay and lesbian;

most are Roman Catholic, Episcopal, Metropolitan Community Church, or

Presbyterian.

Several common threads characterize this rich quilt patched from many

sources. The most striking characteristic of these liturgies is their honesty;

they speak to real life with authentic words. One very moving healing liturgy

addresses the pain of gay men in prison, in particular the pain of a man who

has been raped. Liturgies for empowerment speak to political realities such as

Clinton’s “don’t ask, don’t tell” policy about gay and lesbian people in the

military. A liturgy for Father’s Day invites participants to name their own

feelings about their fathers, while reclaiming “Father” as an image for a

loving God. The liturgies just mentioned feature another common thread:

creativity in addressing human need with the good news of God’s love. The

most creative services, such as those by Diann Neu, give form to powerful

feelings through symbolic actions and provide sacred spaces to name particu-

lar experiences. These outnumber a few services that seem overdependent on

written texts, disregarding symbol and naming experience in ways that surely

would not fit all participants. Another common thread is boldness in naming

God. Few contemporary worship resources offer more varied imagery for

God; the book contains both feminine and masculine imagery, including

“Goddess,” “Lover,” and “Father.”

This book’s creative language and honest grappling with human experi-

ence, as well as the diversity of its services, distinguish it as a resource for any

congregation that consciously welcomes all persons. The section of covenant

rites for couples, which includes some of the book’s best designed and written

services, will be a valuable resource; one based on the Kwanzaa principles is

especially intriguing. The order for Yom HaShoah and for Thanksgiving are

so excellent for interfaith or local church services that they alone might justify

the price of the book. The rites of healing are grace filled, compassionate, and

well written. Most of the communion orders carefully integrate the essentials

of historic and ecumenical tradition with contemporary, inclusive language

and theology.
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The baptismal orders seem both distressing and promising to this reviewer.

They affirm the love of God and church toward the newly baptized but tend

to omit basic baptismal elements such as confession of faith, renunciation of

sin, and commitment to discipleship. One order addresses the pain of those

whom the church baptizes, then rejects, by offering rebaptism— theologically

problematic, despite the poignant human need. Might a carefully designed

order of baptismal renewal serve as well? Yet the baptismal orders include

some good models for words and rituals, including perhaps the best alterna-

tive baptismal formulas yet devised (based on Augustine’s trinitarian theol-

ogy): “I baptize you in the name of God, the Lover; Christ, the Beloved; and

the Holy Spirit, which is Love in Action.”

Equal Rites delivers what it promises: caring words and symbolic actions to

address the needs of gay and lesbian persons. Like any book of liturgical

resources, it has its strengths and weaknesses, yet it speaks to deep human

needs and offers creative alternatives. It is most important for what it models;

it helps local church leaders imagine new possibilities for worship that

address all that is human with love and with divine compassion.

Ruth C. Duck

Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary

White, Susan J. Christian Worship and Technological Change. Nashville: Abing-

don Press, 1994. Pp. 176. $14.95.

Susan White, who has contributed so usefully to our understanding of the

spatial and architectural contexts of worship, has now given us an important

guidebook to another and larger liturgical context: a cultural situation shaped

by an ever-accelerating pace of technological development.

As White points out, interaction between worship and technology is no

new thing; the celebration of the Christian year, for example, required a

calendar more accurate than the Julian, which over the course of time had

gotten seriously out of synchronization with the solar cycle, and the ordered

life of the monastery depended upon a reliable way of celebrating the daily

office at the appropriate times. This latter problem was perhaps the more

difficult, since monastic life was related to seasonal changes in the amount of

daylight, and the technological solution, the mechanical clock, offered only

inflexible equal hours. Even so, it was readily adopted, imposing upon both

monastic and secular life temporal patterns alien not only to sacred time but

also to biological rhythms, while calendar reform had to wait three hundred
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years, possibly because as White suggests, the development of this technology

“had overstepped ideological and religious boundaries.”

Similarly, advancing biotechnology focused on disease not only led to the

displacement of churchyard by cemetery as burial site and to the consequent

divorce of funeral and burial services, but it also rendered the common cup

problematic, thus considerably disrupting the traditional symbolism of eucha-

ristic practices. And media technology too shapes worship: The printing press

not only made possible an unprecedented uniformity of worship texts but

simultaneously and paradoxically permitted the circulation of a great diversity

of alternative texts— the liturgical corollary to film theorist Bela Balasz’s

observation that the press “tore the church into a thousand books.” White

suggests that the computer and desktop printing are even now effecting

similar changes, giving previously unknown ease of access to research materi-

als and permitting collaboration across large distances, while simultaneously

encouraging a certain “historical and theological parochialism,” and reinforc-

ing the notion than worship services, like so many other late-modern or

postmodern cultural products, are ephemeral and disposable.

Two chapters stand at the heart of the book. The first examines the impact

of mechanistic and technological thinking upon the ways in which worship is

conceptualized and experienced, with special attention to the idea that

progress and perfectibility are as natural and inevitable an aspect ofworship as

they are of technology— a notion unlikely to survive even brief acquaintance

with the history of liturgy— and to componentiality and systems approaches,

so successful in manufacturing and so problematic in worship when they

displace the older imaginative and organic paradigms that have traditionally

reigned.

The second, even more provocative chapter considers paradoxical ways in

which technology, even as it appears “to increase human freedom and

autonomy, to maximize choice, and to improve the quality ofhuman life,” has

also increased risk and given evil previously unimagined potential for destruc-

tiveness— as tragic events of this century have demonstrated— and thus may

have begun to displace the traditional object of worship, the God who is both

source of good and primary defense against evil.

The book concludes with a number of important suggestions for enhancing

dialogue between Christian worship and technology, but its central message is

inscribed throughout in the balance and grace with which it weaves together

our past and our possible futures. Unlike technological messianists who
understand that the development of technology has a powerful effect on the

patterns of human life but who neglect the inconvenient reality that such
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development must take place within an enormously complex political, cul-

tural, and economic matrix, White knows that one of the best ways to prepare

for and to welcome the future is to understand where we have been and what

we have learned.

Carefully grounded in our liturgical past, aware ofwhich of its elements still

speak to us today, yet open to novel possibilities and challenges now before us,

this book will be an important resource for all who teach or lead worship in

our rapidly changing time.

Jack Coogan

School ofTheology at Claremont and Claremont Graduate School

Calhoun, David B. Princeton Seminary. Vol. 1, Faith and Learning
,
1812-1868.

Carlisle: Banner ofTruth Trust, 1994. Pp. xxvi + 495. $35.95.

David B. Calhoun, professor of church history at Covenant Theological

Seminary in St. Louis, has produced a well-researched and eminently readable

history of Princeton Seminary’s first fifty-six years. One of the most original

features of the book is its discussion of student life, particularly of Princeton

students’ contributions to the nineteenth-century missionary enterprise.

Through a secret Brotherhood, a Concert for Prayer, and a Society of Inquiry

on Missions, students established an international network of correspon-

dence, raised money for missions, deepened the commitment of their peers to

worldwide evangelism, and extended the consciousness of Princeton gradu-

ates far beyond the borders of the United States. Princeton seminarians thus

played their part in the larger tradition of missionary activism stretching from

the Haystack Prayer Meeting of Williams College undergraduates in 1806 to

the Student Volunteer Movement of the late nineteenth century.

Most of Calhoun’s book, however, consists of a loving portrayal of the

activities of Princeton’s faculty. He details the professors’ impressive aca-

demic achievements— for example, Joseph Addison Alexander’s mastery of

more than twenty languages, his ability to move with ease from the teaching

of Old Testament, to church history, and finally to New Testament even as a

stream of books flowed from his ever active pen. In artfully drawn vignettes,

one sees the Princetonians’ varied theological, ecclesiastical, and social con-

cerns: Samuel Miller’s arguments for elevating the office of ruling elder,

Archibald Alexander’s defense of the African colonization movement, and

Charles Hodge’s exchanges with other contemporary theologians, including

his former student John W. Nevin, Horace Bushnell, and Edwards Amasa

Park. Calhoun leaves no doubt that the Princetonians cared deeply about
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precise doctrine, but he emphasizes that piety was for them the heart of the

theological enterprise. To be sure, the Princetonians could be diffident about

such issues. A zealous interrogator demanded of Archibald Alexander, “Have

you no religion?" “None to speak of,” the professor replied. In matters of

piety, the Princetonians detested pretense, surcharged emotionalism, and

effusiveness. They emphasized instead a quiet but deep experiential religion.

In this connection, Calhoun effectively demonstrates that, contrary to a

popular historical stereotype, the old Princetonians were not opposed to the

revivals of religion so common in the early nineteenth century. What they

resisted were the manipulative tactics and Arminian theology of evangelists

such as Charles G. Finney.

Calhoun also insists that the Princetonians were temperamentally moder-

ate. While eager to defend the faith, they attempted to maintain an irenic

spirit. In the debates leading up to the schism of the Presbyterian Church into

separate Old and New School denominations in 1837-38, the sympathies of

Princeton lay decidedly with the Old School; but in general the faculty

resisted the extreme measures and rhetoric of the ultraconservatives. It was a

stand that quite literally cost the Princetonians a good deal, for salaries were

withheld or were in arrears for a time in the 1830s.

One may take issue with Calhoun at certain points and also wish that he had

expanded his analysis. The implicit assumption that old Princeton repre-

sented a sort of baseline for Reformed orthodoxy is at least open to debate.

Many scholars of the early Reformed tradition would argue— justifiably in

this reviewer’s opinion— that the Princetonians in important respects de-

parted from central insights of the first generation of Protestant reformers.

One also wishes for a fuller treatment of the larger intellectual context of

Princeton’s interchanges with other theologians— a treatment that would

make nineteenth-century Princeton seem a little less the center of the world.

Similarly, the social, political, and cultural views of the Princeton faculty,

briefly described by the author, cry out for further exploration. In his

treatment of Charles Hodge’s view of slavery, Calhoun acknowledges that the

Princeton theologian argued that slavery was not sinful per se but successfully

acquits Hodge of the often-repeated canard that he favored the continuance

of the institution. (After 1856, Hodge actually voted Republican— that is, for

candidates opposing the extension of slavery.) Nevertheless, Calhoun’s analy-

sis scarcely touches the nuances of Hodge’s position, and still less does the

author situate Hodge adequately within the early-nineteenth-century dis-

course on slavery. Yet none of these things are the author’s prime concern. He
writes out of the conviction that the old Princetonians “were Christians of
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godliness and learning who faithfully taught the Bible and the Reformed faith

to generations of seminarians.” Within the boundaries of that perspective,

Calhoun has produced a very fine piece of scholarship, one from which every

student of nineteenth-century religion can benefit.

James H. Moorhead

Princeton Theological Seminary

Sakenfeld, Katharine Doob. Journeying with God: A Commentary on the Book of

Numbers. Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1995. Pp. xiv +

194. $13.00.

Katharine Sakenfeld, the W. A. Eisenberger Professor of Old Testament

Literature and Exegesis at Princeton Theological Seminary, has written a

disciplined, lucid commentary on the Book of Numbers that well fulfills the

intent of the International Theological Commentary series of which it is a

part. In orderly fashion, she proceeds through Numbers chapter by chapter,

treating some portions of the book with stark brevity. She is at the same time

attentive to the larger structure of Numbers, an exceedingly difficult issue.

She is of course aware of the importance of the moment of departure from

Sinai in Numbers 10, which constitutes a decisive break in the narrative. But

she also pays attention to the proposal of her Princeton colleague, Dennis T.

Olson, in recognizing Numbers 1 and 26, the two censuses, as literary

markers, so that a break is identified at the end of Numbers 25. This is in

contrast to the frequently posited break at the end of chapter 24. In general,

however, Sakenfeld does not focus upon the larger structure but, as a

commentator must, takes up the detail of the text.

The commentary is judicious and balanced, containing a minimum of

surprises and offering reliable guidance in a much neglected biblical book.

Among the more important features of the book, the following strike this

reviewer as worthy of attention and appreciation.

(1) Sakenfeld treats only briefly questions of literary sources, which in the

past would have been central in such a commentary. In this she is reflective of

the changed circumstance and perspective of scholarship with which I of

course concur. In retrospect, it is evident that while such source analysis

satisfied certain critical wonderment, it contributed very little to our interpre-

tive responsibility. Sakenfeld, without making a big deal of it, inclines to study

“the final form of the text.”

(2) Congruent with the aims of the commentary series, Sakenfeld is

attentive to theological issues, though a particularly Christian interest is not at
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all intrusive in her writing. Thus, for example, Numbers 24: 1 7, often cited as a

“messianic reference,” receives acknowledgement as such but only in a single,

passing sentence.

(3) Likely the most important and problematic element in the Book of

Numbers is the Balaam/Barak encounter of chapters 22-24. Here Sakenfeld

wisely treats in distinctive sections the poetry and the prose. This approach

has the advantage of sorting things out, so that the several parts can be looked

at in their quite different continuities.

(4) Without overstating the matter, Sakenfeld pays attention to the role of

women in a way congruent with her own feminist propensity. In particular,

she helps us to engage matters related to “the Cushite woman,” to Miriam in

chapter 12, and to the daughters of Zelophehad in chapters 27 and 36.

Sakenfeld shows how this consideration is an important aid in seeing what is

happening in the text, a point readily missed when scholarship has been

occupied with other, more remote questions.

In sum, Sakenfeld offers a reliable resource that stays focused on primary

issues and does not trouble the reader with excessively detailed detours. There

is of course an important technical literature on the Book of Numbers of

which she is fully informed. Her work here, however, is of another sort. The

result is a welcome one for us.

Walter Brueggemann

Columbia Theological Seminary

Neely, Alan. Christian Mission: A Case Study Approach. Maryknoll: Orbis

Books, 1995. Pp. xx + 295. $20.00.

Pastors, teachers, and students will enjoy this stimulating introduction to

cross-cultural mission written by Alan Neely, Henry Winters Luce Professor

of Ecumenics and Mission at Princeton Theological Seminary. With decades

of experience in the case study method of teaching, Neely is one of the most

dynamic teachers of missiology in the United States today. A former mission-

ary in Latin America, Neely has crafted a superb introductory text that

combines his deeply biblical orientation with wide knowledge of cross-

cultural, interreligious, and ethical issues facing Christian mission. By outlin-

ing missiological issues through case studies, accounts of actual situations

faced by Christian workers in which difficult, life-changing decisions were

made, Christian Mission: A Case Study Approach draws the reader into the

complexities and excitement of cross-cultural mission. Instead of using an

abstract approach that overwhelms the reader, Neely divides mission issues
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into discrete, concrete situations in which the reader can vicariously partici-

pate through reflection and discussion.

Neely arranges the book in three sections. The first deals with theoretical

issues and the definition of key missiological terms such as context, contextu-

alization, and indigenization. It also explains the case study approach and how

to use the book. The second section contains actual cases in which cross-

cultural workers found themselves having to make difficult decisions in

relation to other religions. The third section contains cases dealing with

assorted current issues in Christian mission, ranging from syncretism to

sexual morality.

The book contains a number of helpful features that make it one of the

most readable scholarly treatments of Christian mission published in recent

years. Each case is preceded by introductory material and maps that set the

context for the case and are essential in welcoming the beginner to cross-

cultural reflection. Each case concludes with study questions and suggested

biblical texts that are helpful to readers who wish to reflect on the meaning of

the case for their Christian faith. Annotated bibliographies of both books and

articles accompany the cases, and appendixes include additional information

on case studies and a list of cases that deal with cross-cultural Christian issues.

The usefulness of the book is enhanced by including a range of situations from

Roman Catholic, evangelical, and ecumenical Protestant contexts. Reason-

ably priced, the attractiveness of Neely’s book is self-evident to seminary

students and persons interested in mission.

Although Neely’s suggestions for further study direct the reader toward

fuller treatments of numerous topics, the case study approach has a built-in

limitation: it cannot provide a systematic overview of mission history, theol-

ogy, or anthropology. But the advantages of Neely’s contextual approach

outweigh the negatives, especially for study groups who wish to understand

current dilemmas and issues in Christian mission or who wish to immerse

themselves in unfamiliar cross-cultural perspectives. Given that persons of

many faiths and cultures live in the United States, the dilemmas the book

presents are also relevant to North American Christians who may never

become missionaries. The case on Jewish-Christian encounter, for example, is

set in Newjersey. In short, Christian Mission: A Case Study Approach will appeal

to a broad range of Christians interested in questions of faith and practice in

the world today.

Dana L. Robert

Boston University
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Gaventa, Beverly Roberts. Mary: Glimpses of the Mother ofJesus. Columbia:

University of South Carolina Press, 1995. Pp. xiv + 164. $34.95.

Around the figure of Mary, the mother of Jesus, has accumulated an

immense fund of images and traditions— and intense theological debate. Yet

the canonical Gospels reveal tantalizingly little about her. Through centuries

of scholarly discussion of Mary, what has been conspicuous by its absence is a

close, sensitive reading ofMary as a character in the Gospel stories. This void

is admirably filled by this contribution to the Studies on Personalities of the

New Testament series by Beverly Roberts Gaventa, Helen H. P. Manson

Professor ofNew Testament Literature and Exegesis at Princeton Theologi-

cal Seminary.

While acknowledging the weighty historical and theological issues surround-

ing Mary, the author focuses attention on the literary portraits of the mother

of Jesus in the Gospel of Matthew, Luke-Acts, the Gospel of John, and the

extracanonical Protevangelium of James. (An English translation of this last

document is provided in an appendix to the study.) Interest in Matthew

centers on the threat posed to Mary and to her child, first by her pregnancy

and then by the murderous rage of Herod. Mary assumes a wider range of

roles in the writings of Luke, which cast her as a model disciple (the

annunciation by Gabriel), as a mother who experiences anguish but also

puzzlement because of her son (Luke 2), and as a prophet (the Magnificat).

Mary’s appearance among the faithful in Acts 1 resolves the suspense created

by her earlier misapprehension and perplexity concerning her son’s mission.

John draws the mother ofjesus onto the stage in only two scenes, the wedding

at Cana and the crucifixion. In these passages she points to the humanity of

Jesus, who must at death strip himself of his earthly family to return to his

heavenly Father. In the Protevangelium of James Mary steps from the

shadows into the spotlight; now her sacred purity— untouched even by her

unusual pregnancy and by her birthing ofJesus— becomes the central feature

of the portrait, and indeed of the entire document. Gaventa suggests, plausi-

bly, that this preoccupation with Mary’s sacred purity responded to second-

century accusations of sexual misconduct leveled against Mary by outsiders,

and to intramural christological disputes as well.

A brief concluding reflection relates each distinctive portrayal of Mary to

the common motif of scandal. While the canonical Gospels allow the scandal

surrounding the person and career ofjesus to color the portrait of Mary his

mother, the Protevangelium ofJames endeavors to shield her from scandal at

every turn. In her own reflection upon these quite different characterizations
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of Mary, Gaventa emphasizes Mary’s vulnerability and her twin roles as

initiator of theological reflection and witness to Jesus.

Mary is a delight to read: perceptive and lucid, showing depth of discern-

ment, yet elegant in its simplicity. Scholars and students, pastors and lay

readers all stand to benefit from these “glimpses of the mother of Jesus.” I

heartily recommend this book.

John T. Carroll

Union Theological Seminary in Virginia

Hunsinger, Deborah van Deusen. Theology and Pastoral Counseling: A New
Interdisciplinary Approach. Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.,

1995. Pp. xiv + 242. $19.00.

“How would the relationship between theology and psychology be under-

stood by a pastoral counselor who works from a Barthian perspective?” In her

book’s sustained response to this question, Deborah van Deusen Hunsinger,

who is Assistant Professor of Pastoral Theology at Princeton Theological

Seminary and a fellow in the American Association of Pastoral Counselors,

demonstrates beyond a doubt that she truly has mastered the “bilingual

fluency” she thinks other pastoral counselors ought to adopt. Her many years

of varied clinical experience, united with a clear grasp of the accomplishment

of Karl Barth, and combined with a penetrating analysis and critique of the

work of others who have attempted to bring Barth’s theology into dialogue

with counseling and depth psychology (Shirley C. Guthrie, Dorothy W.
Martyn, Thomas Oden, and Daniel Price), have resulted in a work that not

only is tremendously clarifying and useful for those working in the field of

pastoral theology but really ought to have repercussions for years to come for

the more general dialogue between theology and the secular sciences. Al-

though the present work does not address these people by name, Hunsinger’s

book shares some of the concerns raised by such interdisciplinary thinkers as

Don Browning, Edward Farley, Peter Homans, James E. Loder, and John

Milbank. Hunsinger’s work has earned her voice a place with these in

important contemporary debates.

Central to the book is Barth’s development and use of the Chalcedonian

pattern: “the person of Christ was to be understood as ‘complete in deity and

complete in humanity’ and that his two natures were related ‘without separa-

tion or division’ and yet also ‘without confusion or change.’ ” Although this

fifth-century formula was developed “to guide the church in its understanding

ofJesus Christ as both human and divine,” the “defining terms of the pattern,
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as Barth uses it, are formal rather than material,” which means that “they can

be applied to a wide range of doctrinal or substantive questions.” Hunsinger’s

book extends the pattern “to encompass a set of interdisciplinary questions

not examined by Barth himself’; she very effectively makes use of the pattern

to analyze and critique others who have attempted to work on the interface

between psychology and Barthian theology.

The penultimate chapter is a case study: “Eva and Her ‘Black Despairs.’
”

Here, Hunsinger’s power and dedication as a pastoral counselor, who clearly

has plumbed the psychoanalytic depths of primary shame with all its debilitat-

ing consequences for adult life, unite with her own faith and profound

comprehension of the major tenets of Christian theology. This becomes fully

apparent in her discussion of her client’s experience of the apparent demonic,

her development of the few psychologically pertinent remarks Barth makes in

this regard, and her own suggestions for an interpretation that responds at

once to the depth-psychology dimension and to the New Testament account

of a cosmic battle between good and evil. Hunsinger’s pastoral application of

the method she develops in this book resulted in a highly desirable therapeutic

and theological effect for her client: “Eva thus sought to weave her own life

story into the larger sacred story of Christ and the church. Her suffering, once

placed within this larger spiritual and theological context, could no longer be

understood as completely isolated and therefore meaningless. This kind of

‘narrative inclusion’ into the gospel is itself a form of healing.”

Further testimony to the high quality of Hunsinger’s book is the appear-

ance on its back cover of laudatory comments from such varied authors as

Thomas F. Torrance, Dorothy W. Martyn, and Ann Belford Ulanov (Hun-

singer’s doctoral adviser at Union Theological Seminary). With their assess-

ments I heartily concur.

Elisabeth Koenig

General Theological Seminary

Guthrie, Shirley C. Christian Doctrine. Rev. ed. Louisville: Westminster/John

Knox Press, 1994. Pp. xiv + 434. $17.99.

This book, which first appeared in 1968, was part of the Covenant Life

Curriculum produced by the “Southern” Presbyterian Church, U.S. Long
after that series was replaced by other (and generally less worthy) materials,

Guthrie’s Christian Doctrine continued to have a life of its own. While its

denominational specificity on the one hand, and its simplicity on the other,

restricted its utility as a basic text for most undergraduate and seminary
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courses, it has proven invaluable for lay education in Presbyterian and

Reformed churches. This revised edition intends to secure its continued

usefulness in those environments.

The structure, content, and size of the book are largely unchanged. It still

reviews in a gentle and winsome way the fundamentals of Christian belief.

The original chatty style has been retained— the doctrine of sin bears the title

“Why don’t you just be yourself?” and that of the Holy Spirit, “What’s

New?” Throughout, the author demonstrates his remarkable ability to tuck

technical language and complex ideas into everyday prose. His discussions of

revelation, the Trinity, and predestination are models of pedagogical skill.

Guthrie’s revisions represent clarifications of earlier positions and reflect

changes in the social context of theology. References to liberation movements

replace those to the Cold War, and, as expected, “gone is all talk about God as

‘he.’ ” His revisions also signal some shifting away from his earlier depen-

dence upon Barth. For instance, Guthrie now favors a “social” understanding

of the Trinity in place of Barth’s subordination of the Son and the Spirit in

their procession from the Father. He also prefers Moltmann’s “panentheis-

tic” view of creation, in which God somehow contains the world, rather than

Barth’s view, in which God not only identifies with the world in Christ but

also “withdraws” from it in absolute transcendence and majesty.

Guthrie speaks of these revisions as “updating.” The term, I think, is

unfortunate, especially when used to describe Barth’s reworking of the

Reformed tradition. Barth was not “updating” Calvin’s doctrine of election;

he replaced it. Naturally, he did so in the context of his own century, but he

had no desire to be “current.” The problem with “updating” theology is

twofold. First, it is always defeated before publication. The liberation theol-

ogy to which Guthrie refers is already somewhat passe, and he neglects what

some would consider the “cutting edge” of theology, namely, the critical

theories and paradigm shifts associated with postmodernism. Second, the

desire to be current may tempt a theologian to embrace quite disparate

theological positions— a move that can only result in confusion and contradic-

tion. Such a contradiction occurs, it seems to me, when Guthrie’s residual

Barthianism causes him to celebrate the freedom of God, while his “updat-

ing” causes him to assert Moltmann’s panentheism, which binds the Creator

inextricably to the world. He seems to want to have it both ways. We see the

same thing when Guthrie’s proper sense of the “otherness” of God (“God is

not made in the image of men or women”) is betrayed by his agreement with

Rosemary Radford Ruether that we should “think of the Spirit as ‘the

feminine side of God.’
”
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Such indecision introduces into the revised edition an element of incoher-

ence absent in the original, and one can only hope that it does not make the

book less useful for the church. Shirley Guthrie is a masterful teacher who

defines the task of theology as the understanding and explication of Christian

faith. Theology, however, has as well the critical task of testing contemporary

faith and practice in the church against their sources. This is an informative

and well-intentioned book, but the question must be asked whether a work

that for pedagogical reasons chooses to remain neutral on critical confessional

issues can really show what theology itself is all about.

A. J. McKelway

Davidson College

Stem, Ephraim, Ayelet Lewinson-Gilboa, and Joseph Aviram, eds. The New

Encyclopedia of Archaeological Excavations in the Holy Land. 4 vols. Jerusalem:

Israel Exploration Society and Carta; New York: Simon & Schuster, 1993.

Pp. 1,552. $375.00.

The New Encyclopedia of Archaeological Excavations in the Holy Land is a

treasure trove of pictures, drawings, and discussions on virtually every signifi-

cant discovery made in the Holy Land, which is broadly defined also to

include sites in the Sinai and in Jordan. This is indeed an encyclopedic work,

containing sixty-four pages in full color and an abundance of valuable

illustrations. The four volumes are handsomely produced, and they provide a

feast of archaeological discoveries from ancient Israel, the Judaism of Jesus’

time, and the history of the church in ancient Palestine. All interested in the

development of human culture will be amazed at the attractive artistic

drawings from the Chacolithic period. In these 1,552 pages are found the

magisterial insights of such giants as W. F. Albright, P. Benoit, J. A. Callaway,

N. Glueck, K. M. Kenyon, B. Mazar, R. de Vaux, Y. Yadin, and F. M. Cross.

Since their work cannot be duplicated— that is, another cannot dig the same

archaeological trench— the work is both a clarification of present consensus

and a classical source.

Missing in this reference work are a discussion with photograph of the only

evidence from Solomon’s temple, namely, the tiny (4.3 cm.) ivory pomegran-

ate with an eighth-century B.C. Hebrew inscription that contains the inef-

fable tetragrammaton; a discussion of “House of David” and “Israel” found in

a ninth-century Aramaic inscription discovered in 1993 at Tel Dan; and a

presentation of the Christian scrolls (perhaps fifty) found in Petra in Decem-

ber 1993. The latter two discoveries postdate the time of publication, but the
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pomegranate is one of the most prized possessions of the Israel Museum and

was discussed some years ago by N. Avigad {Biblical Archaeologist 53 [1990]:

157-66). (The interested reader can see color photographs of the ivory

pomegranate and a succinct discussion of it in H. Shanks’ Jerusalem: An
Archaeological Biography [1995].) The chronological tables and glossary are

helpful but should have included other terms not familiar to many Americans

(e.g., ketubah which means “wedding certificate”). Finally, it is disappointing

to find the claim that Minim denoted “the followers ofJesus” (1.292).

As I have stressed in What Has Archaeology to Do with Faith? (1992),

archaeology cannot form faith, but it does inform faith. In the future, major

volumes on biblical theology must move beyond the parameters inherited

from G. von Rad, W. Eichrodt, R. Bultmann, J. Jeremias, and others; they

must now inform us of how and in what ways biblical theology was contextu-

alized by biblical history now seen more clearly in the light of archaeological

discoveries. The volumes of The New Encyclopedia are definitive; they should

be in every seminar library and in many church libraries.

James H. Charlesworth

Princeton Theological Seminary

Norton, David. A History of the Bible as Literature. Vol. 1, From Antiquity to

1700; vol. 2, From 1700 to the Present Day. Cambridge: Cambridge University

Press, 1993. Pp. xvii 4- 375; xii + 493. $75.00; $75.00.

The author of this extensive history is senior lecturer in English Literature

at Victoria University in Wellington, New Zealand. The central purpose of

the two volumes is to clear away any misconceptions about the literary

intention and early acceptance of the Kingjames Bible.

Today it is generally acknowledged that the Bible is one of the world’s great

collections of literature, and the Kingjames Bible is one of the finest pieces of

English prose. Yet almost nothing is known of how these opinions came to be

developed. According to Norton the truth is that the Kingjames Bible was

generally scorned or ignored as English writing for a century and a half after

its publication.

In volume 1 Norton considers the “Athens orJerusalem” debate among the

Church Fathers, as well as their defense of the disciples’ lack of education and

the absence of aesthetic literary qualities in the scriptures. From the Patristic

period Norton moves quickly to the fourteenth century, to the “Slaves of the

Vulgate,” as he calls Richard Rolle and the translators of the so-called Wyclif

Bible. From this point onward the reader is given a review of the methods and
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achievements of various translators of the Bible during the years prior to

16 1 1— including William Tyndale, John Cheke, Myles Coverdale, and those

who produced the Great Bible, the Bishops’ Bible, the Geneva Bible, and the

Roman Catholic rendering known as the Rheims-Douai Bible. The disputes

between and among opposing camps led, as is well known, to King James’

calling for the production of a common English version that would serve to

unite various factions within his kingdom.

Norton draws attention to a section of the preface of the King James Bible

(entitled “The Translators to the Reader”) that seems to anticipate a hostile

reception for the work. Certainly the censure that the Hebrew scholar Hugh

Broughton brought against the newly published version was virulent enough;

he wrote, “I had rather be rent in pieces with wild horses than that any such

translation by my consent should be wished upon poor churches.” Other

responses by professional translators and ecclesiasts, as well as by poets and lay

people, show that the language of the King James Bible, so far from being

colloquial early-seventeenth-century idiom, was at first regarded as stilted and

pretentious. It is significant that the 1560 English translation known as the

Geneva Bible continued to be printed until 1644, when it was finally displaced

by the KingJames Bible.

In the second volume Norton traces the growth of approval for the King

James Bible. Although in the early eighteenth century literary critics thought

that the Authorized Version had “all the disadvantages of an old prose

translation,” from the 1760s onward critical evaluation became increasingly

favorable. It was, according to Norton, Robert Lowth (1710-87), the Oxford

Professor of Poetry, who marked the turning point in the literary history of

the Bible in English. Lowth ’s judgment that the King James “translation of

the Bible ... is the best standard of our language” came to be reiterated in the

following century by some of the central figures of English romantic poetry,

such as Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley, and Keats. William Hazlitt

was the first to argue that the King James Bible had been a foundational

literary influence, while the phrase “the Bible as literature” was first used by

Matthew Arnold. The latter, a British school inspector, insisted that the Bible

be included in the curriculum for cultural reasons.

Still more laudatory was the judgment of George Saintsbury (1845-1933),

Professor of Rhetoric and English Literature at Edinburgh University, who
declared, “So long as a single copy of the version of 161 1 survives, so long will

there be accessible the best words of the best time in English, in the best

order, on the best subjects.” Praise for the Authorized Version reached its

climax, and (to use Norton’s expression) verged on “AVolatry,” in such
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statements as “the noblest monument of English prose” and even “the

noblest composition in the universe.” Such expressions, extravagant though

they are, were surpassed by the amazing declaration ofWilbur Owen Sypherd

in The Literature of the English Bible (Oxford University Press, 1938), “The

King James Version has a rare distinction. As a translation from two great

languages of antiquity ... it has given to the world a literature greater than

that of the original tongues.”

The final chapter is entitled “This (spiritual) treasure in earthen/

earthenware/clay vessels/pots/jars.” Here Norton deals with the form and

content of biblical thought and concentrates on two kinds of translations,

exemplified in the New King James Version (1982) and the New English

Bible (1970). The reception of the NEB evoked a wide variety of responses on

the part of the public. C. H. Dodd, one of the translators, declared that the

committee strove to use “timeless English.” On the other hand, Prince

Charles, making an earnest plea “to uphold standards amid the general spread

of mediocrity,” concluded: “In the case of our cherished religious writings, we

should leave well alone, especially when it is better than well: when it is great.

Otherwise we leave ourselves open to the terrible accusation once levelled by

that true master of the banal, Samuel Goldwyn: ‘You’ve improved it worse.’
”

Bruce M. Metzger

Princeton Theological Seminary






